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PREFACE
About three years ago I was asked to prepare a
course for the students of the Builders* School of
Hampton Institute to meet the accounting needs for a
small contractor. The course name was to be Account-
ing for Builders. Previous to this time those of the
Builders' School who cared to take a course in account-
ing studied the same course that was given to the
students of the Business School. Although this gave
them a good first year study of Accounting, it did not
touch those special subjects of particular interest to
the anall Builder, The usual text book in bookkeeping
or accounting uses a mercantile establishment for its
illustrations and practice materials. This did not
help to create much interest for those students who were
particularly interested in finding the costs of their
Jobs or solving other problons peculiar to the Builder,
A search for a text book to meet the needs of this
particular group did not bring forth what we needed.
Several books have been published on the subject "Account-
ing for Contractors", but they seemed to be lacking in
several requirements. First, from a pedagogical point
of view it was evident that the writers, although well
qualified to do the accounting work for contractors, had
little or no conception as to how to present it to a

student. Second, the authors prepared the books appar-
ently expecting that the reader was well versed in account-
ing. It seemed to me that anyone able to follow the
authors of these books would not be the ones who would be
interested in studying an elementary course in Accounting
for Builders.
My third criticism of the material available was
that most of the systems presented were much too compli-
cated. Simplicity should be the aim in a system of
accounts and records prepared for a small builder. He
has trained himself as a mechanic, not as an expert account-
ant, and this should be kept in mind continually.
The same criticism that I make of the books that are
available, likewise applies to various articles that have
appeared from. time to time in trade journals.
Much of the material contained in this thesis has been
used at Hampton Institute during the past year in my
accounting classes for Builders. The problem and practice
material that has been used with this class is not made a
part of this thesis.
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CHAPTER I
THE NEED OF ACC0U1:TING
Man's Oldest Ocoupation now Specialized
Building of homes is one of the oldest of man's occu-
pations. It was probably preceded only by that of obtain-
ing food. Of course building as carried on today is remote
from the procedure used many years ago, or even a few years
ago. Specialization has taken place in this field as in
all others. A man no longer builds his ov/n house. He finds
someone to do it for him; someone who has special training
and ability in this kind of vTOrk. Nor does this man build
the house from the foundation to the roof. He also searches
out the specialist and assigns to him that work in which he
excels. The bricklayer does the brickwork. The pasterer
does his special job. The carpenter works with wood. This
specialization goes further. Among the carpenters are fouiid
rough carpenters, finish carpenters, floor layers, and when
the job is big enough one man does nothing for a fev/ weeks
but make holes in doors for locks.
Builder Has Inadequate Records
There is one phase of the work, however, in which the
builder of small houses has not kept abreast of the times.
That is in keeping accurate record of his operations and
financial conditions. Here it is that he is indeed lacking.
The discussion from here on will be directed to the general
contractor who builds homes, and more particularly for the
i
benefit of the Negro Builder of the South. Progress has
been made in the construction of homes, but not the great-
est possible progress. This, of course, is not due to any-
particular reason, but outstanding among other reasons is
the glaring lack of any adequate accounting practice. Build-
ers have no accurate records of past experiences to guide
them. No doubt they have lost thousands of dollars from
clients because of incomplete account s« Their credit at the
banks would be decidedly greater if they could show in a
clear concise and orderly manner a story of their financial
condition. They can not compare their operating expenses
with those of their competitors because they do not know
what they are. They often wonder if they have really made
a profit or a loss on a job; and if a loss, why? These and
many other disadvantages occur to the Builder who is operat-
ing without adequate records. If a Builder is operating at
a loss, he should stop it and begin to make a profit. If he
is making a profit in spite of all these disadvantages, he
should strengthen his position and make a better profit.
The old method of "no method" must go. This account
keeping on the back of an old envelope is hardly better than
"no method". It must go also. In its place means must be
provided to show accurate and detailed costs of operations,
the financial condition at any time, and how it has improved.
The old must go because the new and better has come.
Knowing Costs
An examination of other types of production, or distri-
bution, will shov/ what is meant by "accurate and detailed
#
costs". In production, wMch is usually carried on in
factories, the management can account for every penny ^ent»
It is not a puzzle to find out what the various expenses are*
Through means of cost accounting the management knows not
only the cost of tlB product, but also the cost of every
element and operation of that product. If some part of that
product is costing more than it should, this fact stands out
conspicuously on the report. ViHien excessive costs are dis-
covered the cause is quickly determined, and means taken to
eliminate that cause. This is exactly what a builder should
do. He should find out the cost of not only the v^ole
product - the house but also of each part of that house,
and act accordingly.
Distribution is mentioned because in that field the
same situation is found as in production. Certain well or-
ganized and efficient retail merchandising establishments are
operating at a profit, while others are struggling along at
a loss. Almost invariably those carrying on at a loss do not
know why or where their losses are occuring. More often
than not these losses are unknov/n to the proprietor until
suddenly he finds himself face to face with complete failure.
Then it is too late to correct the errors. His investment
is gone and the only thing he can do is to work for someone
else. This is exactly what is happening in every community.
You will find only a few merchants in your home town who are
surviving this very keep competition. Only those will re-
main who study and analyze their business operations. They
* •
will thereby discover their leaks and losses on one hand
and their suooessful departments on the other. Having
worked out their information oy adequate accounting sys-
tems they can easily attack their major problem, that of
keeping their costs of doing business within the amount
of profit they make on sales. Unfortunately, many men
discovered their errors too late. Their establishments
have failed and they have lost all that they had invested
in their business. This has been in retail merchandising.
V/ill the Building business be the next to feel the effect
of increased efficiency? If so, how many are prepared to
meet it? It is well to remember that competition is getting
keener and keener and only those who know where their
profits - and losses - are being made will survive.
t
chapter ii
hjtormation desired
Builders are all quite aware of the need of accounting
in their business. It is not that they do not appreciate
this need that prevents them from getting started. Many-
contractors steer away from accounting records because the
cost is sometimes heavy, and often because of the intricate
statements and reports that they presume necessarily go with
an accounting system. These statements need not be intri-
cate. Neither must the cost of preparing them be high,
unless the Builder is looking for a great amount of detailed
statistical information. Ordinarily, a Builder wants the
answers to just a few questions. These questions can be
condensed to six:
1. V/hat is the Worth of the Business?
2, What does the business own?
3« Who owes the business any money or services?
4. To whom does the business owe money or
services?
(It is necessaiy to know the answers
to questions 2,3, and 4 before a correct
answer can be given to question ftlt)
5, How much profit (or loss) has been made?
6» How the profit - or loss - was made?
Q,uestions 1, 2, 3 and 4 should be considered together,
The answers to them will enable a Builder to determine his
financial condition at any given time.
Questions 5 and 6 should be considered jointly as they
both have to do with the amount of profit. In connection
with these two questions, it will be necessary to know the
cost of each job because it is from the jobs that the

profits are derived. A profit is made if the Job costs
less than the contract price and a loss if the cost of
the job was more than the contract price. So, it is
readily seen that it is essential to know the costs of
the jobs if the Builder is to know the profit on each job*
ViHiile determining the cost of each job, the Builder
will also find it to his advantage to be able to compare
actual costs with estiiiiated costs. If a job was finished
at a loss, a comparison of estimated costs with actual
costs would probably show why the loss occurred. Such in-
formation is what makes experience valuable.
Summarized, the following is the information that a
Builder wants to get from his accounting records,
I. V/hat is the business worth?
lo What is owned?
2o Who owes the business money or services?
3. Tp whom does the business owe money
or services?
II o How much profit has been made?
1» How was it made?
a* The cost of each job?
b. The cost of each operation?
From this point on, this paper will be very definitely
tied to the idea of developing statements that v/ill furni^
the answers to the above questions.

OEAPTBR III
THE BAMNCE SHSai?
What is the business worth? This question is asked many times*
Others ask it of the Builder, particularly his "banker. If a Builder
were asked what his "btisiness is worth, he prohably could, figure it
out without any great deal of difficulty. He would sit dovai and
reason as follows: "I have Jt-BOO^OO cash, a truck worth §1,000.00, a
house partly finished worth $4,000,00, and various .iiaterials worth
^500,00," How some Guilders migiit say, "The total of these things
that I own is TthgA I am worth". Hoi»ever, most Builders would go a
step further. They would say "I own all of these things with a total
value of $6,000*00, hut I am not worth that much because I owe the
Bickford Lumber Oonqpany $1,500,00 for material I have put in my house.
This fact gives the BicJkford Lumber Oontoaxiy a right in my property to
the extent of $1,500*00", They can by right of law take $1,500,00
worth of any of his property (with certain exceptions) and are not
limited to the taking of the materials which they originally owned*
In addition to this debt he might owe the bank $500*00 on account of
a loan. So he reasons that ilthough he owns various kinds of prop-
erty valued at $6,000*00, others ha/ing a right in that property to
the extent of $2,000.00, means that he is worth only $4,000*00, At
this time it might be mentioned that if other people owe him money,
he likeswise has a right in their property*
€
How to put down the very elementary process that he used in
deter:nlning that he was worth $4,000,00»
1* Total value of things ovzned $6,000*00 (Assets)
Less
2* Other peoples* rights (or equity)
in the things that he owned $2,000.00 (LialDilitie
3» His worth $4, 000,00 (Worth)
The above confutation is the most important principle of account-
ing that will "be encoimtered, and for that reason one must he sure to
keep it always in mind. Throughout this paper it will continually he
referred to; not always in the same form, hut always in the same line
of reasoning. Set into a sentence it means, that a business is worth
the difference between what it owes and -vfnat it owns.
It is "best to know the accounting terms for those things which
have just heen discussed.
Description Accounting Term
1. Things that are owned. Assets
2. Ei^ts in things that other
people own. Assets
3. Other peoples ri^ts in the
things that the business owns. Liabilities
Referring to ahove, it will be seen that things that are owned
(Assets) v/ere $6,000.00, and other peoples* ri^ts in the business*
s
property (Liabilities) were v 2,000.00, Prom this it is seen that the
difference betv/eon Assets of $6,000.00 and Liabilities of #2,000.00
was what the business was worth. This point is very important. The
reader should he positive in his own mind that Assets minus the lia-
bilities is the worth. It will be put in various forms so as to
€
enable the reader to more firnily impress it upon his mind. There is
no principle of accounting so fundamental, or so necessary to acquire
for tiie successful understanding of accounting*
Assets ($6,000,00)
Less Liabilities ($2,000.00)
equals Worth ($4,000,00)
Assets iolnus Liabilities - Worth
$6,000.00 - #2,000,00 = |4,000*00
It does not require an unusual stretch of the imagination to see
that these figures may be shifted about somewhat. That is, if
$6,000,00 minus $2,000,00 = $4,000,00
then
$6,00.00 = $4,000,00 plus $2,000,00
By changing the $2,000.00 to the right hand side of the equation,
the minus quantity is changed to a positive one. All can see that
$6,000,00 minus $2,000.00 = $4,000,00 and that Assets minus Liabilities
equal Worth. Li like manner no one has any difficulty to see that
$6,000.00 equals ^^^4, 000, 00 plus $2,000.00 and that Assets {i;6,000,00 )
equal Liabilities ($2,000.00) plus Worth ($4,000,00).
Why all this Accounting Equation about Assets equaling Liabilities
plus 7/orth? The answer is this: "Upon this equation is built all
accounting work". Whenever a person is confronted with a difficult
accounting problem, he may always refer back to the accounting equation
"Assets equal Liabilities plus Worth", and he will find his problem
easily solved. In the next few paragraphs this equation will be put
to work so as to show '^hat the Business is worth".
c
A statement showing what the business is worth is one of the
statements that was mentioned in the previous chapter. Eefer 'bacic to
page S , notice that the first thing asked of the records is "what
is the "business worth", presumably In the form of a statement* To do
this we have:
a* What does the business own?
Who owes the business money or services?
c* To whom does the business owe money or services?
Illustration:
Ho assume a situation and prepare a statement that vrf.ll set forth
the above, we have the follovdng:
Arthur Taylor is a contractor in Durham, H.C, doing business under
the name of Arthur Taylor Co», General Contractor The business owns
the following:
His Assets:
Cash |1, 000.00
Ford Truck value 400.00
Cement liixer " 400.00
A house partly finished " 6,200.00
"" Miscellaneous Bquipmesit " 500,00
Theo. Briggs owes him (this is balance
due him on a contract) 1,000;00
Total of his Assets are $9,500.00
Mr. Taylor owes the Durham National Bank $2,000,00 on account of
a loan to enable him to buy materials for his present contract. He
also owes the Southern Lumber Go, ^1,000,00 for purchases of last month.
His liabilities total |i3,000.00.
A statement should first be headed so that there will be no question
as to its content or nature. This statement will be headed as follows:

Arthur Taylor Goravsny, General Builder
Statement of Pinjancial Condition
December 31, 19 29
The heading as above should show three things:
1. The name of the firm,
E, The name of the Statement,
3. The date
This statenent is going to list on one side (the left) the Assets
(with values) of Arthur Taylor as follows:
Arthur Taylor Corapany, Gana:al Builder
Statement of Financial Oondition
December 31, 1929
Oash 1^1,000.00
Ford Truck 400.00
Canent Mixer 400.00
House (partlu finished) 6
,
200.00
Miscellaneous Equipment 5 00.00
Theo. Bri^s (owes us) 1,000.00
Total Assets $ 9,500.00
The first five of the above are readily seen to be Assets. The
sixth is not so evident. It does, however, represent a right that
Mr, Taylor has in Mr, Brio's property. Hereafter, such an Asset
will be shown loy merely writing the na^ie of the person who owes the
business the money. At ti es the words "Accounts Receivable" will
be added so as to distinguish the name from others that represent
c\
j
e
amounts that the "business owe. These will be labeled "Accoimts
Payable".
First the heading was written, IText the Assets were listed.
The next step is to list those that the business owe - Liabilities,
Up to this point, the statement has the following form:
Heading
Assets
The Assets are on thj left. The Liabilities will be listed on
the right as follows:
Arthur Taylor Company, General Builder
Statement of Pinanoial Condition
December 31, 19 29.
I>urham national Bank $ 2,000,00
Southern Lumber Co. 1,000.00
Total Liabilities | 3,000.00
c
Why are the Assets on the left and the Liabilities on the right?
They were not placed in those positions without a reason. What we have
will now he put together and perhaps it may "be seen why in this state-
ment the Assets are put on the left and the Liabilities on the right*
To h^p think out the answer, it is suggested that the reader refer
back to page 9 and note the equation: Assets equal Idahilities plus
Worth. Note the relative position in the equation of the Assets and
Liabilities.
The statement to this point:
Arthur Taylor Company, General Contractor
Statement of Financial Condition
December 31, 1929
Assets Liabilities
Cash #1,000.00 Durliam Katl. Bank #
Pord Truck 400.00 (Kote Payable) 2,000.00
House in construction 6,200.00 Southern Lumber Co.
Misc. Equipment 500.00 (Account Payable) 1,000.00
Theo.Sriggs (Accounts
Receivable) 1,000.00 Total Liabilities #3,000.00
Conent Mixer 400.00
Total Assets 9,5 00.00
There is a resemblance between the above and the fundamental equa-
tion. Assets • Liabilities plus Worth.
In the equation assets appear on the left, and merely to be con-
sistent, the assets are placed on the left of the statement. There is
absolutely no reason why the order could not be reversed, but as present
accounting practice has accepted the left side for the assets, others of
course will do likewise*
Similarly, Liabilities appear on the ri^t of the accepted form of
the equation A * L plus W, and so to be consistent and in conformity
with authorities on accounting, it is best to fall in line and show
Liabilities on the ri^it hand side of the statement*
• «
There is one thing, ho-srever, which appears in the equation
(a L plus W) which,4n the above statement is not seen Before read-
ing the next paragraph see for yourself vvhat is missing in the statements
As most of you probably discovered, the statement as yet does not
show that which it primarily was devised to show* That is, "»7hat the
Business is Worth". It does show the two elements necessary for the
computation of the worth, and "by applying the principle of the equation,
one readily finds out v/hat Arthur Taylor is worth. This is figured as
follows:
Subtract the sum of the Liabilities (s? 3, 000*00) from the sura of the
Assets ($9,500.00)
$6,500.00 is what Arthur Taylor is vorth.
In the original equation this would appear thus:
Assets minus Liabilities equal V/orth.
#9,500.00 - |3, 000.00 a $6,500.00
The equation is shown, but not the complete statement of financial
condition of Arthur Taylor for December 31, 19 29. The statement was
shovai complete on page 13 excepting that the final figure (worth was not
arrived at. As shown on page 13 it was:
#9,500.00
- 5,000.00
(Assets)
- (Liabilities
)
$6,500.00 ( Worth
)
Arthur Taylor Company, Groneral Contractor
Statement of Financial Condition
December 31, 1929
$9,500.00 Liabilities ij^ 3, 000.00Assets
Completed it should show:

Arthur Taylor Company, Gen oral Contractor
Statomeaat of Financial Condition
December 31, 1929.
Assets ^9,500.00 Liabilities $3,000,00
Worth 6,500>00
Total $9,500,00 Total ^9,500,00
Note that left side of the statement is equal to the right side.
From the preceeding pages it is concluded that the following is a
correct statement of Financial Condition of ^thiir Taylor, General Con-
tractor, Durham, II. C, on December 31, 1929,
Arthur Taylor Company, General Contractor
Durham, IT.G,
Statement of Financial Condition
December 31, 1929
Assets Liabilities and Worth
Cash #1,000/00 Liabilities
Ford Truclc 400,00
Cement Mixer 400,00 Durham national Baik
House in construction 6,200,00 (Hote Payable) #2,000.00
Misc, Equipment 500,00 Southern Lumber Co,
Theo, Briggs (Accoimts Rec,) 1,000,00 (Account Payable) 1,000.00
Total Liabilities ^53,000.00
Worth 6,500.00
Total Assets #9,500,00 Total Liab, & Y/orth #9,500.00
Hote: In all of this work it must be Uiiderstood t2iat there is a
difference between Arthur Taylor as a private individual and Arthur Taylor
Company, General Contractor, Ur. Taylor may be worth a million dollars in
other business enterprises, but that is not shown on the books of the
Arthur Taylor Company. The statement of the Financial Condition showed a
Worth of 4^6,5 30,00. This is the value of the business Liid cJiy i^evsoiiel
assets or personal liabilities of lOr. Taylor are not to be considered or
shown on the books of the Arthur Taylor Company,

GHAPTSR IV
THE BALAITCE SHEET (Cont.)
The preceding ciiapter has 3ho\m the form of a statement of Financial
Condition, It shov/s three things.
(a) What the business o\ms,
("b) Y/hat the business owes,
(c) What the business is worth.
It shows trie above as of a particular date. A statement of this sort is
very often called a Balance Sheet, Presumably this name lias cone about
because the statement "Balances". This is, the left side is equal to
the right side; and like a pair of balance scales when equal weights are
on each side, the statement is in balance* So hereafter when the term
Balance Sheet is used it will mean that type of statement expla,ined in
the previous chapter. Another thing to notice in this Balance Sheet
(Statement of Financial Gondition) is that it is for a specific date.
Later on in this book there will be statements that will cover a period
of time, but the Balance Sheet is always a statement of the financial con-
dition on a given date.
Balance Sheet Items Continually Changing
With that in mind it is very evident that a Balance Sheet prepared
today does not set forth the financial condition tomorrow. The purchase
of an asset adds to those things that are owned. This new asset may be
paid for by cash and in such an event the asset "Cash" is decreased. An
asset may be purchased without the payment of cash, for erample: tools
bought on credit. Such a case would increase those things that are owned
(Assets) but would also increase what is owed (Liabilities).

Transactions Have Double Bfect
Eivery "business transaction affects more than one of the elements
in the Balance Sheet, This is so in any situation that can arise» There
is no possible situation "Wiiich will result in a change of "but one element
of the Balance Sheet*
If the business increases any asset it is always reflected by one or
more of the following:
(a) decrease of another asset,
(b) increase of a liability, or
(c) increase in worth,
A decrease in aay asset is always reflected by one or more of the
following: (a) increase in another asset,
(b) decrease in a liability, or
(c) decrease in worth,
An increase in any of the liabilities is always reflected by one or
more of the following:
(a) decrease in another liability,
(b) increase in some asset, or
(c) decrease in Worth,
A decrease in any of the liabilities is always reflected by one or
more of the following:
(a) increase in some other liability,
(b) decrease in some asset, or
(c) increase in worth*
Some Illustrations may serve to show this more clearly. The busi-
ness of Arthur Taylor will be used as shown on pago 15 so as to have
specific figures in the illustrations.
Assume that he acquires some office furniture valued at $300,00,
This would have been obtained by purchase, either for cash or on credit;
or it might have been contributed by ISr, Taylor as additional investment
in this business. If purchased for cash the increase in the nev; asset-
Office Equipment- would be shown and a corresponding decrease in Cash,
•
Assets Before the After the
Purchase Purchase
Gash $ 1,000. • # 700.
Truck 400. 400.
Cement LQLxer 400. 400.
House in Construction 6,200. 6, 200.
Misc* 2quipm€Ct 500, 500.
Theo. Bri^s 1,000. 1,000.
Office Bquipmait
# 9,500.
* 300.
# 9,500.
The illustration is of the situation where an asset has "been in-
ca:eased and offset "by the decrease of another asset.
* Asset- Office Equipment increased $300.
" Cash decreased §300.
In equation form it mi^t Tae shown as follows:
Assets Liabilities Worth
$9,500. $300. - #300. m $3,000. #6,500.
Equip. Cash
#9,500. « #9,500.
The next illustration is of the same purchase excepting that the
equipment was purchased from Soanlon Furniture Co., without any cash
pa3mient. The tex^ stated tlE t thje amomt was to be paid in thirty days.
In this case the assets would now appear as follows:
Gash #1,000.
Truck 400.
Cement Mixer 400.
House in Construction 6,200.
Msc. Equipment 500.
Theo. Brlegs 1,000.
Office Equipment 300.
Total Assets # 9,800.
As can be seen, tlie assets have been increased from #9,500. to
#9,800. The liabilities have also been increased a like amount as the
business owes the Scanlon Furniture Co. #300. making the total liabili-
ties #3,300. The worth of the business remains the same.
o* f
The increase in asset. Office Bquipment, has bean offset by the
increased liability of #300» The equation would now be:
Assets s Liabilities
-v Worth
#9,500. + $300 s #3,000 ^ |;300
-f |6,600
Equip* Scanlon Co,
Assume the same purchase with the following terms: $E00 oasji pay-
ment and the balance {^100) due in thirty days.
Assets Before the After the
Purchase Purchase
Cash |1,000. $ 800. (Decrease #200)
Other Assets 8,500. 8,500.
Office Equipment — 500. ( Increase #300)
Total Assets # 9,500. § 9,600. Increase $100
The above shows a net increase of $100.
The liabilities are of course increased ^100; the amount due the
Scanlon Furniture Co. Shown In equation form:
Assets Liabilities •'t Worth
#9,500 + #300 - #200 s $6,500 + #100 + #3,000
Equip. Cash Scanlon
#9,600 s #9,600
It is seen that the equation is still in balance after showing the effect
of the business transactions. The assets of #9,600 are equal to Liabili-
ties plus the worth of the business.
Okie more illustration of the same Office Equipment. Suppose that
instead of being purchased it was received as an additional investment
from Mr. Taylor. The assets would be increased from the original #9,500
to #9,800. ITo change occurs in the liabilities.
The assets are #9,800
The liabilities are still #3,000
The difference is the Worth of the business #6,800
c» »
3Ihe oqaation has "been changQcl so as to read as follows:
Assets « Liabilities + Worth
#9,500 ^ $300 a $3,000 + #6,500 f |300
Bq-aiff> #6,000
#9,800 as #9,600
In tMs last illustration the v;orth of the "business has increased
$300 on accouiat of an additional investaant of that araou2it "by the pro-
prietor, Mr. Arthur Taylor^ This investment is often referred to as the
proprietor's equity in the "busiaess* The proprietor's equity in a busi-
ness is of coarse exactly equivalent to the worth or value of the business.
The point that is being made is that every business transaction will
affect two or more of the elements of the Balance Sheet, This being es-
tablished as a fact one can readily see that the Balance Sheet is in a
oontinuous state of change. Every business transaction requires that two
or more changes be made on the Balance Sheet in order that it will be a
correct statement of the financial condition of the business. It is
possible for a firm, if it has but very few transactions, to record these
transactions directly on the Balance Sheet, This would be accomplished
by changing the names of the assets or liabilities and their accompanying
figures after each business transaction. If, as a result of the trans-
action, the worth of the business increased or decreased, this also would
be shown by changing the figures showing the Worth of the business,
A few transactions for the firm of Arthur Taylor Co, vrlll illustrate
how this could be accomplished.
c' f
Firstt His Balance Sheet as of December 21, 1929»
Arthur Taylor Company
Balance Sheet
December 31, 1929
Assets
Cash |1,000. 00
Truoto 400.00
Cement Mixer 400.00
Hoiise In Construction 6,200.00
Misc» Equipment 500.00
Theodore Bri^s 1,000.00
Total Assets 9,500.00
Liabilities & Worth
note Payable #2,000.00
(Durham National Bank)
Account Payable 1,000.00
(Southern Iwraber Co.)
Total Liabilities
Worth
3, 000.00
6,500.00
Total Liabilities & Worth 9,500.00
c0
The following transactions took place during January 1930,
January 11, 1930 Paid his carpenter |)40 for Labor on JoTd #1,
» 14, Paid for materials used on Jola #1 #15 0#
" 20, Paid Durham National Bank ^60 for interest on
their loan.
" £1, The Soxithem Lumber Oo» asks the business to pay
them something on account, $100 is sent to them
and a promise made to pay the balance on Jan»30.
** 28, Mr. Taylor malces an additional investment of $1,5 00.
" 30, The balance due the Southern Lumber Co, is paid.
" 30, Paid $25,00 cash for repairing truck.
*» 30, Mr, Briggs pays $600, leaving a balance due of $400-
" 30, Carpenters are paid $160 for work on Job #1.
" 31, Telephone bill of $16 is paid.
The uezt step is to make corrections on the Balance Sheet to show
changed conditions on account of each business transaction. Plenty of
space must be allov/ed between the names of each asset so as to avoid
crowding.
The aim will be to make a Balance Sheet as of the date January 31,1930,
This Balance Sheet of Arthur Taylor Go,, as it would look after all trans-
actions for January are recorded is shown on page 2o • Bach transaction
will be considered separately and the recording of the change of any ele-
ment in the Balance Sheet will be noted. Particular attention is called
to the fact that every transaction requires at least two changes, (This
is the source of the expression "Double Entry Bookkeeping",)
tf
« t
t
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January 11
January 14,
Cash was deorQased thus
House in Construction increased
One asset decreased $40*00
One asset increased §40*00
No change in total of Assets
Ho change in Worth of the business
Cash was decreased
House in Construction increased
#1,000
960 (440
1
6,200
6,240 (^40 3
960
810 (-#15 01
6,240
6,390 (-^#250)
Similar to Jan* 11 transaction*
Both lahor and materials put into a job increase the
cost and value of that asset by the amount expended*
This should not be overlooked \vhen the builder himself
does not draw a regular wage* The job should show the
increased value* This will be further discussed later*
January 20, Decresise Cash
Decrease Worth
$ 810
750
6,500
6,440
Not much question will arise over decreasing cash to #750 as that
Is very sqoparent* Decreasing Worth to $6,440 will however cause some
oorament* The easiest explanation of this is to go bacic to the original
discussion of determining the amount of a business and what it was worth*
The business is worth the difference between the assets and the liabilities*
After the cash was decreased from $810 to J^750, note that tls total assets
were then $9440* (This is the first transaction that caused any cliange
in the amount of the total assets.) The liabilities still remain $3,000*
The difference between Assets (^9,440) and Liabilities ($3,000) is $6,440,
the Worth of the Business* In recording this, one need not reason so
far around the subject. The reader will soon become acquainted with the
fact that if a business parts with some of its assets and does not get
0
another in return, or decrease a liability the same araount, that
naturally it will "be worth less* This is a repetition of what was stated
on page 17 • A decrease in an asset must be offset "by one or more of
the following:
(a) increase of another asset,
(b) decrease of a liability,
(c) decrease in worth of the business.
Usually one may use the process of elimination. If, in a givou transaction
such as paying |60 for interest, we eliminate (a) and (b), then we must
conclude that the offset to the decrease In asset is (c) decrease in worth
of the business.
Apply it to the personal affairs of a man: TaJce a dollar from his
pocfeet and spend it in some way that neither gets him another asset or de-
creases a debt. Is he not worth less?
To be sure, a man in business knows this, and continues it. The
paying of his rent, telephone, gas and oil for the truck are all similar
situations. It is a case of temporarily decreasing his vorth in the hope
that later it will result In increasing his worth. At the moment, however,
the transaction has decreased what the business is Worth and it is that
which must now be recorded. When the contractor disposes of the house he
is building, he will then record any profit from the sale as an increase
in the worth. He hopes that this increase will be more than the accumu-
lated decreases.
January 21, Decrease' Cash $750
650 O-4IOO)
Decrease Liability 1,000
Southern Lumber Co. 900 (-^100)
A decrease in an asset offset by a decrease in a liability. The Worth of
the business remains unchanged.
c
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0
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The totals are all affected.
Total Assets #9,440
9,340 (-#100)
Total Liabilities 3,000
2,900 (4100)
Total Liabilities & Worth 9,440
9,340 (-4100)
E:q)ressed in the form of the equation, we have the following:
Assets s Liabilities + Worth
#9,440 - #100 s #3,000 - |100 -v #6,440
#9,340 « #9,340
Hote that every transaction has had a double effect.
Jaa, 11 affected two assets,
Jan. 14, affected two assets,
Jan, 20, affected one asset and the Worth,
Jan. 21, affected one asset and one Liability,
January 28, Changes
Gash $ 650
2,150 (^^1500)
Worth 6,440
7,940 (^#1,500)
Totals 8,340
10,840 (-l#l,500)
This of course is quite evident. Increases or decreases of cash are
always first to be seen.
In the form of the equation thusj
Assets s Liabilities + Worth
#9,340 t #1,500 s #2,900 -i #6,440 #1,500
$7,906
#10,840 s #10,840
c0
January 30 {1st transaction)
Decrease Cash $2,150
1,250 (-$900)
Decrease the Liability account,
Southem Lumber Go •to nothing ^9^Q
Decrease Totals ^10,840
9,940 4 900
At this time the name of the creditor may "be crossed out»
January 30 (aid transaction) changes
Cash ^3:t^0
1,225 -|;25
Worth 54^4©
7,915 -ii?25
Totals i&T^
10,815 -#25
This transaction is similar to the one of January 20»
Jsaiuary 30 (3rd transaction) changes
Cash $1t^
1,825 + #600
Briggs lyOOO
400 - $600
This transaction involves assets only. Cash is not property but repre-
sents a ri^t in property. A dollar bill Is cash. A dollar bill repre-
sents a certain right one has in property held by Banlcs or the Govern-
ment. The account with Briggs is also an asset. The Arthur Taylor Co.
has no particular certificate representing their right in any of Brigg*s
property but as Jie aclmowledges that property right, there is little
fundamental difference between the asset "Cash" and the asset "Theodore
Briggs". The similarity might seem stranger if Brigg's debt was
supported by a promissory note. In this case both the dollar bill and
Brigg's note would be certificates stating the rights in the government's
ehd Brigg's property. Both of course are assets. The fact that in this
fr
case the ArtJmr Taylor Co» does not possess a note si^ed Toy Briggs
does not make the aocount any less an asset. In Chapter XIII it will
"be shoYtti hov/ these accounts supported "by notes are classified hut never
is it said that the one is an asset and the other not*
January 30, {4th transaction) cJisnges
Cash
House in Construction
Ho other changes
Same as January U
Assets «
#10,815 + |160 House
- $160 Ca^h
#10,816
January 31
Change Cash
Change Worth
Change Totals
#1,825
1,665
6,390
6,550
-§160
#160
Liabilities
#E,900 +
Worth
#7,915
#10,815
#^$^&
1,649
7,899
10,799
Same as January EO, and January 30
Every one of the ten "business transactions have now "been re-
corded. Bach change in any of the elements of the Balance Sheet has
"been made. The statement showed at the end of each transaction the
new condition of the "business and on January 31 appears as follows:
cr
Arthur Taylor Company - General Contrax3tors
Durham, North Carolina
Balanoe Sheet
Decernljer 31, IS 29.
Assets
Cash
Truck
Cement Mzer
Misc« Equipment
Theo. Briggs
Total Assets
960
-810
750
6&0
2,150
1^ 25 0
1, 225
1,825
1,665
1,649
400
400
House in Construction 6,200
6,240
6,390
6,550
500
1,000
400
9,500
9,440
9,340
10,840
9,940
10,815
10,799
Liabilities and Worth
Durham Hat»l. Bank (Hote Payable) 2,000
Southern Lumber Co.
( Account Payable
)
Total Liability
Worth
Total Liabilities and Worth
1,000
900
0
3,000
2,900
2, 000
6,500
5,440
7,940
7,915
7,890
7,899
9,500
9,440
9,340
10,840
9,940
10,815
10,799
At this time a new statement will be prepared showing the final balances.
The Arthur Taylor Company Balance Sheet in final form is as follows:

Arthur Taylor Company
Balance Sheet
January 31, 1930.
Assets Liabilities and Worth
Cash
Tmclc
Cement Mixer
$1,649
400
400
House in Construction 6,550
Misc. Equipment 500
Theo» Briggs 400
Total Assets #9,899
Note Payable $2,000<5
{Durham National Bank)
Worth 7,899
Total Liabilities & Worth #9,899
c
CHAPTER V
THS AOOOUHT
The previous chapter has shovm how "business transactions nay be
recorded directly on the Balance Sheet. Ten transactions were recorded,
each of them very elementary, hut it is certain that a large number of
the readers would find themselves in difficulty before they con^oleted
the final transactions of January 31, Of course, that is no reason for
anyone to become discouraged as they are presumed to be beginners at this
accounting work. Good business men would say that our accounting system
should be so arranged that it will involve less chance of error, less
orossing out and less of this changing of figures. The answer to that is,
"Yes, fine; but how shall it be done?". The first step is to study the
Balance Sheet (page 28 ) and, if possible, locate any specific part of it
that is giving trouble. The part that shows the greatest amount of
"Scratching out" and insert iiag "corrected figures" is Gash, It was
changed tan tLnes so that on January 31, that part of the Balance Sheet
was as follows:
Cash IrOQQ
^9
How would it loolc if there were a hundred transactions in a month or
a thousand or even more? Surely some other arrangement must be found.
c
Changes have iDean proposed by men in the Building "business, and some
of thera are now submitted here*
First, by a Mr, S from Riciiraond, Virginia • Mr, 3 says
"Instead of mald.ng these constant changes directly on the Balance Sheet,
attach separate sheets of paper to it on which to make these changes.
That is, if you imow from past experiences that your cash in caistantly
fluctuating, make a sheet and head it "Gash". On your Balance Sheet
place beside the word Oash^ - "see supplementary sheet attached". Any
changes of cash would then be recorded on this supplementary sheet aiid
at the end of the month a new Balance Sheet be made out showing the
final figure given on the supplementary sheet.
In the illustration given of the Arthur Taylor Go, business in the
previous chapter, a Balance Sheet would be made out on January 1 showing
Cash (see supplementary sheet) §1,000,
All clianges would then be made on the supplementary sheet as follows:
GASH
Date Amount
Jan. 1 $1,000
11 960
14 810
20 750
21 650
28 2,150
30 1,250
30 1,225
30 1,825
30 1,665
31 1,649
"This idea of supplementary sheets", Mr. S continues, "should
include each element of our Balance Sheet in which v;e anticipate changes
during the month". In the Taylor Go, illustration it would mean a sheet
for each item sho\'m on the Balance Sheet with the exception of tiie three
c
equipment items and the liability to the Durham national Bank.
IJr, w
, also of Ricshmond, said that becaiise one could not tell
jiist which items would not change during the month, a supplementary sheet
should be kept for each asset and each liability that existed in the busi-
ness, A sheet would dso be kept to show the increases and decreases in
the Worth* To this, probably all will agree as it is but little extra
work and will thereby eliminate all recording on the Balance Sheet* The
work will be a great many times more neatly done and in all probability
more accurate. As accuracy is the key note of accounting, it is reason-
able then that Builders will favor this new "supplementary sheet" plan.
This will enable them to start the first of tlB month with a statement
of their finsincial condition which will then be filed away and all changes
made on their supplementary sheets. At the end of the month a new state-
ment can be prepared from the final figures on each of these sheets. All
who have listened to this plan have agreed that it is an irai-)roveraent over
the method of recording the transaction directly on the Balance Sheefr, It
was not accepted as final however. Here are some of the improvements
suggested. For Illustration, the same asset will be used - Gash - and the
same transactions that were used in our preceding chapter.
Vr
In5?rovemait Tiie increases and decreases con5)Uted on the
supplementary sheet.
OASH
Bate Araoimt
Jan. 1 $1,000
Less 40
960
11 Less 150
810
14 Less 60
750
20 Less 100
650
21 Add 1§00
2,150
2B Less 900
1,250
30 Less 25
1,235
30 Add 600
1,825
30 Less 160
1,665
30 Less 18
31 1,649
The a"bove was favored because it had a tendency to eliminate errors.
This of course was "because the corajputations v/ere put ri^t on the supple-
mentary sheet. All agreed that this was en imi)rovement » There was one
outstanding complaint against it however, which was that it required too
many additions and subtractions, Mr, E of Harapton offers a solution
of this problem, Mr. R credits his past experience as a statistician
for the formulating of this idea. It is only reasonable that one well
trained in segregating figures could devise an efficient method of re-
cording the changes in the value of the fluctuating assets and liabili-
ties and worth.
He said, "Put all your increases of cash in one column and all
your decreases in another. Consider the original amount as an increase
and the difference between the two columns v/ill represent the amomt
cc
you have at this tine"*
This works out in the following manner:
GASH
Date Increases Deoreases
Jan. 1 ^1,000
11 # 40
14 150
20 60
21 100
28 1,500
SO 900
30 600
30 25
30 150
31 16
#3,100 .'11,451
* Represents the original arao"unt
#3,100
1,451
^1,648 - Cash on hand January 31
»
Bach of these methods gives the saine figure to show on the
Balance Sheet as of January 31. The Gash at that time is $1,648» It
seems that a better name should "be used than "Supplementary Sheets" to
this new development to the accounting records. The name conmonly
accepted in the accoxmting profession is "account". That is the name
that will be used from now on in this paper. It seems to be an appro-
priate name as what appears on the sheet are "accounts" of what has
been happening to the particular assets, liabilities, or the worth of
the business. One question ha.s arisen, however, that needs some con-
sideration. It has to do with distinguishing betY/een certain asset and
liability accounts. Of course, whoi m account is headed "Truck" or
"Gash", one knows that they represent things that are owned, or "Assets".
But what would the accoxmtant say if he were handed four accounts headed
as follows:
Account Thomas Shields
Account George Gray
Account #3 Joseph ^^^^
Account ^ Harry Cooper
c
35
Do they represent accounts that are due to the busitiess or are they
accounts for which the "business owes. As they stand, the "best anyone
could do would "be to guess.
These are generally called personal accounts, and merely stating
the name of the debtor or creditor does not show whether the account
is an asset or a liability, and without Imowing which are the assets
and vfliich are the liabilities, how could one determine the worth of
the business? ITow, in the Arthur Taylor problem this was comparatively
easy as there were but three personal accounts; but what about the
business that has many such accounts. The average contracting business
will not have as many of these personal accounts as some large city de-
partment store, but they will have enough of them so that it v/ill be
necessary to label them in such a manner to distinguish the asset or
liability.
Che way would be to mark the personal accoimts that represent
ataounts owed to the business with an "A" (Asset) and the ones repre-
senting the debts to o theirs with an "L" (Liability),
There is another and better way, however, that requires no mark-
ings and, in addition, has a very close relationship to the equation
(A • L W) and to the Balance Sheet.
This method involves the use of an account form as follows:
This is known as the Standard form of account.
1
ITame of Account
Date Explanation Folio Amount 1 Date Explanation jFolio Amount
ic
Kotico that the form has a left side and a right side, "both
being the same*
The left coliuans of the account form are used to show the origi-
nal amount of the asset and any increases of the asset.
The original amount of the liabilities will "be shovm in the right
hand column of the accounte and any additions to these liabilities will
be shown in the same column.
In this manner all asset accounts will start in the left columns
and all liabilities in the right columns. The worth accounts will be
recorded the same as the liabilities account. The reason for this is
that it is best to be as consistent with the Balance Sheet and equa-
tion as possible. Both the Balance Sheet and equation (A r L tW)
show the Assets on the left and Liabilities and Worth on the right,
EQUATION
A = L -V W
Balance Sheet
Assets Liabilities
Worth
It is logical to continue in that manner and show assets on the
left side of the account and liabilities and worth on the right hand
side
ACQOIHTTS
ASSETS LL^ILITIES WOHTH
ICS.
Another advantage of using this method is that the sum of all
accounts with amounts on the left side should equal the sum of all
accounts with items on the ri^t side. As will be seen later, this
equality of left and right sides will enable one to check all the
c
accounting work for accuracy*
The next question that arises is that of taking care of de-
creases# Bach account has two columns, one of which is used to show:
(a) the original amount, and
(b) any increases to this amount.
The other column will be used to show the decreases.
In the asset accounts are shown in the left columns, the original
amounts and all increases of these assets. The right colunaa of any
asset account will be used to record decreases of that particular asset.
In the liability accounts will be shown in the right colums the
original amounts and all increases of these liabilities. The left
column of any liability account will be used to record any decreases
made in that particular liability.
The worth account will be started off with the amount of the
original investment shown in the right hand column. Every transaction
that increases the worth of the business v/ill be shown in this right hand
column. All decreases in the worth of the business will be shown in
the left column of the worth account.
Debit and Credit
These words merely mean left and right. Debit is left and credit
is right. An entry placed on the left side of the accotmt is called
a debit, and an entry on the right side of the account is a credit.
Some variations of this may occur later, but generally left is re-
ferred to as debit and the riglit as credit.
Rules for Debit and Credit
The explanation on tho last few pages regarding increases and
decreases in the various kinds of accounts can be condensed to six
statements. These are knov>in as the niles of debit and credit. They

are:
Debits Credits
1* incroase of asset
2» Decrease of Liability
3» Decrease of V/orth
4*
5.
6.
Decrease of asset
Increase of Li ability-
Increase of V7orth,
Corapare these six rules with what was read on pages 36 and 37 •
Also, apply these rules to the situations enumerated on page 1? •
When discussing the Balance Sheet (page 26 ), it was said '•Every
"business transaction will affect two or more of the elements of the
Balance Sheet So far as the accounts are concerned, it may "be said
that if one account is changed, it necessarily follows that some other
account (or accounts) must be changed "by a like amount
»
So far as the rules of dehit and credit are concerned, if one
account is changed by a debit entry, the corresponding change in some
other accomt must be by a credit entry.
The following is always a good rule to be guided by whan raaJcing
entries; "For every debit there must be a corresponding and equal
credit".

GHAPTEE VI
TRIAX BAMCB
Purpose of a Trial Balance
If a Balance Sheet was prepared just as a business was started,
both sides of the statement would show equal amounts. Using a very-
simple illustration, suppose that Walter Brown started business with
^5,000,00 in cash. His Balance Sheet would be as follows:
Walter Brown
Balance Sheet
December 31, 1929
Assets Liabilities & Worth
Cash #5,000, Liabilities 00.
Worth 5,000,
Total .'^^5,000, Total $5,000,
The accounts supplementing this Balance Sheet are ;
Cash Worth
5,000. 5,000,
Every business transactioaa will change two or more elements of the
Balance Sheet and therefore every business transaction will chazige two
or more of the accounts. These changes are always recorded by entries
which can not be other than equal debits and credits.
It is readily seen thfet at the beginning of the business the total
of the debits equal the total credits, and since all future changes must
lilcewise be recorded by equal debits and credits, it follows that the
total debits of the accounts must always equal the total of the credits.
Sometimes, hov;ever, errors are made which , in posting, disturbs this

equal ibriiim of debits and credits*
The Trial Balance is the means of determining if this equality
exists*
Methods of Preparing Trisil Balance
The first thing to do in making a Trial Balance is to list all
the accounts which are found in the Ledger* To the right of these
naTies there should "be two columns, one called a debit coliion and the
other a credit coluTm, In these columns are olaced the total of the
dehits and credits found in each account* Following is a Trial Bal-
ance of Arthur Taylor Go* as of January 31, 19 29* These are the
sarae figures shovaa in the Balance Sheet on page
Arthur Taylor Gon^pany
Trial Balance
January 31, 1929
Cash $3,100 # 1,451
Theodore Briggs 1,000 600
House in Construction 6,550
Truck 400
Cement Mizer 400
Miscellaneous Equipment 500
ITote Payable 2,000
Southern Lumber Go* 1,000 1,000
Arthur Taylor - Worth 101 0, qO_0
Total $15,051 |il5,061
Another method of showing a Trial Balance is to show the balances
of each account rather than the totals of both debits and credits* For
axample, instead of showing
Cash $3,100 #1,451
it would be better to show merely the balance of the account thus:
Cash #1,649
This Mdll not disturb the equality of debits and credits as what was
#
done was merely a subtract ion of {|l,451 from both sides
Total Debits ^3,100 Total Credits $1,451
Less 1,451 Less 1,451
1,649 00
The Trial Balance of Arthur Taylor Co, using this balance method
is as follows:
Arthur Taylor Coxmany
Trial Balance
January 31, 1929
Cash $1,649
Theodore Briggs 400
House in Construction 6,550
TruCiC 400
Cemeait llixer 400
Lliscellaneous Equipment 500
llSte Payable — £,000
Southern Lumber Co* — —
Arthur Taylor - Worth 7,899
Total $9,899 $9,899
Hither method serves equally well to test the equality of the
debits and credits. The second method is preferred however, because
the Trial Balance will then serve as a basis for the nev/ Balance Sheet,
A comparison of the two methods is shown below:
Arthur Taylor Company
Comparison of Trial Balance of Totals
and Trial Balance of Balances
Januaiy 31, 1929
C Totals Balances
Cash $3, 100 $1,451 $1,649
Theodore Briggs 1,000 600 400
House in Const, 6,550 6,550
Truck 400 400
Cement Mixer 400 400
Misc. Equipment 500 500
Note Payable 2,000 2,000
Southern Lumber Co. 1,000 1,000
Arthur Taylor - Worth 101 8,000 7,899
$13,051 13,051 $9,899 §9,899
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A Trial Balance is not one of the reports to be presented to the
owner of the Business, "but serves as an arithmetical device used "by
the booWceeper to test the equality of the debits and credits in the
ledger. If the total debits and total credits on the Trial Balance
are equal, the booKkeeper is assured that for every debit amount re-
corded in the ledger, there is recorded one or more credits equal in
amount. If the total debits and total credits on tlB Trial Balance
are not equal, this is an indication that the bookkeeper has made an
error and it is then necessary for him to checsk his records carefully
in order to find the error.

CH^TER VII
JOUEtJAIi
Heed of Additional Reoords
In. the previous chapter, "business transactions were recorded in
ledger accounts. This is often times practical, but in many instances
is not the easiest or most efficient method. There are several dis-
advantages which can be overcome. Seven of these are enumerated here:
1, The account is a compact device and as a result lacks sufficient
space to give a complete story of the transaction. It is a place to
sunraarize the transaction and not to give all the details. One may
ansv/er that there is no reason why sufficient space could not be pro-
vided regardless of hov; much detail was to be written. Quite so, but
that brings up the second objection.
2. If a full explanation is to be written, in wliich account will it be
shown? Remember that every transaction is recorded by entries to at
least two accounts. That being the case, where record the details?
Those who have continued to use the accounts alone as a matter of account-
ing records write the explanation in both of the accounts. This, of
coui'se, requires double work.
3* The third objection is that in order to find the complete entry of
any past transaction, one must look in more than one place. It would be
better to record the complete transaction in one place.
4. The entries are not recorded in chronological order. It is desirable
to have a chronological record because at some time one may want to refer
to a certain date to see what happened on that date* If the transactions
have been recorded day by day in a diary form, this sort of information

will be available. Some Builders are acquainted with tJie old type of
"Day Book" which provided just that sort of record,
6, Errors made in the accounts are difficult to find because the en-
tries rather than being listed chronologically are spread all through the
ledger.
6« It is a tedious job to record one part of an entry (the debit) on
page six and than keep t^lming pages until you find the other account in
which to record the credit. This takes more time than is necessary,
7, This is the most In^Dortant disadvantage. Errors are apt to occur
often, and iiaving occurred (see jj/fc ) are hard to find. Suppose that after
a booiaceeper had his debit entry made, and white looking for the account
in which to make the credit, the telephone rang. He is called away for
some important reason. The next time he starts to work on his books he
does not loiow just where he left off, and consequently he may omit to
record some transaction. This often happens and any better system of
recording the transaction must eliminate this possibility.
Advantages of the Account
After giving all these disadvantages of recording transactions one
may justly ask, 'Why all the explanation in the previous chapters?"
There are two reasons why the use of the account was explained:
First ; the reader is becoming acquainted with the principles of account-
ing which can best be explained by the use of the account. The princi-
ples remain the same regardless of how far one studies accounting, there-
fore it was advantageous to study these principles under the best possible
conditions.
The other reason is that even though th,ere are enumerated several
disadvantages of recording the transaction Irnnediately in the account,
there is one reason for its continuance. That is, the account is the

most important record with one exception* That one exception is the
Balance Sheet, but "by referring hack to the chapter on "Accounts", one
will find that the accounts are nothing more nor less than the "Balance
Sheet" itself* That is, the accounts are merely s"i;i)pleraentary sheets
to the Balance Sheet, and when sunmarized on one sheet, the result is a
"Balance Sheet".
The account is not to pass out of the discussion* It is the means
we have of recording like transactions together. That is one thing that
is necessary. Another thing that is wanted (not as Irnportsait) is a
record of transactions "as they iiappan".
The Remedy
Summarizing the disadvantages of recording the transactions direct-
ly in the ledger accounts, the entries must be made
1st, in complete and detailed form;
2nd, in chronological order;
3rd, in one place;
4th, providing means for locating errors;
5th, doing all of this with the least possible work*
The Journal
Thos "wflio happen to Imow something of the French language, laiow the
word for "day"* In France, "Bon jour" is the equivalent to our ' Good day**
"Ban" for good, and "jour" for day. The french word "jour" is probably
where the word journal came from, as "journal" means a "day book" The
journal is a day book; a diary in which to write down the day by day
transactions. This will be done by writing down all of the things that
would have been written in the accounts plus a complete explanation of
the transactions. In doing this the bookkeeper will
Ist, make a complete and detailed entry;
2nd, make this entry in one place; and
3rd, make it in chronological order*
The other points will be discussed later*
f
Various kinds of Journals may "be used, depending on the size of the
"business and the nattire of its operations* They are all called books of
original entry, as it is these "books (rather than the accounts) in which
the accounting entry is first made. Later it will be transferred to the
accoimts. They all contain a daily record of current transactions* The
use of the columns on the standard form of the Journal is as follov/s:
Colunn (l) is the folio column, in which is inserted the page of the
ledger on which will be found the account to which the item appearing on
that line is transferred.
Column (2) is the account column, in which the names of the accounts
to be debited and credited are written. The account to be debited is
written first, and the account to be credited is written on the line be-
low it- a little to the ri^t.
Column (3) is the explanation column, in which is stated the nature
of the transaction which gave rise to the debits and credits to the
accoimts written in the account column. Frequently the explanation is
not restricted to this column but is written imder the names of the
accounts in the account column and extends across both colujm (2) and (3).
Colunn (4) is the debit column, in which is written the amount to be
debited to the account indicated in the account column.
Column{5) is the credit column, in which is written the amount to be
credited to the account indicated in the account colum.
The standard form of Joixmal is shown below:
t•
The date of the first transaction recorded in the journal is written
at the top of the page above the ruling, the month, day, and year being
given. The dates of all other transactions performed during the same
month are shovn by writing the day in the middle of the page on the line
below the preceding transaction.
Illustration of the Use of the Journal
On page 22-^f the chapter on the Balance Sheet there was enumerated
ten transactions of the Arthur Taylor Company. The Balance Sheet before
these transactions is shown on page El • They are given again below and
will be used to show how they would be recorded in a Joxu'nal*
Arthur Taylor Company
Balance Sheet
December 21, 1929.
Assets
Cash 11,000.00
Truck 400.00
Cement Mizer 400,00
House in Construction 6,200.00
HIlso. Equipment 500.00
Theodore Briggs 1,000.00
Total Assets $9,500.00
Liabilities £e Worth
Liabilities
note Payable, $2,000.00
Durham National Bank
Account Payable
Southern Lumber Go. 1,000.00
Total Liabilities ij^iS, 000.00
Worth 6,500.00
Total Liab. & Worth |;9,500.00
The following are the transactiooas during January 1930.
1930
Jan, 11 Paid his carpenter ^0.00 for labor on Job #1
14 Paid for materials used on Job #1, $150.00
20 Paid Durhan ITational Bank $60.00 for interest on loan
21 The Southern Lumber Co. asks the business to pay something
on account. $100 is sent to them with a promise to pay the
balance on January 30,
30 The Southern Lumber Co. is paid the balance due them.
30 Mr. Taylor malces an additional investment of $1,500.00
30 Paid $25.00 for repairing the truck
(Eote. This does not increase the value of the truck to more
than $400.00)
30 llr. Briggs pays the business $600.00, leaving a balance
still due of $400.00
30 jay carpenters $160.00 for work on job #1
31 Pay telephone bill of $ 16.00
r
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This Balance Sheet and the transactions would "be shovm in accounts
as follows: The items representing the Balance Sheet as of Decornber 31,
19 29, or January 1, 1930 are niarlced (1) , The transactions are marked
with their respective dates in a like manner.
Gash
(1) #1,000.00! $ 40,00 (11)
(28) 1,500,00!' 150,00 (14)
(30) 600.00 ! 60.00 (20)
! 100.00 (21)
900.00 (30)
• 25,00 (30)
: 160,00 (30)
: 16,00 (31)
Note PayaTjle, Durham ITat*l, Bank
$2,000,00 (1)
UIl o Paya^ble, Southern Lumber Co,
(1) $ 400,00: (21) $
(30)
100.00 !
900,00 '
$1,000.00 (1)
Oement Llixer
(Ij 400,00:
llisoellaneous Bquipmeut Worth
(1) 500.00:
House in Construction-Job ifl
(21)
(30 )
(51)
60,00
25.00
16.00
: |6,500.00 (1)
: |l,500.00 (28)
(I) 6,200.00:
(II) 40.00:
(14) 150.00:
(30) 160.00:
Theodore Briggs
•
•
(1) 1,000.00: 600.00 ( 30)
The entries will now "be illustrated in Journal form. See next two pages.
€6
January 1, 1930 Page 54
Gash
Truck
Cemeint Mixer
Miscellaneous Equipment
House in Construction - Job #1
Theodore Briggs - Acoouiits Rec.
Uote Payable - 'Durham ITat'l.Barik:
Southern lumber Go.-Acct. Pay»
Arthur Taylor - Capital
This entry is to record the
opening of the "boolcs, listing
the individual assets, liabilities
and the worth of the company.
11
Job #1
Cash - Carpenters
lA
Job #1
Cash - Materials
20
Arthur Taylor - Capital
Cash
I
Interest on note-Durham Kat* 1,Bank
21
Southern liumber Co»
Cash
Paid on account
2B
1,000
400
400
500
6,200
1,000
Gash
Arthur Taylor - Capital
Additional Investment
40
150
60
100
1,500
2,000
1,000
6,500
40
150
60
100
1,500
m
January 30, 1930 Page 55
'Southern Lumber Co*
Oash
In full of account
900 1
900
1
00^'
' 30
i
Arthur Taylor - Capital
Cash
Repairs to truck
25
25 —
30
Cash
Theodore Briggs
Received on account
600
600
30
Job #1
Cash - Carpenters
160
160
31
Arthur Taylor - Capital
Cash
Telephone bill
16
16
The preceding entries will be coraraented on briefly and atten-
tion called to some things that pertain to the form of the Journal
entry. It is absolutely essential that the reader understands why
each account was debited or credited, Any doubt should be cleared
by a review of the chapter on the Account and a study of the theory
of debit and credit.
First, locate the January 1st entries in the T accounts and
corapare thera with the first entry in the Journal, Do likewise with
the entries for each transaction. Read the entry in the Journal,
then locate it in the accounts*
In the Journal there are two debit and two credit positions;
•
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a debit position for the name of the account and a debit position for
the amount. The same is true, of course, for the credit.
The name of the account to be debited is written first. Begin it
as illustrated, right up beside the second red line. Then the name of
the account to be credited is written on the next line, but indented about
three quarters of an inch. Some booKkeepers draw a light pencil line from
the top of the pa^ to the bottom as a guide line for writing the names
of the accounts to be credited. The left hand money column is for the
amount of the debit, and the right money column for the amount of the
credit.
The explanation for the entry is written on the line below that an
which the name of the account was written. It is usually indented about
another three quarters of an iiich,
Hote that a space is left between each entry and that a line is
allowed for writing the date.
How you see how a day by day record is kept of each business trans-
action, giving a complete story of the details and having all the infor-
mation pertaining to the transaction in one place,
A classification of this information Is still desired, and for this
reason means must be provided for transferring the entries on the
Journal to the accounts. The reason for this is that all the increases
and decreases of cash are wanted in one place-t the Gash account; and,
all the costs of our individual Jobs in one place - the individual Job
accounts; and, likewise for each Asset, Liability and Worth account*
The process of transferring the entries from the Journal to the
accounts is called posting. It will be explained in the neoct chapter.
•#
CHAPTER VIII
POSTHTG
Assiimlng that the entries iiave "been recorded day "by day in the
JoTimal, the next step is to get the same inforioation into the accounts
so that like entries will be together.
Transactions are recorded in Transactions are recorded in
the Jonmal the Accoimt
Chronologically day by day as
they happen Like transactions together.
The above is similar to a stone crusher and grader with which all
builders are familiar.
As the stone comes from the crusher it is in all sorts of sizes,
ranging from one-half inch to six inches in sizes. They all go into a
revolving screen which has small size holes at the receiving end and
larger sized ones towards the other end. Beneath the revolving screen
are bins which catch the stones that fall through the screens. The
first bin gets all small stones while the last bin gets larger ones.
The largest stones of all go out the very and of the screen.
The object of the screening is to get stones of like sizes to-
gether. That is what is done v;ith the entries,
1, Stone Crusher 1. Journal
Contains all sizes of stone Contains all kinds of entries
2, The Screen 2, Posting
Process of separating stones Process of separating entries
2» '^^^ ^' The Account
For holding like stones For holding like entries

Showing that the Btitry has "beegi Posted
In the previous chapter it was pointed out that when making the
entries directly to the accounts, it often happens that one might be
interrupted in the middle of oxi aatry and, as a result, when starting
the bookkeeping work again be at a loss to know where to begin* This
was so because there was no definite way of checking the work off as
it was recorded* As the entries are now recorded in the Joumal, and
as a result are listed chronologically, it is highly iniprobable that
any should be omitted. Uext, the bookkeeper must be certain that he
does not omit posting any of then to the accounts* Bach entry in the
Journal will be checked off as it is posted to the accounts in the
ledger* Instead of using a common check mark v^, however, the book-
keeper will use the page number of the ledger on which this account is
found. For example, if the following is in the Journal:
Page 9
Job 100 00
Cash 100 DO
$100*00 will be posted to the debit side of Job #1 account and
$100,00 to the credit side of tho Oash Account.
Job #1
,
1
1 "i
Tr
1
Jan 30 9 100
ash
i
" - . • '
1
Jan* 30 9 100
C9
Note that th.e aource of the entries is shomi in the "folio" colunui
of the accounts. The "9" means that the entry is posted from page 9 of
the journal.
Suppose that Job jrl account is on page 16 of the ledger and that
the Oash Accotoit is on page 1. Instead of using check mark thus \/ ,
to shov; that the entries Jicve oea-i _,>03tetl, ufie a£-. £. ^ubstitiito '-IG" and
"1", Tiiis serves a double puirpose. It shovjs that the entry has "been
posted as would a mark, "but in addition shows to what page it has
been posted and, as a result, serves as a fine cross reference*
After posting, the journal aitry given above appears thus:
January 50, 1950 Page 9
16 Job #1 100 00
1 Oash 100 00
This matter of paging is important and must be done every time
without fail, both in the journal and the lodger.
I
CHAPTER U.
KCJLIITG m) BALAUCIiTG AIT ACCOUITT
Preliminary to the taking of a Trial Balance, the accounts should
"be totaled* These totals are shovm in small "but legible figures immedi-
ately beneath the last entry on each side, care being exercised to leave
sufficient space for a regular entry on the same line, at the top of
which appears the pencil footing. Reference to the illustration on page
5T will maJce this clear.
Balancing an Account
Sometimes it is desirable, as in the cash account, to show on the
face of the account the difference between the total debits and credits,
i.e., the oalance of the account. This is done by writing the amount of
the balance on the side showing the smaller total* This will than make
both sides equal. The account is then totaled and the amounts written
on the line below the last entry. Rulings as illustrated on page 5 7 are
than made. On the next line below the ruling the balance it am is brought
dov/n to its proper side. The account is said to have been closed as to
all items above the rulings and shows its open balance in the one item
beneath the rulings.
The totals in small figures in the debit and credit columns are to
be inserted with pencil. As explained above, these pencil totals should
be placed close to the preceding amount so as to leave room for entry of
another item on the line just below.
It is inportant to boar in mind that, as has been stated above, the
closing balance of the account is on the side showing the smaller pencil
total, but the opening balance which appears beneath the ruling is on the
I
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opposite side, the only purpose of the entry on the smaller side being
to force an eqiiality of the two sides and therefore allow a formal
closing off of all the entries to that point and a showing of the
"Balance" as a single item in the new portion of the account.
It should be noticed that this 'Tjalance" aitry does not disturb the
equilibrium of the boolcs, because it is entered on both the debit and
credit side of the same account,
Rul Ings
.
The lines above the totals, which indicate the addition extends only
throu^ the money columns and are on the same horizontal line on both
sides, debit and credit. The closing rulings beneath the footings are
double and eztend through the date columns, the money columns, and the
posting reference columns. The diagonal line on the debit side from the
total line to the date column for the last entry is for the purpose of
filling all blank lines, thus preventing entries therein after the
account is formally closed. See illustration on page 57 ,
Transferring from one page to another.
When a page has been filled it is necessary to transfer the account
to another page. This is accomplished by adding each column and putting
both the debit and credit totals on the last line of each coluiun. These
totals are then put on the first line of the new page.
On the old page a notation must be made to show where the totals
have been transferred, and on the new page another notation is made to
show where these totals came from. The words "Forwarded to page 125" and
"Forwarded from page 124" are used for these notations. See illustration
on pages d7 and 50 •
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CHAPTER X
SI3B-DIVISI0U OF Him CAPITAL ACCOUtTT
Rules of Dehit and Credit
,
To "begia this chapter, the six rules of debit and credit are again
enumerated. The understanding of them is the most important thing in
the study of accounting.
Debits Credits
1, Increase in Assets 4. Decrease in Assets
2, Decrease in Liabilities 5. Increase in Liabilities
3, Decrease in Worth (Capital) 6, Increase in l(7orth (Capital)
The terns '^/orth" and "Capital" v/ill be used interchangeably from
now on* It is v/ell to be acquainted with both of the terns. The term
"Capital" is used more than ••worth".
This ch^ter will discuss rules 3 and 6, both referring to the
"O^^ital" account,
3, When there has been a decrease in Capital, the
Capital account is debited* Why? Because the
original investment was shown on the credit side
of the account. In the chapter on The Account,
the principle of tabulation was used putting all
increases to an original amount in the same
coluinn and any decreases put in aaiother column,
6, When there has been an increase in Cax)ital, the
Capital Account is credited. The reason is given
in the previous paragraph.
Kinds of Decreases in Capital .
The V/orth of any business, or its Capital may be decreased in
three ways:
(a) by the proprietor withdrawing part of his investment;
(b) by losses on contracts;
(c) by expenses.
f•
Therefore, any of the tir ee on the preceding pa^e v/ill always
"be recorded "by a debit to the Oapital accouL.t»
Debit the Cajpital account for:
1, Withdrawals of investments,
E. Losses on contracts
5* Szpesises*
Kinds of Increases of Capital
The Worth of any business or its Capital may be increased in three
v;ays:
(a) by the proprietor maJcing additional investments,
(b) by gains on contracts,
(c) by miscellaneous earnings.
Credit th^ Capital account for;
1. Additional Investments,
2, (Jains on contracts,
3* Miscellaneous Incomes,
A specimen of a Capital account at the end of a year \7ith increases
and decreases recorded is shown on the follov;ing page.
€f'
Bv/ing & iloore Construction Ooni.any ' - Capital
Brolsnation Explanation
Rent 50.00 Investraait 10,000,00
Office Salaries 100.00
Telephone 4.00 Gain on Job #1 600,00
Insurance 120,00
Office Supplies 4.00 Gain on Job #2 35,00
Interest 4.00
loss on Job #11 250,00 Interest on Deposit 17.00
Telephone 9.00
Sent 50,00 Additional Investmen t 500.00
Taxes 410,00
Loss on Jot* 7^ 25,00 Gain on Job 472,00
Office Supplies 75 ,00
Trucking 25 .00 Gain on Job #7 85 .00
Telephone 6.00
Advertisirig 100,00
Rent 50,00
Telephone 6,00
Telephone 1,00
Laterest 4,00
Loss on Job ^ 110,60
Charity 10.00
Office Salaries 100,00
Advertising 6,00
Rent 50,00
Insurance 25.00
Office Supplies 11.00
Postage 14.00
Telephone 6,00
Charity- 9,00
Rent 50,00
Interest 4.00
Advertising 40,00
Office Salaries 100 00
Truck Bxpanse 25.00
Office Supplies 38.00
Sent 50,00
Depreciation 300,00
Literest E^ense 4,00
t
*
f
f
The point in showing the Capital account is to point out that
the account needs to be analyzed if much worth wliile information is
to be had from it* It must necessarily be analyzed for Ihcorae Tax
purposes and should be analyzed for the owner's study. It will throw
some interesting lights on where the fim's money is going.
It must be analyzed eventually, why not save time and energy by
making the analysis at the same time that the entries are made.
The best way to acconqolish this is to raalos a list of the most
common types of expenses and incomes that a Builder is likely to have.
Bach Builder's list will be different from his neighbors because each
of them will want to classify the expense to suit their own desires.
One man will list: 1- Telephone, 2- Telegraph, 3- Postage; v/hile an-
other would put those three in one group instead of three. The
following is submitted as a suggested group of exjpense and income
accounts:
Expenses
1 - Rant
2 - Office Salaries
3 - Office Supplies
4 - Telephone, Telegraph and Postage
5 - Insurance
G - Taxes
7 - Depreciation
8 - Interest
9 - Advertising
10 - Charity
11 - Miscellaneous Expenses
Incomes
1 - Interest Earned
2 - Lliscellaneous Incomes
In addition to the items shovii on the proceeding page, there
will be losses and profits on contracts.
r
Having decided on what "basis to analyze the increases and decreases
in Capital, the next step is to provide a method of keeping lilce de-
creases and like increases together*
The following is one way suggested by Schinidt's "I&chanics of
AcGoianting" published by Prentice Hall, Inc., of Hew York,
He prepares the one big Capital account and than under the **wings"
of this accomit, provides small individual accoimts for each type of
expense or income as was previously worked out to analyze the increases
and decreases of Capital* Bach one is named,
Swing & Moore Construction Company - - - - Capital
Rent OfficB Salaries
Office Supplies Tel,, Tel. & Postage
Depreciation Income
Taxes Interest Sxnense
Interest Samed
Miscellaneous Income
Advertising Charity
Miscellaneous Expense
Etxpense Accounts
It is usually found more convenient, however, to keep each of these
"Bacpense Accounts" on a separate page, remembering all the time that
f
they are merely SUBDIYISIOITS OF TH3 OAPIM AGGOHIT.
That is; on a separate page in the ledger, there will be an
aocoimt called "Rent". When Capital is decreased on accoimt of rent
expense, instead of debiting the main Capital accoxint, debit the new
'Rent" accoimt.
When the worth of the business (Capital) is increased, such as
by Interest Bamed, instead of crediting the main Capital account,
credit the "Interest 3amed" account*
c
CHAPTER XI
Object of Business
The primary object of the business maja, be he a builder, a merchant,
a banker, a tradesman, or any one for that matter who is engaged in a
commercial enterprise is summed up in one word, •*Profit"» Not for a
moment is there any inference that the one and only aim of a man in busi-
ness should be Profit, but as a .natter of fact it does talk pretty loud,
v\4iereas some of the ideals that we all admit we should strive for are
oftentimes hardly more than a whisper. It does seem, however, to be more
than a coincideoice that those who really do a little more than they have
to do are the ones who are making the most profit. Service and Profits
are by no means strangers.
Sources of Income
The Builder' s source of income is principally what he receives from
his contracts. All work done by the Builder will be considered as a
contract, whether it is for a specified price or for so much an hour.
He will also receive income from miscellaneous sources. If any
considerable amount of this miscellaneous income is from one source, it
will be best to keep record of it separately. All incomes not sufficient
to be recorded and classified separately will be recorded in an account
called "Miscellaneous Income"*
Ifaiin Source of Income - Contracts
When a Builder receives cash as payment on one of his contracts, his
asset Cash is of course increased, and by the rules of Debit and Credit
fc
The Gash Account is debited. That part is readily imderstandable, but
what about the oredit? Qd page 38 of the chapter "The Account" are six
rules of debit and credit. Of the six, the following three pertain to
the rule of credit:
1, V/hen an asset is decreased, credit the Asset Account,
2, Whan a Liability is increased, credit the Liability Account,
2» When Capital is increased, credit the Capital Account.
In chapter IX, "The Subdivision of the Capital Account", it was seen
that the Capital Account itself is not credited. Instecud, various so
called income accounts are credited for the amount of the increase in worth
of the business.
in illustration: A Builder has conipleted Job at a cost of $8,000 ,
The contract price is $9,000. The job is a dwelling house on the property
of C, D. Stevens, situated on Hampton Creek Road, Hampton, Va.
In the ledger the Job Account is as follows:
Job ,rl
j£>8, 000.00
The account is an asset account. It does not represent something that
the Builder owns, but rather his right in property that someone else owns.
According to law, Mr. Stevens owns the land and anything attached to the
land; in this case the dwelling house.
The dwelling house is the property of the owner of the land. The Build
er does not own one piece of lumber or one nail that has become part of
that house. He does, however, have a lUGIIT in this property and in addition
a right in any and all property of Mr. Steveffis to the extent of the contract
price, |;9,000.
As the job jprogresses, its cost increases and the Builder's Right in
ysr» Steven's property increases. As Mr. Stevens makes payments to the
Builder, this Right in the property decreases.
r
When the Jot is completed, the Builder really has an asset worth
ordinarily more than the cost of the job. It is worth the contract
price which is made up of the cost and the profit. In the accounting
records however, the joh will be siiown as an asset at no more than cost.
When payments are made by l;lr. Stevens, the Builder will
1st - Debit the Gash Account (increase in an asset)
aid - Credit the Job Account (decrease in an asset )-
decrease in his ri^it in the job.
To illustrate the correct procedure, the following facts will be
used. Up to April 30, the job has cost $4,000, On May 1, a payment
of $3,000, is made* During May additional costs are #3,000, and pay-
During June, costs are §1,000, and the job completed
On July 15, finaly payment was made of ^2,000.
The Account
ments are ^|2,500,
and payments ^1,500,
Date The Builder* s Rights
in the property
Job jfl
April 30 $;4,ooo $4,000.
Job #1
$1,000,May 1 !^,000. §3, 000.
Job 7/1
May 31 ;f4,000,
3, 000,
^3, 000.
2,500. $1,500.
Job ifl
June 30 $4,000.
3,000.
1,000.
$3,000.
2,5 00.
1,500. $1,000.
Job j?4
July 15 $4,000.
3,000.
1,000.
$3,000.
2,500,
1,500.
2,000.
Profit $1,000,00
cc
The account with totals only, nov; stands:
Joh #1
^8,000, $9,000.
The $8, 000. represents the cost of the job and was recorded as
nxunerous deoits to the asset aacount "Job #1", "because these costs in-
creased the Builder's right in the property. The §9,000, represents
two things:
(a) $8, 000, of the $9,000, is for decreasing the rights in
the property. Bach time a payment was made "by Mr. Stevens
it decreased the Builder's right in the property, and as a
decrease in an susset is recorded by crediting the Asset
Account, each time he received a payment he credited that
asset account- "Job #1" , The debit was to the Gash
Aacoimt, wiiich was increased.
(b) $1,000, of the $9,000, is the profit. Profits increase
Worth, Increases in Worth are recorded by credits to the
Capital Accomit or some supplementary account,
Gh Jiaie 30th the account was a s follov/s:
Job #1
(Cost) $8,000. $7,000 {Payments)
The Builder had an equity of $1,000, in the property. According to
the account he had a $1,000, right in property belonging to I.Ir. Stevens.
On July 15th this right is relinquished when Mr. Stevens pays $2,000.
The Builder receives $2,000. and increases his cash by that amount, but
decreases his ri^t in Job ifl by $1,000. only. He receives a $2,000.
asset by decreasing a $1,000, asset. That nets him a $1,000, profit.
The account will nov/ stand as it is until the end of the year when
two things will be done:
(a) aid the job's share of overhead expenses to the cost of
the job.
(b) close the profit on the job to the Profit and Loss Accomit.
Both of these points will be discussed in later chapters.
4»
« f
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Sttnriary
The point that is to be taken from this chapter is that when cash
is received on accomt of some job, the entry is to:
Debit Gash - and - Credit Job
Miscellaneous Income
Most contractors receive miscellaneous income from various sources*
One man rents his trucic, another carries a large balance in his bank and
receives interest, another rents storage space in part of his garage, and
in numerous cases the ouilder earns a little to supplement his main source
of income. Every bit of such income received makes the business worth
that much more and should be so recorded in the Capital Account* This is
accon5)lished not by a credit to Capital Account directly, but to a supple-
mentary account of the Capital Account. For eaample:
WCm Stinnef ord is a contractor in Brovjnsville, Maine, The Canadian
Pacific R.R» runs through this remote place and finds it to their advantage
to occasionally rent Mr. Stinneford's cement mixer* They pay him $15*00
per day for it and supply all gas and oil themselves*
On August 10 he receives a check for ^90*00 for rental of the mixer
for one week* His entry migtit be as follows:
Cash CapiLtal
|90*$90*
He preferred to keep a separate record of all incomes resulting from
renting the mixer, so he provided an extra credit column in his Capital
Account to meet this requirement* In skeleton form it was as follows:
C€q?ital
Date Explanation
Debits
Date Explanation
Credits
Hental
of Miasr
Investment

It soon developed that he had other sources of income and as he did
not have room for a column for each tjrpe of income he decided to keep a
separate account for each type of income, and once a year added thera together
putting the total in the Capital Account.
For each kind of income there will be a separate account whicli will
be credited for any such income received.
In addition, one other account will be kept called "Miscellaneous
Income"* This account will be credited with any income that does not fit
in any of the special income accounts provided* To illustrate:
Mr, Stinneford decides to keep the following income accounts:
1, Oemait llixer Rental
2. Truck Rental
3» Interest Earned
4, Miscellaneous Income
Ee has received the following in addition to profits on several con-
tracts:
Date Source of Income Amount
May 10 Rental of Llixer |90,00
" 31 Rental of Garage 12»00
June 30 Interest Earned 45 .00
July 8 Rental of Mixer 40,00
" 8 Rental of Truck 25.00
»« 31 Received Gash Discount 5,00
Aug. 10 Raital of Mixer 40.00
" 15 Received a Gommission for sale
of lumber 15.00
Sept. 10 Stored tools for Canadian P.R.R. 15.00
" 30 Interest Earned 60.00

He recorded the foregoing as follows:
Tru<Sk Rental Cement Mixer Rental
July 8 #25.
Cash
May 10
" 31
Jime 30
July 8
" 8
31
Aug. 10
" 15
Sept. 10
" 30
#90.
12.
45.
40.
25.
5.
40.
15.
35.
60.
May 10 #90.
July 8 40.
Aug. 10 40.
Interest Sanied
Juiie 30
Sept . 30
#45.
60.
Miscellaneous Income
May 31
July 31
Aug. 10
Ser)t. 10
Garage Rent
Gash Discount
Commission
Storage Tools
#12*
5.
15.
35.
Keeping his accounts this way, he is able to keep a recoM to show
just what caused his capital account to increase. In a later chapter we
will explain the procedure used to gather these incomes into the Capital
Account.
Summary
The point to remember is, that these incomes increase the worth of the
business a^id are therefore credited to the Capital Account. In this case.
Instead of being credited directly to the Capital Accomit, they are credited
to the various supplementary accounts of the Capital Account, from where
they will later be gathered together azid brought to the Capital Account.
ct
CH^JSR XII
GOLUMAR JOUSKAL
Lal3or Saving Device
This chapter is devoted to a labor saving device. Accounting records
are not worth while keeping if the amount of time required to keep them is
in excess of any saving that is nade because of them. The accounting de-
partment, like any other department, must show returns over and above its
cost if it is to be worth while. With this in mind. Builders must use every
labor saving device at their com^nand and the Ooluraiar Joximal is one of
them.
Illustration of Columnar Journal
Following are some typical transactions of a small Duilder in simple
journal form. Guide lines and the like are omitted as they are not neces-
sary for illustrating the present point.
There are fourteen transactions recorded, each of them being a payment
of cash for some job,or on account of some particular kind of expense.
Following the entries in journal form are some accounts to v/hich are
posted the journal entries:
February 1
Job 7/1 #50.00
Cash ^50.00
.Bond for Job
Job rrl 25.00
Gash 25.00
Building permit
-3-
Job #1 500.00
Gash 500.00
Materials

February 10
Truck Expaise $10.00
Cash $10,00
Gas and Oil for the Week
-11-
JolD #1 80.00
Gash 80.00
Garp enters
-18-
Job #1 80.00
Cash 80.00
Carpenters
-19-
Job tfZ 50.00
Gash 50.00
Bond for Job
-ao-
Job #1 75.00
Gash 75.00
A. B. Wilson for Excavating
-20-
Job #2 25.00
Gash 25.00
Building Permit
-25-
Job #1 120.00
Job 7^ 60.00
Gash 180.00
Oarpeaters
-25-
Job #2 400.00
Gash 400.00
Materials
-25-
Office Expense 10.00
Cash 10.00
Office Supplies
-28
Office Expense 30.00
Cash 30.00
Kent-Month of February
-22
Office Expense 50.00
Cash 50.00
Booldceepers Salary
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Job #2
5 0*00
25,00
60.00
400.00
535,00
Gash
50.00
25.00
500.00
10.00
80.00
80.00
50.00
75.00
25.00
IGO.OO
400. 00
10.00
30.00
50.00
1,565.00
The naDct step is to show hov; the posting just illustrated can be
done with less v/oife» To do this a "Oolumar Journal" is needed. See
Illustration "belov/;
There are all kinds of coluraiar records, some having* fev/ oolumns
and some having many. This particular form has nine colunns. Colujuns
1 to 6 inclusive are know as debit columns. Columns 8 and 9 are credit
columns. Coluim 7 is the **H?3me of Account" column in which are to be
written the name of the accounts debited and credited.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 CO 9
Job 7^1
50,00
rr- /N/N
25 , 00
500,00
80.00
80.00
75,00
120,00
930,00
Truck 3xpense
10.00
Ofx'ice E3q-)ense
10.00
30.00
50.00
t
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Hotice that on page
' 3eventy-fouy many postings were roquired to some
of the accoiwits, There were fourteen entries posted to the cash account,
seven to JoTd fi'l account, and four to Jols #2 account. The object of the
coluimar journal is to cut out some of this posting work, Where many
postings have "bean necessary to any one account, a special column is re-
served in this new form of journal for it. If the entries common to that
account are mostly debits, then one of the debit columns is reserved, but
if most of the raitries to that account were credits, a credit column is
used for it. Referring to page s ever*tyr-fau^ again, it is seen that both
Job #1 and Job #2 had many debits, so special debit columns are reserved
for each of them, Oash account had many credit entries so a special credit
column for credits to Cash is reserved.
These special columns will be headed Job #1, Job #2, and Cash, Nothing
but debits to Job #1 and Job #2 shall go in these columns. They are to be
reserved for those kinds of entries only. The only time to use the credit
column headed "Gash" is when there is an entry affecting cash and then
only for credit.
On page 78 there is the Columar Journal headed as mentioned above,
Uote that there are several columns that will not be used just now. The
two inside columns are headed "General", All debits or credits that do
not fit in any of the special columns will be recorded in these two gener-
al colujms. The narrov/ column (1/2 inch) between eacli money column will
be explained In a later chapter.
The entries recorded in simple joumal form on pages 7E and 72 are
recorded on pages 70 and 79 in the columnar journal.
Posting from Columnar Journal
Time is saved when using a Columnar Joujmal by posting several items

in a lurap sum* The total of all debits to Job account as shown by
the total of that column in the Ooluranar Journal is §930«00 ITotice on
page 74 that f930,00 is also the total of all the debits to that accoimt
as posted from the simple journal (pages 7- and 73 ). Instead of
posting eight times to Job jfl Account, post but once»
The Old Way The Hew Way-
Job 7/=! Job #1
$ 50.00
25.00
500.00
80,00
80.00
75.00
lEO.OO
^ 930.00
$ 930.00
The figure "17" under the total of the Job #1 colum (page 79 )
refers to the ledger page to where the ^930.00 has been posted. The sazne
is true of the other special columis.
The entries recorded in the General Colums are posted individually
exactly a3 they v/ould be from a simple journal. The accounts as they
would appear when posted from a simple journal ai-e shown at the left oai
the following page, and as posted from the coluimar journal at the right.
1I
AcooimtB as posted from Accounts as posted from
regular journal
J0l3 #1
$ 50»00
25.00
500,00 •
80,00
80,00
75,00
lEO.OO
# 930,00
Jol3 ri^
50.00
25.00
60.00
400.00
$ 535,00
Cash
50,00
25.00
500.00
10.00
80.00
80,00
50,00
75.00
R5.00
lao.oo
400,00
10.00
30,00
50.00
$ 1,565.00
Truck Bxr.eaase
10.00
Office Emense
10,00
30,00
50.00
Oolumnar Journal
Jot) 7^1
I 930.00
Job ^
I 5 35.00
Cash
#1,565.00
10.00
Office Sscpgxse
10.00
30.00
50.00
I
OHAFTSR XIII
NOTBS RBGEIYABLB
Many tiraos a Builder finds it necessary to take a note from the
other party to his contract in payment for work completed. Of course,
all prefer to receive cash, tut in case this is not possible, a note from
the other party is the nezt "best thing as it can readily be turned into
cash at the bank, provided there is some financial backing behind either
the holder or the maker of the note. When a Builder takes a note to the
"bank they require him to endorse it» He does this by siting his name on
the back of the note. That is a very easy thing to do; too easy in many
cases. When he endorses a note in this manner, he makes himself legally
liable to pay the holder of the note the amount called for if the original
maicer fails to do so. This paper is primarily interested in the account-
ing for these notes and will not consider the legal functions of notes.
A note "Wliich one holds is called a Note Receivable, as contrasted
with Notes Payable, meaning notes for which he will eventually have to
pay cash.
McKinsey, in his Bookkeeping and Accounting says "Implied and oral
promises are called Accounts Receivable . V/ritten promises may be received
flrora customers in the form of notes. These are called "ITotes Receivable",
Classification in the Accounts
Promises to pay, whether oral or written ere Assets, They may both
be grouped imder the one heading, "A3Couats Receivable". Accouiitants pre-
fer, however, to classify each tyi)e; one (the oral promises) in an account
c
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callei AoooimtB Receivable and the other (written promises) in an accoimt
called Notes Eeceivatle.
in this chapter will he illustrated entries which will "be made under
varying conditions when notes are involved.
On the left will "be stated the sitijation: on the ri^t will he shovm
the entries in account fornix Explanation in the accounts are omitted.
ITotes Receivable__ Job ^1. Receiving a note
You receive a note from
J. Adams for $6,000.00
on account Joh #1
i5i6, 000.00 $6,000.
notes Receivable account was debited because this asset was increased.
Job #1 account was credited because the ri^t in this property (asset) was
decreased.
E. The note is oaid at
Increasing an Asset - Debit
Decreasing an Asset = Credit
Gash Notes Receivable
maturity (no interest). $6,000.
3« The note is paid at
maturity (v/ith interest'
6fa for 60 days
Debit the Asset increased.
Credit the Asset decreased.
Cash
$6,000.
Notes Receivable
$6,060, $6,000.
Worth
$ 60«
Debit for increase in Asset
Credit for decrease in Asset
Credit for increase in Worth
Equal debit and credit
$6,060.00
$6,000,00
60.00
$6,060.00
Cash4. The note is discounted at
the bank. The bank charges $5,9 75.00
$25.00 interest
$6,060.00
Notes Receivable
Interest Expense
$6,000.00
25.00
Notes Receivable account is credited because the asset "IJotes Receiv-
able" has been decreased. Cash account is debited for the amoicit it has
c
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increased, "interest Baqpense" account is debited for the net decrease in
Assets ($6,000. less ^5,975.3,
A record should also be kept to show the araoimt of the Builder's
liability an account of endorsements. If the notes are numerous, this can
be accomplished by a Note Eegister in which can be kept the entire history
of all notes handled.
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CHAPTER XIV
ACCOUl'ITIIIG FOR BUILDIITG iIA,TERIAl£
Delivery Slir)5
iJaterials offer the least difficulty to the "builder in the matter of
accounting. That is; if the "builder makes any pretense at all of keeping
cost records. His accounting here as elsevdiere must "be complete in every
detail. He must "be sure that every item that is used or purchased is
accounted for. This is easily accomplished ty the iise of '\ielivery slips'l.
Materials received ty railroad do have "delivery slips" in the form of
T3ills-of-lading. Itost dealers in "building materials now have forms made
for their own uses for this purpose. The truck driver is given a slip in
duplicate with each load he is to deliver. He has one signed "by the re-
ceiver of the load which he returns to his employers. The duplicate is
retained "by the person who receives the goods. These slips do not usually
contain the prices. It merely is a receipt of the goods delivered. These
delivery slips are then filed away and later checked against the "bill for
the materials. The bill, and not the delivery slip is the source or "basis
for the "bookiceeping entry. Some concerns, that are lax in their methods,
neglect to send out itemized monthly statements. Kothing is to be gained
by the builder becoming a part of such business. ITothing is to be lost by
the builder Insisting upon an itemized bill at least once a month. The
dealer will not be antagonized. Ch the contrary, he will probably be favor-
ably impressed with the Builder* s busijiess like habit. If this builder
wants more time in which to make payments, he is more ap:^ to get the ex-
tension of credit than the man who never shows an interest in his debts
until the day before they become overdue.
r
The delivery slip should be more than a nere ineae of paper*. Its
purpose is to enable the purchaser to check the quantity and quality of
the materials at the time of purchase, A good builder v/ill conscientious-
ly do this. He will then file these slips under the name of the vendor
and from these files the monthly bills will be checlned,
Bquipment not Building ILIaterials
(Dhere is usually but little question as to what is included under
the heading of building materials. It should include all materials which
are to be worked upon (not with) by the raechanics in the construction of
the job. There are a few things which should not but are sometimes in-
cluded under this heading. Lumber to be used for staging or scaffolding
is one of these items. Lumber to be used exclusively for scaffolding and
does not find its way into the job is part of the builder's equipment.
The purcliase of lumber for scaffolding should not be charged as part of
the cost of the job. The purchase of such material is part of the cost
of the builder's complete equipment. If, however, this same lumber is
used as part of the materials put into the construction of the building,
it should be included as an itam of cost of the building. The test to
apply might be the follov/ing: "If, after the job is completed, the item
that is in question is a part of the finished structure and is to remain
as such, then we must consider it as building material.
Disposition of JSIateriala
Building materials are purchased with either one or two things, or
both, in mind. A builder buys materials to place in his storehouse or,
for a sjpecific job. In the first case he adds to his assets under the
heading "Building Materials at Storehouse", in the second case the raa-c
terials purchased add to the cost of the job under construction. Some-
r
iraes the purchase is maiie -with both of these pxirposes in mind. In any
case, the piircJiase increases the value of some particular asset, either
the Storehouse Me-terials or the Job, or both.
Terms of Purchase
The most comnon methods of buying is on credit. The terms of cradit
vary with the individuals involved.
Buying materials on account means that we are not required to pay for
theci at the time of delivery, An agrea^ant between the seller and. the
purchaser usually states when payment shall be made. This agreement may
be in writing or merely a verbal agreement. Sometimes nothing is said
about when payment is to be nade,n In such case, the usual practice of the
trade should determine the time to pay the bill. The matter of taking
cash discounts for early payments will be caisiderecl later.
Bookkeeping Butrie s
Let us consider what is to be done so far as bookkeeping is concerned
whan the uuilding materials are purchased*
First, if the materials are purchased for cash: Whenever a cash pur-
chase is made, it is readily seen that the cash is decreased. Therefore,
the amount shown in our cash account must be decreased. Suppose that a
uuilder buys #120,00 worth of rou^ lumber from the Phoebus Lumber Company.
The driver of the truck is given a check for thtit amount whan he de-
livers it to the Job, The bookkeeper must decrease the asset "cash" and
Increase by the same amount the asset "Job
To decrease the Gash account, credit the account (to decrease an
asset, credit the account); and to increase the amount shown in the Job #1
account, debit the account (to increase an asset, debit the account).
c
The entry:
Oasli Jo\) 7/1
I 120,00 |>1E0*00
If the situation was the sanie as alcove except that the material was
delivered to the storehouse, the entry would "bei
Cash jSfe,terials in Storehouse
# 120.00 # 120.00
Both of these acoounts are asset accounts, Qie has been decreased
(by a credit) and the other increased (by a debit),
Purciiase with Ored it
If, instead of paying cash, assume a situation where the builder is
given thirty days in which to pay the bill, §120,00 v/orth of lujnber is
delivered to the job from the Tidewater Lumber Company on September 15,
It is agreed that the bill is to be paid within thirty days.
The entry:
Tidewater Lumber Company Job #1
$ 120,00 $120,00
The asset account Job #1 has been increased by the debit of $120,00
(asset accounts are increased by debits). The account "Tidev/ater Liunber
Oonroany" is a liability account. It represents the amount that is owed
to them. To record a new liability or an increase in an already existing
liability, credit the account, 5his is a new liability so a new account
is opened, titled "Tidewater Lumber Company" and credited for the ^120,00,
If the lumber conpany had delivered the material to the storehouse
under the same terms, the entry would be:
Tidewater Lumber Go. ISfeterials in Storehouse
#120,00 $120,00
^
cr
Notice that there are always eqaal debits and credits. Every debit
must have a corresponding credit and vice-versa*
It quite often happens that an order is received for mterials for
which a partial payment is made and the purchaser given time in which to
pay for the balance due. Suppose that the Tidewater Lumber Company de-
livered the $120,00 worth of materials to the job and that they were paid
^80,00, agreeing to accept the remaining ^40,00 in thirty days.
What entry should be made? Thinking of the equation, v/hat parts of i
has been changed? Let us analyze the transaction. As a result of it, the
cash was decreased by $80,00; liabilities increased by $40,00; and the
value of the Job increased §120,00.
Evan though the materials have not yet become part of the house, it
is best to record it as part of the job the day it is delivered. If an
attempt was made to increase the value of the job day by day as each piece
of lumber was used, difficulties would surely be encountered.
On the asset side there will be:
Increase of Job $120,00 — Eecorded by — Debit
Decrease of Gash 80,00 — " — Credit
Cb the liability side there will be:
Increase of Liability $40,00 —Becorded by — Credit
The Worth remains the same.
Notice that the net increase on the asset side is $40.00:
Increase #120.00
Decrease 80,00
Net Increase $ 40,00
This is offset by an increase in the liability account of $40,00.
The left side of the Balance Sheet totals will be C^0,00 more; but
so will the right side "tie $40.00 more. Thus both sides still remain
equal.
r
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notice that there are the same amoiants for credit as there are
for debits :
Ctae debit of $120,00
TvTO credits, one of $80 and
one of $40. $120,00
This conforms to the rule of equal debits and credits.
After being recorded, the accounts will look as follows:
Job #1 Cash Tidewater Lumber Go,
#1E0,00 ^80.00 $40.00
Quantity Purchases
A contractor often finds that if he buys a large quantity of ma-
terials, he can get a much lower price. If he had a job that was going
to use 3,000 bags of cement, he might buy 5,000 bags if, by so doing, he
could get an additional discount of 10/^, It is not part of this paper
to discuss reasons for or against the practice of buying in large quanti-
ties. It is pertinent, however, to mention that a good accounting system
will help a contractor determine how much actual savings be really does
make, if any at all by purchasing in large quantities. The builder must
bear in mind that the cost of the inaterials is not only the purchase
price, but must include all handling charges. Some of these are freight,
trucking, labor handling the material, cost of storage space and others,
such as increased insurance
,
depreciation or damage to materials while
in storage, A good accounting system provides for showing all these
items as part of the cost of the materials.
Illustration
The following transactions are used to illustrate the proper account-
ing procedure when materials are trajisferred from the storehouse to a job:
rc
January 15, Purchased 5,000 bags of cement at ipl,00 per "bag, delivered
at the storehouse.
January 20, Delivered 1,200 bags frora the storehouse to Job t/^I,
January 25, Delivered 1,000 bags from the storehouse to Job #1.
Hecorded in these three accounts:
Materials in Storehouse Job 7/i
Jan, 15 $5,000. Jan. 20 #1,200. Jan. 20 i;^l,200
25 1,000 " 25 1,00c
Cash
Jan. 16 ^5,000.
On January 15, debit Materials in Storetiouse ^5,000 because this
asset was increased. At the sarae time, credit the Gash account $5,000
because cash was decreased. (Debit an Asset when increased and credit
an Asset account when decreased).
Oi January 20, credit the Materials in Storehouse Account for
$1,200, because this asset was decreased. This is offset by an increase
of the same amount in the Job #1 account; a debit to Job ifl. account of
$1,200.
January 25th - same as Jaiiuary 20th, exce^Dt for the amount.
In the above three transactions there is recorded merely the change
of one kind of an asset for another; first, materials for cash: second,
materials in the storehouse for materials on the job. In this second
case the assets are the same materials but are in different places and
will soon tai:e a different shape.
Materials not all used
If, on February 10, 100 bags are returned frora tJie job to the store-
house, an entry in the books must be made to record this transaction.
This sort of a situation is likely to happen quite often because, as all
c
laiow from their owi experience^ a contractor nearly alwsvys has some kind
of material left on hand at the completion of a jot,
liVhen the material was originally sent to the jot, the job was charged
for it. If cjilOO worth of material was sent and charged* to Job 7/6, when
$90 was really what was needed, it is pf course, evident that the job was
charged $10 more than should have been necessary. If the extra material
was thrown aroiaid and wasted, then the Job must be charged for it. The
accounting records should be able to show such facts. On the other hazid,
if no materials were wasted and the foraman returned the excess materials
to the storehouse, his job should be given credit for that amount. Giving
the job (an asset account) credit decreases the value of that job.
To illustrate, assume that Job #1 account is as follows:
(The above charges represent cemeint sent to the job at $1,00 per bag)
The foreman has used all but ten bags which he returned to the store-
house. This fact shows that the cost of cement on the job was $2,200 less
$10, The $2,200, has been recorded (Jan. 20-Jan. 25). The records must
show that what was actually used on Job #1 was $10, less than the ^2,200,
This account (an asset) is decreased by a credit of $10, In other words,
the job is given credit for the $10, that was saved. After recording
this credit, the Job account will appear as follows:
Jobjfl
Jan. 20
" 25
$1,200
1,000
Job #1
Jan. 20
" 25
$1,200.
1,000.
Feb, 10 $10.
Charge- neoxs debit. It is a terra that is being used more each day by
accountants and probably vd.ll be generally accepted as a substitute for
the word "debit".
c
Damaged Llaterials
Sometimes materials are destroyed "by negligence on tho part of in-
different workmeai. At this moment the author remembers a loss that
ooourred to the business of a frierjd in Llemphis, The friend was a con-
tractor who had been quite busy and as a result his storeroom became a
jumbled mess of materials. He decided to hire a couple of men v.'ho were
loafing at the time to rearrange his materials. They took about twenty-
five bags of cement which were partly broken and put them outside over
night. Tliat night it rained. In the morning— well, any builder knows
what the cement v;as v/orth in the morning. Yesterday it was worth $25.;
today it is v^rth nothing. As asset was decreased in value loy the amount
of $25
That fact must be recorded on the books. Decrease the asset account.
Storehouse Materials, and likewise show that the business is worth ^25.00
less as follows:
Storeiiouse Llaterlals Worth
^ $25.00 ;gi25.00
Asset accounts decreased by a credit.
Worth account decreased by a debit.
If this had happened on a job, no entry would be necessary, because
all items of expense which are directly chargeable to a job should be in-
cluded in the cost of that job. If materials are wasted on the job, it
will shov; up in the reports* because of the excessive cost of materials.
That is, the cost of materials used will be running higher than was esti-
mated. Of course, it is quite likely that a contractor might have over-
estimated on his cost of materials and as a result excessive costs due to
poor management would not shov; up in the rerorts. This, however, is the
exception rather than the rule.
*Later chapters will be devoted to this subj
rc
Someti .es materials are found on the job, or at the storehouse.
Which are damaeed through no fault of the owner; Materials with flaws in
it which maice the materials unsuitable are discovered. In such cases, ad-
justment may be made with the person from whom the materials were purchased.
This adjustment may be that the purchaser gives credit for the full amount
of the materials or merely for part of it. In case credit is given for the
full amount, it is reasonable to assume that all the materials in question
were returned.
Assuming that the first entry was to debit the Storehouse llaterial
Account (or the Job acoount) for the full amount of the bill, an entry at
the time of the adjustment should bo made crediting the sane account for
the allov/ance made, Liicev/ise, the amount of the liability to the other
party should be decreased this by a debit because Liability Accounts are
decreased by d'.3bits.
An Illustration
Gti March 1, 1930 $500,00 v;orth of lumber is purchased from Bicl<ford
lumber Oomrjany and delivered to Job Terms are on account.
The entry:
Job Bickford Lmber Qompany
Mar. 1,1930 $5 00. liar, 1,1930 ^500.
On March 15, it is discovered that Bickford Lumber Company sent a poor
grade of flooring which made up part of the delivery of March 1, They agree
to take the flooring back and credit you for the amount charged for the
flooring, which was ^75,00.
The entry would be as follows:
Job_^^9 Bickford Lumber Company
^75,00 §75,00
cc
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The foregoing entry, with the entry of Marah 1, should leave the
accounts as follows:
Jo"b Bickford Ltmiber Gojgpany
Llar.l #500. Mar.]S #75 • ]12ar.l6 §75. iJar.l $500,
The cost or value of the job has been decreased from ?500 to sp425 and
the same for the Liability Account, In a few days more flooring will
probably be bought from either Bickford or some other lumber oorar'any. An
entry for the amolmt of the new purchase will then be made.
Suppose that as an inducement to keep the flooring, Bickford Lumber
Oorapany offered $10,00 allowance from the bill, provided the material in
question would not be returned. This really places a new value on the
flooring. That is, the ouilder agrees to keep it for $66 ,00 but not for
$75,00, Of course, he does not owe Bickford Lumber Company #500 after
this agreement; he owes him The above allovi/ance would make the
accounts in question as follows:
Job ij^ Bickford 3Dumber Gomnsny
Mar. 15 ^10. liar. 1 #500,Mar. 1 #500,
The cost of (and value) of Job ^ is §490. The liability is #490,
If, in the illustration just gone over, the situation is changed so as
to assume that the materials were delivered to tho storehouse instead of
the job, the only change would be to debit or credit Storehouse Llaterials
Account instead of Job ^ Account.
Analysis of situation before the entry
Uamerous and complicated situations may arise on this matter of adjust-
ments, allowances, or returned materials. The correct accounting entry will
be found first, by an analysis of the situation so as to determine the
c
correct values or amounts of the assets and liabilities; and second,
to either increase or decrease the account in question so that it will
shov; the correct balance.
Valuation of materials
Que important thing that we have not considered yet is the valuation
to be put on the materials, or any other asset. The value, or cost of
any asset can be said to consist of tv/o parts: first the purchase price,
and second the cost of getting it to the place of business. Of course
there is no question on the first, but perhaps a few questions an the
second. The cost of getting the asset to the place of business includes
the fol lowing;
Prei^t
Trucking
Labor unloading from cars or trucks
When money is spent for any of the above (i,e, freight on a carload
of bricks delivered to storehouse) the entry would be a debit to Storehouse
Ife^terials and a credit to cash,
SometiT.es the cost of some particular lot of materials may be made
up of several expenditures as the following illustration shows:
Iilr, Starling is a contractor doing business in Hamrton, Phoebus and
IIe\vport llev/s. He has an opportunity to buy a carload of bricks at Ashland,
Virginia for $14,00 per thousand. These bricks are three miles from the
railroad and v/ill have to be trucked from their present location to the
C. & 0. Freight yard. They will be shipped to Hampton, where they will
be unloaded and trucked to four different jobs and part to the storehouse
at Hampton, Tv© of the jobs are at Phoebus, one at Hampton, and one at
Newport Nev^rs. The storehouse is between Ha^opton and Hewport llev/s.
To get these bricks to their various destinations, Mr. Starling makes
the following expenditures: The total purchase was 120,000 bricks ,
r
Purchase price
Truck at Ashland
Labor at Ashland
Freight at Haia ton
Labor unloading from car
Trucking to the four jobs & Storehouse
His own wages supervising the loading
|1,680.00
20.00
20.00
100.00
25.00
30.00
25.00
$1,900.00
With all of these added costs he still gets his brick at a low
price of |;l,900.00, or §15.83 per thousand.
If I.Ir. Starling shoidd try to charge each job its proportionate
share of the above seven items of cost, he would mdoubtedly find the
effort to be considerable. A bitter method would be to debit Storehouse
I»Iaterials for the full amount of the $1,900.00 even though all of it did
not go to the storehouse. The nert thing to do would be to deter/nine
the cost per thousand bricks so that we may credit the Storehouse llateri-
als Account for the bricks that went directly to the jobs. The jobs
being debited for a corresponding amount. The advantage of the above
method is that there is a central place in the books for collecting all
the costs of the bricks, thereby arriving at a unit cost.
Assume that the 120,000 bricks were delivered as follov/s:
PhoebusJob #23
" #13
" #38
Storehouse
Hampton
lJe\'/port News
Total
The entries woiQld be as follov/s:
Storehouse Materials
15,000.
15,000
40,000
25,000
25,000
120,000
Job 7f23 Job #24
#1,680. |51,503.85 237 .45 $237.45
20.
20. Job #13 Job 7/^8
100.
25. #633.20 #293.75
30.
25.
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The seven entries on the detit side of Storehouse ilaterials Account
represent the seven items of expense in getting the bricks from Ashland,
Virginia to the four johs and the storehouse in and near Hampton, Virginia.
The four debits to the four job accounts represent the value of the
bricks delivered to these jobs at ^15.83 per thousand, ($1,900 -^120).
The credit entry in Storehoiise Slaterials account represents the theo-
retical decrease of Storehouse Materials. The $1,900 worth of debits to
this account is also theoretical, as that amount never did go to the store-
house. However, as each side was inflated by the same amount, one offsets
the other. The justification of this straying away irom the fundamental
rules is that it makes an easier process of determining the value per
thousand bricks to charge to each job.
The balance of the Storehouse Ifeiterials is $396,15 ($1,900.00 less
$1,503,85), This is the value of the 25,000 bricks delivered to the store-
house, 25,000 bricks at $15,83 is $39 3,73 or 40 cents less than what is
shown as a balance of the Storehouse I«fe,terials Account, The discrepancy
is due to the fact that the actual cost per thousand bricks was a fraction
of a cent more than the ^15,83,
These last few paragraphs have been to point out that when a large
amount of materials have been purchased for several jobs, and that in addi-
tion to the original purciiase price there are handling charges to be added
to the cost; the best process is to charge the whole amount to the Store-
house Materials Account and then make a second entry crediting this account
and debiting the various job accounts at the newly computed values.
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OHA.PTER X7
ACG0I3ITIHG FOB. SUB CONTEAOTOES
This chapter will be very short because it deals with the applica-
tion of principles already studied and involves but few new ideas,
Meraorandiun Satries
The first record a builder should make is a memorandum at the very
top of the job account stating all details of the contract. This should
include the amount of the bid, estlrnated cost, name of the other party
to the contract, names of other interested parties and their addresses,
naTies of sub contractors, addresses and the amount of each of their sub-
contracts, and dates on whiah each part of the worB: is to be finished.
References will probably be made to specifications, copies of the
contracts and other papers pertaining to the new contract. These
iiould be readily accessible by an adequate filing system. A double
ruled line will separate this detailed explanation from the debit and
credit entries in the job accour.t,
Separate Memo Sheets for each Sub Contractor
It would be good policy to iceep a separate record for each sub-
contractor, as a supplement to the regular double entry set of books.
This record should show all the details for the sub contract sin.ilar to
the memorandum just mentioned for the job account. This explanation
would be underruled. The lower section of this record (it would be in
account form) would be used to record payments made to the sub contract-
or.
In the debit side would be recorded payments made to him. If a
c
sub-contractor was paid #100«00 on account, the job account would be
debited and the cash account credited. In addition, a correspondiiig
debit entry would be made in the sub-contractor's acoount.
Job Cash
Wilson, S.G. ^100.00
|;ioo.oo Job 7fl,Wilson, u.G,
Heating & Pluinbing, Job 7/i, L.O. Wilson, S.G.
#100.00
This may look li ce debits of §200.00 and a credit of ijjlOO.OO, but it
is not. The equal debit and credite are to Job #1 and Gash Account* The
accoxuit with Ji.O, Wilson, sub-contractor is not part of the general books.
It is a menorandom account only and debits or credits to it are not on the
usual debit and credit basis.
The purpose of the account is to shov; how much has been paid Wilson,
Because there is a notation in the account as to the total amount of his
contract, it serves as a valuable check so that the sub-contractor will
not be paid nwre than the amount of the contract price, or more thaii the
saine proportion of the contract price tha:: the amount of the completed
work bears to the total work of iiis sub-contract.
Whenever any payments are macle on account of a sub-contract, debit
the job account and credit the cash account. Also debit the memorandum
sub-contractor's acdount,
Gosts Incurred by General Gontractor In behalf of the Sub-Qontractor
Sometimes the general contractor, because of better standing, can buy
the materials to be used by the sub-contractor at a better price than the
sub-contractor would be able to get. In such an event, it is not at all
uncommon for the general contractor to do so. The entry would be a debit
c•
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to the job account and a credit to cash account or accounts pa^a'ble,
deijonding upon whether it was a cash purchase or one on account. This
memo entry would also "be made to the su'o-oontractor^s account. The
general contractor may or may not, as he sees fit, include a profit in
this .'natsrial when he charges the sulp-oontractor* s account. If he does
charge a profit to the sub-contractor and shows a debit to the Job
account to include this profit, his entry should be as follows, assuming
the following transaction:
He buys 5,000 bricks for $100 for sub-contractor Wilson and charges
him $110.
Job ^1 Gash V/ orth
Briclcs, S.C. #10.00
$110. $100. Profit on bricks
charged to
Wilson-Job ifl
ifemo Account - Wilson, S.C. Job #1, Bricks
$110.00
In a similar manner any expenses or other items of cost would be
handled
r
GIIAPTSR X\ri
AOCOUIITIITG FOE UBOR
Labor is without any question the element iia the cost that teiids to
give the most difficult problenis. This is so from a raanagemont point of
view as well as from that of the accouiitant.
This chapter is merely setting forth the de'oit and credit for pay -
meats of later. Chapter XSIV will discuss such matters as time cards,
direct labor, indirect labor, and apportioning labor costs to the various
units of the job: that is; determining labor costs for erecting forms,
laying floors, etc.
When money is paid for labor; the problem ^vist now will be to determine
which jobs should be charged for the expenditure , If the weelcly payroll
was ^150,00 and only one job in progress at this time, the job account
would be debited and the cash account credited, for $150»00:
Supposing that next week another job is started and the payroll is
|)2B0,00, An analysis of the payroll shows that ^200,00 was for Job #1
and $50,00 was for Job //S. The entry would be:
Job Gash
|;i50,oo $150,00
Job.;j^ Job TfZ Gash
$200,00 Ji^ 50,00 $250,00
The account: would now appear:
Job #1 Job #2 Cash
$150.00
200,00
;iP 50.00 4;i50,oo
250.00
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Each week the job accounts would be debited and the cash account
credited*
The loay-roll shall include everyone who is receiving wages or salary
from the company. Sometimes the pay-roll does not include all the em-
ployees for one reason or another. For examples the owner of the business
may wish to keep his own name off the pay-roll, or for confidential reasons
may not include the foreman's wages on the general pay-roll* The small
contractor need not worry about such matters. He, or some member of his
family may keep the books and for that reason no precautions are necessary
to insure, confidential information.
This chapter will not discuss methods of distributing labor costs to
various jobs or parts of jobs, but will merely consider the bookkeeping
necessary to properly charge each job its share of the weekly pay-roll*
The reader having already a fair understanding of the theory of
double entry bookkeeping, and the effect of transactions on our equation
or Balance Sheet, should liave no difficulty in making the booldceeplng
entries for the pay-roll.
The employees may be classified Into three general groups, each of
which may be further sub-divided later on. This classification is:
1. Direct
2. Indirect
2» Greneral and Administrative.
Direct Labor
Any employee who is working on a specific job shall be considered as
one coming under the classification of Direct Labor. If a man's time can
be charljed to a specific job, the booklceeping entry should be made accord-
ingly and not to any pay-roll, wages, labor, or salary account.

An Illustration
W. Tajrlor is a carpenter and worked all week laying floors at Job #1.
His pay is ^^5*00
The entry is:
Indirect Labor
Indirect labor is that part of the pay-roll that is not chargeable to
any specific job. It is not unusual to have men doing general work that
is necessary for efficient operation of the business but v/hich could not
be said to be for any one particular job. Office workers could come under
this group, but because there is such a great difference in this type of
work and what is considered as Indirect Labor, it will be classified as
Admin is trat ive»
The man who keeps the warehouse in order is doing Indirect Labor. If
a man is kept busy running around from one job to another so tint it is im-
practical to apportion his time to the various jobs, his wages should be
considered as Indirect Labor. There should not be a groat deal of this
kind of work and a reasonable effort should be made to distribute every
raan*s time to some job. If a man has been repairing small tools, his time
should be charged to an account that would signify that; such as IJainten-
ance and Repairs of Small Tools, It certainly would be unreasonable to ex-
pect a builder to charge a particular job for wear and tear on picks and
shovels. This sort of an expense is one that has been accruing for a long
period of time and must be considered as a general expense. In a later
chapter will be discussed how each job is to carry its proportionate share
of this type of expense. Cash paid out for this kind of labor should be
Job #1 Cash
$55,00 $55.00
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charged to an expense account. The name does not really matter as long
as it is descriptive of what the money was spent for, ITa/nes commonly used
are: Maintenance of Miscellaneoiis Equipment, Maintenance and Repairs of
Bquipmaat, or just Maiiitenence and Repairs. In selecting the account which
Infill be used, much depends upon how much detailed information is desired
from the boolcs. Usually there are certain types of equipment that a
"builder should have accurate and detailed information alDout and for this
reason a separate account should be kept for each piece or group of equip-
ment. A striking example of this is his automobile truck.
If a man was employed to keep equipment in condition that was actually
worn out an the job, his cost should be charged to the job, An exajuple
of such a case would be when a carpenter spends part of his time filing
his saw. Perhaps a better illustration would be a case where a man was
kept busy all his time in keeping drills in condition on a job which in-
volved digging out a ledge. These two cases would not be Indirect Labor.
They are both Direct Labor and should be charged to the specific job.
Wages for truck drivers are usually Indirect Labor, In the chapter deal-
ing with EquijMiient Operating Expense v/ill be discussed the procedure for
handling this part of the pay-roll.
Administrative Labor
"Dnder this heading will come all office salaries, and an account
"Office Salaries" should appear on the books. If the general manager's
salary cannot be apportioned to specific jobs, which is quite often the
case, it may be charged to the Office Salaries 4ccount,
Any time that is spent on estimating should be charged to an account
by that name.
It is quite possible to have some persons weekly pay cliargeable to
more than one of the general groups. As an example: John Pisa worked

lOi
48 hours a veak., divided as follows:
Oarpenter at Job ffl
ft U V ^
Repairing storehouse
Estimating new job
Total
15 hours
4 "
12 «
16 "
48 Hours at $1»00
per hour - $48.00
The above man^s pay would be recorded as follows:
Direct Labor
Job #1
^16.00
Job #2
^ 4.00
Indirect Labor
Maintenance aad Repairs of Buildings
#12. 00
General and Administrative
Estimating
$16.00
There are several methods of recording the pay-roll. The one which
is the simplest in oi)eration but still gives the desired infonination will
be asqplained here.
The first step is to make an analysis of the i^ay-roll. This is in
itself a subject worthy of special study and an entire chapter is de-
voted to it In the discussion on cost accounting. For the present, it
will be assumed that this analysis has been made.
This analysis, or distribution as soma prefer to call it, may be
looked upon as a detailed bill from the employees rendered each week.
They have worked from Monday to Saturday and nov/ ask for a payment in
cash. The Builder, as a good business man, desires to know what they
did that they should submit this bill (the pay-roll). The analysis will
show him. Thereupon, each man will be paid with cash and, in accordance

with the accounting rule, credit the cash account for the anount that
he has decreased cash* Previous chapters have shovjn that there cannot
"be a decrease in one part of the equation v/ithout a corresponding change
in some other part. The cash has been decreased* This necessstrily im-
plies one or more of the following:
1, Increase in some other asset,
2, Decrease in liabilities,
3, Decrease in capital.
Direct Labor causes ifl "Increase in some other Asset", The effect
of paying cash for Direct Labor is to decrease cash and increase the
value of the job. Recorded, it would sho\i as follov/s:
Cash Job #1
S^500,00 v500,00|
I
indirect Labor, and General and Administrative wages of salaries
causes ^ "Decrease in Capital", The ef L'ect of paying cash for such
wages is to decrease caah aiid decrease capital.
Cash Office Salaries
^aoo.oo ^EOO,oo
Note that in the above, the Capital Acoomit itself is not debited.
Office Salaries is an accoimt which is used to collect like or similar
debits to Car-ital Account and hold them in this one account during the
axjcounting period. At the end of the period the total of the account
will be transferred to the Capital Account,

ohaptjsr mi
OOHSTRUOTIOM BCiUIPmiT AOGOmiTS
In Speaking of construction equipmcmt accounts, the first thing to
do is to differeaitiate "between the account representing the piece of
equipment as an asset of the business and the account representing the
cost of opoerating that piece of equipment.
An Illustration
A truck is purchased for $1,000,00 cash. The entry is:
Truck Oash
^1,000.00
I
^1,000.00
The aliove account "Truck" is an asset account. It represents the
value that v/ill "be given to the truck when the Balance Sheet is prepared.
It will not "be necessary to open an accoimt for each piece of equip-
ment. Sometimes several pieces of equipment may "be grourjed together .imder
one account headed "Genoral Equipment", In such case, an inventory
should "be kept showing each piece of equipment with its value. In other
words; if a "General Equipment" account is maintained, there should "be
a detailed list of v»?hat is shown in total in this account.
Gasoline and oil for running this truck is "bou^t. The entry would
"be:
Truck Expense Gash
#15.00 $15,00
The point to be brought out is that there are two distinct accounts
having to do with the truck. Qie represents the truck itself and shows
its value as an asset. The other shows the cost of operating the truck.
This is an expense account and is debited because it is recording a de-

crease in the worth of the business,
Wh3,t information is wanted from these accounts? The asset account
must show the correct value of the particular piece of equipment for the
purpose of the Balance Sheet, The "Truck Operating Account" should show
the cost of operating the trucSc. Ihst all Builders want to know the cost
of operating their trucks, and large numbers v/ant to know the cost of
operating many other pieces of equipment. This discussion will aiply par-
ticularly to that of the truck; but wiiat is said of the truck can be ap-
plied to a hoist, cement mixer, or other equipment.
Usually a Builder wants to 1qick7 more about the cost of running his
truck than just the total for the year. He wants to know the cost per
mile. He wants to know the cost of gasoline, oil, tires, and repairs.
If, month by month, he knows his cost per mile, he knows v;hen to discard
the old truck and get a new one. The "guess" is taken out and in its
place he has a knowleige of facts. Neither is some high powered salesman
going to sell him a car prematurely by telling him that it is cheaper to
buy a new truck than to run th-e old one, A Builder with the facts has
the upper hand In the situation particularly when, as In most cases, the
truck salesman is merely guessing at cost figures. As In everything else,
if the builder wants to KITg.V the facts rather than to guess them, he hs^
accounting records to show him the cost per mile for gasoline, oil, tires,
repairs and other expenses.
Some business men want to include the truck drivers' wages as part
of the cost of operating the truck. This is all right where a man is en-
gaged to run a truck and spends all or most of his ti.ne in this capacity.
The average builder mil not, hov/ever, have enough trucking to keep a man
busy. If he did, the enti'y would be:
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Tiruclc Bxpanse Oash
(Drivers Wages
)
$25,00
$25.00
One of the most comnon errors of "booKkeepers as well as builders
is to debit the asset account instead of the esqpense account when an
expense has been incurred; or to debit the expense account when an
asset has been purcliased. Sometimes it is hard to distinguish betv;een
the two kinds of transactions, V/e v/ill discuss a fex) under three
groupings:
(a) obviously an expense
(b) obviously a purchase of an asset
(c) border line cases
Expenses
A man buys gasoline. The gasoline is an asset but not for a very
long tine. One does not stop to record it as such^but merely records
that they spent oash for gasoline that will be all gone by tiie end of
the day. The entry:
Truck axpense Gash
#2.00 $2,00
It is better to have a short explanation of each entry as follows:
Truck Expense Cash
Gas ^;2,00
Payment of registration fee of $20:
Truck Expense
$2,00 Truck Exp.
Gash
Eegistrat ion
$20,00
Payment of Garage rent:
Truck Expense
$20,00 Truck Exp,
Gash
Eant $8.00 $8.00 Truck Esq).
(I
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Payment of repair "bill for trucks
Truck SxToense Cash
Repairs §35 ,00 $35 ,00 TruGk Bxp.
The foregoing entries are for recording transactions that are ohvi-
ously expenses.
Assets
Following are some transactions, and the necessary entries, that are
obviously the pui'Chase of an asset:
Buy a new trucsk:
Truck Gash
§1,000,
Buy a floor sander:
General BquiproGtit
^1,000. Truck
Gash
Floor $250.
Sander
9 350,00
Floor Sander
The above transactions are the exchanging of one asset for another;
cash for equipment.
If the truck was purchased as follows, the entry would not be the
same;
Purchase price of truck
Cash Payment
Balance Due on notes
The entry:
Truck Cash
$1,000,00
400.00
600.00
notes Payable
$1,000,00 $400,00 $600.00
Truck Trucifc
If it was decided to put on a spare tire which cost $10,00:
Trucfc Cash ITotes Payable
#1,000,00
10,00
$l,000.Truck
10,Tire
$600. Trucifc
0
Border Line Gases
There are sone situations in which a question arises as to whether
the expenditures are for an asset or on account of an expense* Kearly
always a disbursement is for an asset, but if it is for the replacement
of an asset that has worn out, it is considered as an expense. The
purchase of the replacement is really not the expense. It is the v/ear-
ing out of the replaced part that is the expense. Strictly wiiat has
happened when a tire has been replaced is that the truck has decreased
In value and then has been increased again to its original amount by the
purchase of a new tire.
Entries to record as it actually
happens:
Truck
Hew Tire (B) (A) ^10.00
#10,00 Wear of Tire
Entry as it is recorded:
Truck Bgpense
Cash
Tire #10,00
Gash
(B) ^10, TruckEaqp, §10, Truck Exp.
Wear of tire (A)
^10.00
As can be seen in the above, on the right the Truck Account was
credited for the amount of wear on the truck and then, in the second
entry, debited for the cost of the tire that replaced the old one. So,
far as the tires are concerned the truck is back in its original condi-
tion and so remains at the same value.
The recording of the entry as shown on the right is the common
method and the one which should be used. The credit (a) and the Debit
(B), both being to the Truck Accouiit are omitted. The entry leaves the
Truck Account in its original condition.
0
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Sometimes a worn part is replaced with a more costly part which
really makes the truck worth more th^ its original value. Suppose
that the old tires have worn out and that, instead of replacing with
the inferior kind that was on the truck at first, they are replaced
with better tires. The same kind of tires that have heen on the tnick
could be replaced for ^40.00, It was decided to replace with a better
grade and oversize tires at a cost of ^85.00,
!I?he truck so far as tires are concerned is worth ^45.00 more than
it was originally worth. Therefore, the entry must show:
(a) decrease of cash #85.00
(b) Increase of truck 4>^»00 (increase of value)
(c) decrease of worth $40.00 (wear of old tires)
The entries:
Truck Cash
$1,000.00 #1,000. New Truck
45,00 85. Tires
Truck BxToense
Tires 4^0.00
The test to determine whether to debit the asset account or the
expense accoiait is "Does this transaction increase the original value o±
the asset?" In case of the extra tire, the asset was increased. Re-
placing worn out tires with better tires did increase the original value
to some extent, and so was a debit to the Truck Accomt for the amount
of the increased value and a debit to the Truck Expense Account for the
value of the worn out tire,
A sug^;ested form for a Truck Baq^anse Account is submitted at this
tine. The form is so provided that one can easily obtain the cost of
each element of truck expense. That is; instead of knowing merely the
total cost of truck expense, this form provides you with an analysis of

this total;
The Form:
TRUCK OPSRATETG AGGOUIIT
Date S3cplanation Total Gas Oil Tires Repairs insc. Rental
A B C D 3 F G H I J
A - Date Ooluran
B - For short explanation
0, D, B, F, G, H, I - Debi t Golunms
Instead of "but one debit column, this form provides for several;
one for the total, one for each common type of expense, and one for
raiscellaneons ecspenses. The process is to merely place the delait in its
appropriate column as well as in the total column. One column (H) was
provided to meet special needs; i.e., for the man who wants to charge the
Truck Operating Account with the truck driver's wages. Notice that the
name of the account is not Truck 2xpense. This is "because column J has
"been added, which has nothing to do with expense.
It often happens that a Builder has an opportunity to rent his truck
In such a case any income from this source is credited to the Truck
Operating Account in the Rental Column, Such a transaction would "be a
debit to cash and a credit to the Truck Operating Account,
If the truck was continually busy from one job to another, it would
be a good plan to charge each job for its proportionate use of the truck
c0
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at so much per mile and credit the Truck Operating Account in the
rental column,
Oolumti"!" would talce debits which are not occurring often hut which
are very important and often times large amounts. Some of them will he:
fiegistration Fee, Taxes, Garage Eent, Yearly Depreciation, aiid Ihsuraiice,
Some accountants prefer not to combine all this information in ono
account, hut v;ould have separate accounts for each of the classifications
mentioned above.
Most Builders for whom this paper is written v/ill be using a truck,
vftiile all will not liave a cement mixer or a hoist or some other piece of
construction equipment. For tiiis reason all of our illustrations in
this chapter have been based on a Trucks What has been said of the Truiifc
Accounts can be applied to a Cement Mixer Account or a Eoist Account,
and the special form explained for a Truck Operating Accomit may simi-
larly be used for keeping data on the cost of operating any piece of
equipment.
If a business should grov; to proportions that it has more than one
truck, an account should be kept to record the operating cost of each
one. This will serve as a means of comparing costs of the two trucks
and, if one is excessive, naturally v/ill be shown up as such.
The matter of properly recording depreciation of construction
equipment, as well as all other kind of equipment is so important that
it v/ill be discussed fully in another chapter.
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OEAPTHR XVIII
CASH DISGOUIIT
Defined
A cash discount is an allowance made to the purchaser for prompt
payment of the invoice. Pronpt payment may mean: on receipt of the
merchandise, or as is usually the case, within ten days from the date
of the invoice,
Ic^ortance of Taking Cash Discounts
There are two reasons for talcing all cash discounts available.
First, it is a big saving aid second, those who do not take advantage
of them are pointing out to their creditors that there exists a wealc
financial condition or a profound ignorance of the value of a cash
discount.
The usual cash discount is one of 2^ if the invoice is paid within
ten days from date of the invoice. If the "bill is not paid in ten days
the full amount is due, usually in thirty days.
Illustration
On l&rch 1st ilr, Wallace bougtit ^100 worth of lumber from Adams
luTiber Coiiipany, The terms are quoted as 2/IO, n/30. Tiaat means that
if he pays the hill on or "before March 11th, he pays $98, If he does
not pay "by March 11th, he is expected to pay on April 1st the full
amount of the bill, or $100, By paying on the 11th (twenty days sooner
than the bill is due) he saves $E,00, 2^ of the full amount of the
bill. Of course, if he pays on the 11th he does not have the use of

that money for the twenty days (March 11th to April 1st), He could
leave that money in the bank and probably get interest on it for the
twenty days. So, he has his choice of losing the interest and getting
the discouiit; or of losing the discount and getting the interest. He
will, of course, choose to let go of that whicli amo"unts to the least,
•
Is interest for the twenty days more or less than $2,00? Based on an
annual rate of 6^, he will receive #6,00 interest by leaving the ^100
in the barOc for one year. In the illustration at hand, however, he
would not have the opportunity of leaving the $100 in the bank for one
year. The tiae would be only twenty days, or one-eighteenth of a year.
Therefore, the interest that he would receive on the $100 by leaving
it in the bank from March 11 to April 1 would be one-eighteenth of $6,
or thirty-three ceiits. By taking the ^ cash discount, he saves $2,00
and loses $0,33; a net saving of $1,67,
Another way to look at this is to compute the yearly rate of
interest that is equivalent to 2^ for twenty days. Since one saves
^ in twenty days, they would at that rate save eighteen ti-ties 2fo in one
year. Therefore, it is important to taJce advantage of cash discounts.
The terms 2/l0, n/30, gives an opportunity to invest for twenty days at
a rate of interest equivalent to the yearly rate of 36^,
A Builder Vi/ould not borrow money and pay an annual rate of 36^,
Than why do they sometines pass up opportunities to take advantage of
a cash discount? If necessary, they should borrow money so as to en-
able them to get these discounts.
The concerns v/ith whom they are doing business realize the oppor-
tunities that they are passing by, and they know that either one of
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two things are wrong. They know that persons not discounting their
bills are either awfully short of noney, or short of good comaon
"business sense. They certainly are going to give that type of man
less credit than those who never raiss a discount.
Accounting Entries
When a bill of goods has been received from Job y/i, your entry
will be as follows:
Job #1 A. G. Adams Co.
|)100,00 #100.00
When you pay you make the following entry;
Cash A. 0. Adams Go.
^90,00
Cash Discount Received
i^JlOO.OO
^ 2,00
The two entries combined produce the following:
Job #1 A. G, Adams Go,
#100,00
Cash
$100.00 ^100.00
Cash Discount Received
E.OO^98.00
I
The second part of the entry was decreasing a -^100 liability by
decreasing the Cash ^98.00. This made an increase in the Y/orth of
^2,00 recorded by a credit in an Income Account,
Another point of view held by many accountants is this: They
work on the assamption that the Builder will take all discounts avail-
able to him. Instead of setting up a liability of $100 and charging the
Job ^100, they make an entry as follov/s:

JoTd #1 A. 0. Adams Go,
ig98.00 $98.00
When amoiiit is paid:
Cash A. 0. Adains Co.
I
#98.00 #98.00
In the first oase the Job shows a cost of $100,00 and an income
of |J2.00. The second illustration shows a cost to Jot of f98.00
and no income.
Cost of Job Income
First Method $100,00 ^JE.OO
Second Method 98.00 ,00
Showing the cost at J^lOO will likewise show a profit on the Job
of $2#00 less than if the cost was shown at iii98,00, G?his lessened
"book profit is offset by recording the §2,00 as income.
€C
GHAPTBR XIX
Defined
Depreciation is the decreasing in value of assets due to the
gradual daily wear and tear on these assets. The araomit of wear from
day to day is not noticeable, but the total wear over a full year is
usually quite noticeable. Some distinction is rnade by accountants be-
tween depreciation and obsolescence. Depreciation is that decreasing
in Value of the assets due to the wearing out of the assets from
actual useage, or as soraet lines is the case, due to age. That is,
there is sometimes actual wearing out of a machine even though it is
not being used. The weather may cause that. Obsolescence is the de-
creasing value of an asset because it is superceded by an improved
type of a sirriilar asset. * Current assets are not said to depreciate.
It is readily seen that the value of those things v/hich we call current
assets do not decrease on ac -ount of wear and tear or obsolescence.
Those assets v;hich do decrease in value through depreciation are the
fixed assets, with one exception, ilachinery of all kinds decrease in
value as a result of both wear and tecr, and of obsolescence. An
automobile is a good example of that. The one exception is the asset
Land. Land is a fixed asset; it does not, or rather it never has up
to the r^resont time become obsolete, and it does not wear out (unless
you are a farmer). Because it neither wears out or becomes obsolete,
it cannot be said to depreciate. Its value may fluctuate either up or
down, but this is not depreciation.
^or distinction between current and fixed assets see Balance Sheet on
pag-e
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necessity of Considerlru?
If a Builder neglects to consider the depreciation of his fixed
assets when maicing estimates or determining costs, he is endangering
his chances of "business success. Depreciation is just as much an
expense as repairing the truclc, the telephone charge, or rent. A
Builder certainly wouldn't pay out v50 for rent and maXe no entry for
it. The purchasing of a fized asset is really prepaid expense. It is
the purchase of an asset that v/ill eventually be worth nothing and so,
naturally, cannot "be shown forever on the "booics at its original cost.
Amount of Depreciation
The amount of depreciation is the amount that the asset has de-
creased iiv^'^alue. This is nearly always an estimate as it is not Imown
v/hat the actual value of a dej)reciated asset will be until it is sold.
It is lmo\m,however, that every fixed asset (excepting land) does de-
Toreciate to some extent. The amount of the depreciation may be comput-
ed by subtracting the estimated present value of the asset from its
original value. An illustration: a truck was purchased on January 1
for ^1,000. On Decejnber 31 its estimated value is ^700. The amount of
the depreciation is ^300,
Durirg the year the assets have decreased in value so that the
eq.uation is changed to show the assets as being ^300. less than before.
Of course, this must be offset by a corresxjonding decrease on the other
side of the ec[uation. This decrease is one to be deducted from the
Original Value • i
Less - Sstiroated Prusent value
Estiiiated Depreciation
#1,000.00
J TjJ.OO
^ 300,00
How does the above affect the equation?
A - L V/ before depreciation is considered
c
Worth £LS this depreciation has no effect on the liabilities.
The Balance Sheet
In the Balance Sheet, the asset "Truck" will "be decreased by ^300
and like\7ise the 'Worth" section will be decreased a similar amount
»
The Acco units
As the account is merely a place for recording decreases or in-
creases in the assets, liabilities and \7orth, these decreases \vill be
sho^vn in tv/o accounts. The asset account will be decreased by $Z00 and
the Worth account likewise. Assets are decreased by a credit entry and
Worth account is decreased by a debit entry. In simple Journal form
the entry would be
Worth ^SOO.OO
Truck 1300, 00
The accounts would appear as follows;
Truck Worth
5ipl,000, $300, Depr, Depr. v300. $5,000,00
Deioreciation Account
The entry v/ill not be made directly to the Worth account. The
above illustration shows the ultimate result. The convenience of sub-
dividing the Worth account was seen in the study of Chapter X. A new
account is used to record this type of expense and is titled "Deprecia-
tion". So, instead of a debit to Worth account, a debit is made to
Depreciation Account,
Sub-dividing the Asset Accourit
Most accountants find it preferable to keep a certain section of
the asset accotmt reserved for these credits to record depreciation.
This may be accomplished by using the upper section of the account for
recording the original value or additions to it, or for recording the
c4
sale of any assGt» The lower section is then used exclusively for
recording decreased values due to depreciation. Aa illustration of
the two methods is given herewith.
The truck will serve again for an illustration, showing three
years depreciation:
First Llethod
Truck
$1,000.00 ^300*00
300.00
300.00
Second IJethod
Truck
$1,000.00
Eeserve for De reciation
V 300. 00
300.00
300.00
This second method really makes two accounts out of one. Many
accountants go so far as to actually make two accounts and have them
in separate parts of their ledger. As they are really "but one account,
this is not the "best policy. It will be best to keop then both on the
same page with everything at the top exce ting these reserve or allow-
ance items, which should be shovm separately and at the bottom, headed
by the v/ords "Reserve for Depreciation of Truck"*
Shov/ing This Reserve on the Balance Sheet
Both the amount as shown in the top section of this account and
that of the lower section v/ill bo shown on the Balance Sheet. On the
asset side will be shovm the name of the asset and immediately after
it, the value as shown in the top section of the account. On the next
line will be written "Less Reserve for Depreciation", and the amoimt
I
of this reserve wtitten mider the figures representing the original
value. The difference is then extended to the right on the same line.
The followiig will illustrate:
Balance Sheet
Assets Liabilities Worth
Cash ^600,00
Truck $1,000*
Less Reseirve for
depreciation 900, 100,00
#700.00
Lfethods of Qoraputing Depreciation
Qa the past few pages have been discussed the various means of
showing depreciation in the accoimting records, Nothing was said about
how the amount of depreciation is determined. There are many methods
of confuting depreciation, but for the purpose of the average Builder
a discussion of one method is sufficient.
Straight Line Method
This method is that of raalcing an estimate of tv/o things:
(1) the life of the asset, and
(2) tlie scrap value of the asset.
Suppose that a cement mixer is purchased for ^600,00. Prom past gcl-
perience, it is loiown that eventually the mixer will be disposed of,
Whai this time occurs it is safe to assume that the resale price will
be less than $600, Instead of waiting until the end of each year to
appraise the asset, one reasons along the follov;ing lines: The mixer
will be traded in on a new one in about ten years and at that time an
allowence of ^100,00 can be obtained on it.
When the mixer was purchased, an entry was made debiting an account
headed "Cement llixer" with the purchase price of $600,00 Following is
the account:
c
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Oe/nant liixer
June 1,19 31 #600.00
It is estiiaated that in ten years the mixer V7ill be worth $100.00
and it is that figure th-at the account should shov; on Decemher 3)., 1940.
This is accomplished "by decreasing the account an equal amount each
year so that "by the end of ten years it will shov; $600.00 less §500,00.
To make ten equal decreases to equal ii?5 00,00 is tlie proposition. The
amount of the annual decreases is in this case §50,00, The account
should "be credited at the end of each year as follows:
The ahove is the "Straight Line ilethod". It is the same amount
"being credited to the account each year. Of course, the account will
"be subdivided as was mentioned on page lEi, Subdivided, it will appear
as follov/s: (really two accounts)
Cement IJixer
Jime 1, 19 31 §50,00
5 0,00
5 0,00
50,00
50.00
50,00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50,00
Dec. 31, 1931
•t H 1932
»» " 1933
" " 1934
" " 1935
" " 1936
" " 19«7
" " 1938
" " 1939
" " 1940
Oement Ilizer
June 1, 1930 |600.00
Reserve for Depreciation of Qement Mixer
$50,00
50,00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
5 0,00
50,00
Dec. 31, 1931
" " 1937
" 1932
" 1933
" 1934
" 1935
" 1926
" 1938
" 1939
" 1940
f
Record to "be made whan Asset is disposed of
Eefer to page 121 and note that the Asset account and the Reserve
for Depreciation of the Asset accotmt, although sometimes in two dis-
tinct parts of the ledger are really one and the same account. The
"Reserve" or "Allov/ance for Depreciation" section is merely a subdivi-
sion of the Asset account. Many accountants refer to it as a "Valuation
Account". The author personally prefers to think of it as a section of
the Asset account. When disposing of the asset, the first thing to do
is to find the value as per the "books of the asset. This is determined
by subtracting the a'nount of the Reserve for Depreciation account from
the amount shown in the asset account. For esiaraple: Using the same
illustration as on page 121 , the account will look as follows:
The book value of the above is ^100,00
The accounting entry to combine the two accounts, which is the
next step is to transfer the Reserve account to the Truck account.
This is accomplished by a dsbit to the Reserve for Depreciation account
and a credit to the Truck account for the amount shv/on in the Reserve
account. After this entry, the accounts will appear thus:
Truck
Truck
#1,000.00
Reserve for Depreciation of Truck
§300. 00
300.00
300,00
$1,000;00 #900,00
Reserve for Deprecirition of Truck
# 900,00 # 300.00
300,00
300.00
9 00,00 $ 900,00

The Reserve section, or account, is now balanced and the asset
account shov;s a "balance of §100, There is now a ^100 asset to dispose
of. If the truck is sold for ^100, an entry is raade debiting cash
account and crediting Truck accoimt for the amount. If the truck
should he sold for more than §)100, it is evident that during the past
three years the asset has been over depreciated and, as a result, the
profits under stated. ITov;, if the truck is disposed of at $50.00 more
than the book value, the Worth account should reflect it. The proper
entry, if the truck was sold for $150 is to debit Gash ^150,00, credit
Truck Account f100. 00, and credit Worth Account 5^50.00, The accounts
would then appear as follows:
Truck Gash Worth
^1,000,00
^1,000.00
^ 900.00 ^150.00
100.00
{i?50»00
$1,000.00
In s imple Journal entry form it would be:
Gash $150,00
Truck $100.00
Worth 50.00
Of course, if the situation was reversed; that is, if the truck
brought only $50*00, the loss would be a charge (debit) to the Worth
account.
An entry would be made, closiiig the Reserve for Depreciation
account to the Truck account. The second entry would be:
Cash $ 50,00
Worth 50,00
Truck $100,00
If, instead of cash, we merely received an allov/ance on the pur-
chase of a new truck, the debit would be to the Truck account, but the

old entries in this acoount would be all rioled off.
Small Tools
Small tools decrease in value as do any other fixed assets, but
not wholly from depreciation. Any man that has been in the contracting
business for any length of time knov/s that small tools will just dis-
appear. Some are lost and some are stolen. So, with small Tools there
are two things to contend with; depreciation and lost items.
It has been found that an appraisal method is the best for record-
ing decreases during the year for small tools. At the end of the year,
an inventory is taken of all the small tools and an entry made to bring
the acco-unt into agreement with this inventory figure,
Supposing that the account "Small Tools" is as follov/s:
Small Tools
#400,00
j
On December 31, an inventory is taken and a value placed on each
item that is classed as a small tool. The total value is i^300. An
entry is then made to decrease the Small Tools account to the inventory
figure. This is by a credit entry to the Small Tools account. The
debit is made to the Depreciation account. The accounts after this
entry:
Depreciation Small Tools
Small Tools $100.
liJntries to make at Time of Purchase
^Ow.OO Depr. ^plOO.OO
Some Builders make the mistake of charging the Job for the cost
of any equipment purchased during the construction period. This is
absolutely wrong. The correct debit is to the proper equipment account,
A Builder recently bought a cement mixer for ^600, He bought it be-
cause he needed it on a new Job so cliarged it to that Job, i\Iow, if
cc
the mixer was all used up on that Job, it would have been perfectly
all right to charge that Job for the cost, but we all taiov/ tliat v/hen
a contractor buys a cement mixer, he plans to use it on many Jobs,
Charging this Job 4'S00,00 overstated that Job's cost and likewise
understated the costs of all Jobs later that were not ciiarged anything
for the mixer, even thou^ they used it just as much as the first Job.
>
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BSTimTDTG
This paper does not propose to oover the subject of estiniating,
tut as one of the purposes of accounting is to check the actual costs
with the estimated costs, it seems to the author that the paper would
"be incomplete without at least a Torief discussion of the subject,
LIr. Frank R. Walker, author of "The Building Estimator's Eeferenoe
Book", sa^s in the first chapter of his book, "There is no cost data
as good as that con^piled by yourself providing it is correct".
So, because there is such a close relationship between cost account-
ing and estimating, parts of the first chapter of Mr. Walker's book
are heremth inserted with his permission: *
"Estimating is one of the most important factors in the 0021 tract-
or's business because in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred it is
necessary to submit an estiaiate on the cost of a job before the con-
tract is av/arded. If the estimate is too high, tho job g-oes to a
oomiDetitor, and, if, too low, the contractor who is awarded the contract
must complete it v/ithout profit if not at an actual, loss in both time
and r-noney."
"There are thousands of contractors in business today who are no
better off than they were ten or t.;enty years ago because they taJce
work so lov/ they are barely able to malce a living; many of them in
fact, would be far better off if they worked for "day-wages" for a
competent contractor. These contractors not only rain the business
for competent builders but they are not improving their own condition,"
* Walker,j?rank R,, 2he iStimator 's Ikndbook, Chap II.
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"Sometime ago, while talking to an official of one of the large
Chicago retail lumber concerns he said, "Walker, you would "be surprised
to see the number of contractors that we are obliged to carry on our
boolcs from three to six months. Their intentions are good and they pay
us evaitually, but always by paying a little on account from time to
time. If they were obliged to stop work and pay their bills, about
ninety per cent of them would be forced out of business", This condi-
tion applies not only to Chicago, but to every city and to^vvn in the
country",
"It is an unfortunate condition, but it is true nevertheless, that
contractors (as a class) are not considered good business men. This is
due to a number of causes, but chiefly to the fact that so many con-
tractors are men who have "risen from the ranks"; and although they were
exceptional mechanics, foremen or superintendents thamselves, and
possessed a thorough under-standing of how the work should be done, they
were sadly lacking in business training and the ability to estimate the
cost of their work accurately. As an example, let me quote from a
speech delivered at a convention of builders by ISr, W, L, Thompson,
Vice-president of the First National Bank of Portland, Oregon. He
said, "The average contractor's account is not particularly attractive
,to the bankers. I think there are well-defined reasons for this atti-
tude. I do not say that the contractor is entirely to blame; I believe
the banker is partially to blame. But that attitude has been brought
about by the looseness of methods of so many men v7ho are engaged in the
contracting business. I am sure that the average contractor's account
could be made much more attractive if this looseness of method were
eliminated, I refer particularly to the looseness with which your
accounting systems are maintained,"

"1^ observation over a period of years in the "banking business has
been that most failures in all lines of business can be definitely-
traced to loose methods and the fact that the man in charge of the
business did not Imov/ where he was at*'»
"This is further emphasized by the remarks of the manager of a
large bonding and insurance company. Ihiriiig the course of our conversa-
tion the writer inquired just what these coinpanies considered the first
and most important requisites of the individual contractor or corpora-
tion desiring a surety bond."
"The following are his answers in the order of their relative
importance:
First: The ability of the party requesting the bond. V/hether or
not he U23derstands his business thoroughly. Is he capable of rreparing
a correct estimate or if he employs an estimator. Is he capable of
cheoking the estimator's figures and judgement.
Second: The general reputation of the contractor for honesty,
meeting his financial obligations promptly and his reputation among
those with whom he does business.
Third: The financial ability of the contractor. V/hether he
possesses sufficient capital to carry on his business efficiently, meet
his pay-rolls, current expenses, etc. **
"You would be surprised", he said, "to see some of the estimates
that are brought to our office to pass on, and the contractor really
eixpects us to go on his bond on the strength of them. Just recently
a contractor came to my office and wanted my company to go on his bond
covering the construction of a certain building. Upon asking for his
estimate covering the contemplated work, he pulled an old, soiled
envelope from his inside pocket with a few figures on the back of it
[
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and said that was his estimate. Perhaps he had "cubed" the cost
—
not more— aiid then we wonder why contractors "go broke".
"Sometime later the v.'riter was talking with the manager of the
Surety Bond Department of another large Bonding Oompany, During the
course of our canversation he said, "You know the bonding company
seldom gets the opportunity of bonding the best contractor. It is al-
ways the lowest bidder and in a majority of instances the lowest bidder
is the weakest financially because some of them have to take work at
any price in order to exist. Again it is due to mistaices in estimating
caused by carelessness or igaorance of the proper method of preparing
correct estimates".
"Ihe above instances are cited merely to illustrate the fact that
somebody besides the contractor really attaches importance to a correct
and detailed estLnate, A well prepared estimate iias just as much to do
with the success of a contractor as the manner in which he purclmses
. his materials, lets his sub-contracts or handles his work on the job."
"Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the necessity of measur-
ing and listing the quantities from the plans as carefully and as
sj-stematically as possible. They should be listed as much in detail as
is consistent with sound construction policy. The methods used by
many contractors in "lumping" their estimates is a very serious raistate
for it takes the estimator or contractor away from the fundamental
principles of construction and gives the \'5r6ng perspective regarding
the importance of his estimating,"
"SiVhat is the Correct Method of Preparing an Estimate?"
"If twnety different estimators or contractors were furnished the
same set of plans and specifications and told to prepare a detailed
0
estimate of the cost from same so that the different methods te compared
and checlced, it is pretty safe fo assume that there v/ould not "be more tha
two estimates in the entire twenty that had "been prepared on the same
basis or from the same point of view,"
"This is wrong. Why should there "be such a variation in methods
with only one result to be obtained? It is due to the absence of a
uniform method of estLnating; the lack of complete detailed informa-
tion regarding the cost of the work to be performed with the result
that each contractor has developed a system of his own, making it al-
most impossible for one contractor to check another's figures, This
usually results in the "successful" bidder being so ridiculously low
that ii' awarded the contract he will be coi75)elled to complete it at a
loss or he will be so unreasonably high as to be completely out of the
"running". In nearly every instance there are three or four bids that
are very close and consistent tJiroughout and upon checking these esti-
mates, it will be found that the quantities have been taken off and
listed in detail and with the utmost care consistent with sound con-
struction practice. "
"iVhen measuring the plans and listing the quantities on the esti-
mate sheet preparatory to pricing and making up the estimate, it is
important thfet the quantities of the different kinds of v;ork should be
estimated so far as jjractical in the same manner in which the work
will be constructed on the job. It is only by observing 6nd learning
the costs of the various operations on the job that zhe estimates will
prove dependable."
"As previously mentioned, the practice of "luraping" an estimate
is not only a serious mistake but sooner or later it vail cause the
user a substantial loss, perhaps one that will put him otit of business
II
entirely. In more than one instance a life*s v/ork has beon ruined to
save an hoiir or two in the preparation of an esti.nate, Is it worth the
price?"
"Take as an example of this practice, a section of wood floor for
an ordinary "building. This floor consists of wood Joists, "bridging,
sub-flooring, deadening felt or building paper, and the finish floor-
ing, i^y contractors will price this work at a certain price per
square foot of floor including all of the different items mentioned
above."
"To construct a floor of this kind there are five different ma-
terials and labor operations necessary to complete same. First, the
v/ood joists must be cut to lengths and placed in position in the build-
ing; the bridging is placed betwean the joists, the sub-flooring or
sheathing is then placed; and when the finishing of the building is
under v/ay, the deadening felt or building paper is laid and the finish
flooriiig is placed upon the same."
"Eac-h of the above is a distinct labor operation and should be
priced as such because in this way it is possible to check up the job
costs during construction and compare estii^iated and actual costs on
any class of work. This enables the contractor to tell where the money
is being raacie or lost and should prevent losses on any future v/ork."
'^Yhere the various items are lumped it requires very little varia,-
tion to make a difference of 5 to 10 per cent in the estimate, and
this is often the total profit on the job,"
"The old saying, "Better be safe than sorry" is one that can bo
followed to advantage by ev ry building estimator."
(f
"Bstlinat ing the Oon tractor's Overhead Sxnense",
"The item of overhead expense is one that has long "been neglected
"by most contractors, hut it is a matter of such importance that every
contractor should give it careful consideration,"
"Svery contractor has a certain fixed expense that must "be r)aid
reg'ardless of the amoimt of \7orlc done or contracts received, and these
items should he listed imder the headii:g Overhead Expense."
"This should include such items as office rental, fuel, lights,
telephone and telegraph, stationery and office supplies, advertising,
trade journals and magazines, donations, legal expenses not directly
chargeahle to any one joh, fire and liability insurance for the office,
club and association dues, office employees, such as hoolciceeper, sten-
ographer, clerks, estimator, and salaries of executives."
"The ahove items should bo esti -.ated for a year and then reduced
to a certain percentage of the total amount of busines handled annually,
as follov.'s:
Office Eental
$
900.00
Advertising 75.00
Fuel and Light 150.00
Charity 50.00
Telephone and telegraph 125,00
Books aad Magazines 30,00
Legal Services 100,00
Bookkeeper 1,000.00
Stenographer 1,200.00
Estimator 3, GOO. 00
Executive Salaries 6,000.00
Stationery, Office Supplies, Etc. 250.00
Fire Insurance, Ofrice Liability Insurance 50.00
Club dues 100.00
Hiscellaneous Expense 500.00
^ 14,930.00
"The list as given above is much larger than the smaller contract-
or will have and considerably less than the overhead carried by tlB
larger contractors, but it will serve an example of the items that
('
should Tdo considered in the li^t of overhead or general expense,"
"Suppose, for exa-nple, that the firm having an overhead expense
of $15,000,00 per year, carries on an annual business approximating
$500,000,00. On the above basis the overhead or general expense of
cariying on the business would average 3 percent of the total amount
of business transacted per anniim,
"
"BTith some concerns the overhead may run 3 percent and with others
8 to 10 percent of the total volume of business, but every contractor
can approximate his overhead based on his average yearly business.
Even an approximate is far better than not making any attempt in this
direction,"
'^Vith many smaller contractors who do not maintain an office and
probably attend to the greater part of their office v/ork themselves,
only such items of expense as they actually have should be taken into
con s id erat ion , "
"The following schedule is one presented at a meeting of the
Associated Building Contractors of Illinois, and is based ona contract-
or doing a ^50,000.00 annual business. You v/ill note this schedule
runs the overhead expense up to ISg- percent of the total business done,"
Executive's (Contractor's) salary $3, GOO, 00
Estimator's Salary
Rent 600.00
Plant Depreciation 600,00
Furniture and Fixture Depreciation 20,00
Cost Keeping and BooMceer>ing V&O.OO
Interost on Equipment (Investment) 180,00
Yard and Tool I'-Ian 321.00
Stationary 25,00
Advertising 200.00
Interest on Borrowed Money 600.00
Office Supplies, Telephone, Telegram, Postage 125.00
Business Travels 100.00
Automobile Upkeep 600,00
Taxi Fares

Charity
^ 50,00
Business Insurance 30.00
Legal Sxj)erises 50.00
Tool and Equipment llaintenartce 150.00
Teach and Motor Truck Depreciatioa 300.00
Total Administrative Overhead $8,321.00
"Should the Contractor's Overhead Expense be added to his
Bstimater*
"Any contractor who attempted to add this percentage to his bid
would undoubtedly remain without work for a long time
—
probably until
his capital was exhausted,—but there is no doubt that the contractor
is entitled to a certain amount of overhead ex^jense that should not
come out of the "profits" of the biisiness."
"All manufacturers, jobbers, and retailers add their overhead
expense to the cos- of their products t&igbcl computing the selling price
and there is no reason why contractors should not do the same
except that the man who "doesn't" probably v/ill get the job»"
"It is not the general practice amount contractors to include
their office overhead as a portion of the cost of the job—in fact
many contractors do not ever, figure job overhead when malcing up their
estimate,— so until this practice is more generally adopted by con-
tractors, it will not be safe to add for this item, especially on work
let on competitive figures."
"Office Furniture and Equipment "
The item of office furniture and equipment should not be charged
as an overhead expense but should be carried as an equipment account,"
"All moneys expanded for office fun.iture, typewriters, calculat-
ing machines, filing cabinets, etc., should be kept as a separate
account and a certain percentage of this amount charged off each year
as depreciation on equipment. The depreciation, however, should be
C5
('
charged as a portion of the overheadl expense of carrying on the busi-
ness, as the cash value of the equipment decreases each year,"
Qonstruotion Plant and Sguipraent "
The money invested in construction plant and equipment should not
"be charged to the Overhead Ssq^ense account of doing "business because
this accoimt represents tools and equipment that have a cash value,"
"\7hen machinery or equipment is purchased it should "be charged to
this account and as it is used on the different jobs, each job should
be charged with a rental or proportionate share of the cost."
"Bach year a certain amount of depreciation should be charged off
because as the equipment gets older its value is less, but each job on
which it is used should pay its proportionate share of the cost of the
equipment used,"
"if/hat Percentage Should the Contractor Add for His Profit ?
The author frequently receives letters from contractors in various
parts of the country, asking what percentage should be added to the
actual estimated cost for profit,"
"Every time I maJce up an esti .late I debate that question to my-
self—not how much I should add or how much I am legitimately entitled
to, but hov; much can I safely add and still be in the running to re-
ceive the contract?"
"As an illustration of this point, just recently I prepared an
estimate and submitted a bid on an automobile sales and service station
on which my esti'Tiated actual cost was something over v64,400,00 which
included my job overhead expense, but no office overhead. I added
$5,600,00 for profit on the job, maidng my proposal ,3)70,000,00. The
low bidder was ^1^68, 000,00, but I had no way of telling whether his
estimated cost was lower or whether he worked on a smaller margin of
('
profit."
"On dnother jo'b on which I had the privilege of seeing the bids,
one v;as for §20,500.00, another ^21,500.00, and ray estimated actual
cost Y/as ^^19,500.00, and, adding 10 percent, or iil,950.00, for profit
ray hid was .,-21,450.00 The low bidder received the contract at
§17,500,00, and he had evidently figiired on making a profit on the
job. Whether he was able to do the work that much cheaper tiian three
other contractors who sub;nitted higher bids, or whether he made a mis-
take in his esti :.ate, will only be jmo\m by the low or "successful"
bidder after he completed the contract*.'"
"For the reason given above, there is no rule by which a contract-
or can add a fixed percentage for rjrofit. It all depends upon the
local competition and the conditions surrounding the job."
"On small jobs, alterations, remodeling, and similar work, I
think a contractor is justified in adding 20 to 25 percent to his
actual cost for profit, but whether he is able to obtain this amount
is a matter for each contractor to decide for himself."
"On new work, where it is possible to estimate the v/ork to be
performed with a fair degree of accuracy, a contractor is entitled to
10 percent on the actual cost of the work (job overhead) included in
the actual cost of the job, Thus, if the estimated actual cost is
$10,000.00, the contractor is legitimately entitled to 10 percent or
4)1,000,00 profit on the job. The larger the job the greatar the risk
and the larger the profit to ".vhicri the contractor is entitled, as a
job costing ^50,000,00 should have 4:5,000,00 added for profit, etc."
'
'S-hould Anything^ be Added to the Estimate for Qont in{;-oncies?
Another item on which there has been considerable discussion is,
should a contractor add a certain percentage to his estimate to take
('
care of coritingericies? Yes and no,"
"Yes,—Tseoause by doing this it is not necessary to be quite so
careful in the preparation of the estimate, and if any items have been
overlooked, there is an allowance to taice care of the items omitted.
But a contractor who is not careful in the preparation of his estimates,
never Imov/s how much he should add to taJce care of the forgotten items
commonly termed "contingencies",'*
"llo,—^because if you do add a percQntage for contingencies, it is
10 to 1 that your competitor has not added it to his estimate — and
the result is you lose another job,"
"The best rule to follov/ is, be careful as possible in listing
the items from the plans, include everything that you will iiave to
furnish, be as accurate as possible in computing your material and
labor costs, including your job overhead expenses, and then to this
estimated actual cost add one legitimate profit."
"The Importance of Gonr)lete, Detailed Estimates
.
The author has never fouiid any of the so-called "short-cuts" in
estimating that wero accurate enough to use in competitive bidding.
They are probably all right when malting up reliminary estimates or
v/hen an approximate figure is wanted, but when submitting a proposal
on a job that j'^ou are anxious to get—at a profit—figure the work in
as much detail as is necessary to obtain accurate labor and material
costs,"
"When figuring floors by the square foot, including joists, bridg-
ing, uiiderflooring, deadening felt, durring strips and finished floor-
ing, how are you to maJce an accurate allov/ance for joists doubled under
partitions and allow for the extra joist required at the end of each
bay? Hov; are you going to est 1..ate the correct number of studs re-

quired for a partition, when they may vary from 6 to 15 feet iii len^h,
and from 8 to 12 feet in height, and require doubling around openings
and some single and some dou"ble top plates? The only accurate v;ay is
to take the number of plates and studs required for each r.^artition.
It takes a little more time, but when you KLiCXV you are right, and you
are not subject to a variation of 5 to 10 percent in your estimate,
which means that you may be either that much too low or too high on
the job. If it is v/orth figuring—and you want the job—figure it
right.
Short cuts in estimating have probably "Broke" 10 contractors to
every one they have made money for. If you don*t care whether you
make or lose money on your jobs, then use "short-cuts"—but use care
in preparing your estimate if you are in the business for something
else beside your health,"
"There is no
^
cost data as good as that conipiled by yourself"—
providing it is correct. You are familiar with the jobs and know
xuider v/liat conditions each piece of work was performed so for that
reason your own costs should be best,"

COST AGGOU- TDIG - n:TRODU02IQII
in chapter II was summarized what information the Builder exxoected
to get from his accounting records. It was stated as follows:
I, What is the business worth?
1. What does the "business ov/a?
2, Who owes the business money?
3» To v;hom does the "business owe money?
II. How much profit has the business made?
1. How was it made?
(a) The cost of each jo"b.
("b) The cost of each oi>9ration.
The next chapters will discuss II.
Ri^tfully this may "be called cost accounting, as cost accounting
is that branch of accounting that specializes in the art of determining
the cost of making* things*
In view of the experiences of manufacturers during the past twanty
years, very little need exists for argument to show the advantages
acci-uing to those using cost accom^ting. Production has been made more
efficient in almost every type of industry, and this has been in no
small measure due to the fact that the production managers have had
adequate cost accounting systems. Twenty years ago the cost account-
ants were scoffed at and told that they v/ere ma]cing exagerated claims.
Today their point has been proven. It may be interesting to note at
this ti-ne that the pioneers in factory cost accounting are now pioneer-
ing in another field, that of sales costing. They have seen the bene-
fits of knovring their costs in the factory and now anticipate further
economies by knowing vrtiat it costs to sell each item of merchandise.
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Here v/e see a grcuj) starting out to conquer nev/ fiel is in cost account-
ing, while sone producers have not even touched that which has already
"been proven to he v/orth v/liile.
There are tv.-o general methods of cost acoouiiting. These are termed
Process Cost and Job Cost, process Cost is used in those industries where
the raaterials pass along in an unbroken line from one department tD another.
The cost for each department (or process) is computed which is given as
the cost of that process for all the materials which passed through that
particular process. If cost per unit is wanted, and it usually is, the
process cost divided by tiie number of units will of course give tiae unit
cost for that department. The total of all departmental unit costs gives
the total cost of the unit.
The process cost method is used in industries such as sugar refiner-
ies, soap matiufacturies, and paint raaiiufacturies.
The other method, Job Gost, taJces no consideration of the various de-
partments in the factory. The Job Cost method is aimed to determine the
cost of a particular joo or order. It is someti:::es called the Production
Order llethod. In these plants no work is done on any unit unless a so-
called production order has been issued from the office. This order
usually bears a nuiTiber, This method is used in machine shops which build
machines to special order. It works this way, A record is kept of every
item of cost for this particular special order, let us call it Production
Order or Job ttG. If materials are purchased for this Job ,/6, it is
recorded as part of the cost of this job. If any materials are taken
from the stock room or storeroom for this one job, then Job y/fe is
likewise charged for this amount. Ever;/ man that works on this job
keeps accurate record of his time and reports it to the
office. This is by his time card. All ex enses for this job
are likewise recorded as part of Job ,/6, Finally, the cost of Job rt^
€
includes a snare of all the general operating expenses sucii as light,
heat, general superintendent's salary, office expense, and all the
other usual necessary overhead expenses.
Industries that use the Jo"b Oost method are Llachine shops that
make machines on special orders, and shiplsuilders. There are others,
of course, but the above t^.vo are very good examples of Job Cost indus-
tries.
Builders will find the Job Cost method best suited to their needs.
C
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OlIiLPTSR XXII
UlTIT OCSTS
Unit
What is moBTit l^y a vrAt? UsusJly it nea^s c. sirrlo part of the
\?riol9, A Uiiit of a dv/ellins house :-iig.ht floors, doors, stairs,
roof, or any of the fifty or more subdivisions of the conrpleted house.
A unit is a subdivision of the whole.
Very few Builders nialce rauch effort to determine the costs of the
various units on a Job. On the other hand, some go to extremes in
spending too rauch time to determine these cost figures.
SlemeKts of Gost
The cost of a unit in the strictest sense includes the labor,
materials and direct expenses that were necessary to complete the unit,
in addition it would also include a proportionate share of the overhead
exi:ense.
If a Builder Vi/ere to do that, most of his time v.'ould be spent on
the booKs rather than on the job, which, of course cannot be.
Some accountants might criticize the author in this respect, but
too many worthless accounting systeros iiave been prepared for contractors
worthless for that very reason. The ai'n of this paper is to provide
an easily handled accounting system for a Builder doing ^100,000.00
v/orth of business or less each year. The system must be easy to oper-
ate as a man cannot be an exrert accountant and a Builder also.
It is absolutely essential that a Builder keep an accurate record
of the labor cost of each unit. It is the labor which offers difficulty
€
in both estimating and JoTd management. Uaterials can "be estimated
quite accurately. So far as materials are concerned, no attempt will
"be made to charge its costs to the various tuiits. The cost of each
type of material such as rough lumber, finish lumber, hardv/are, etc,
will be i'lept as imits in themselves* Some Builders do charge all
materials purchased to some unit, but the criticism is that it is not
charged as it is actually used on the Job, but as it was intended to
be used.
For example, here is how it is .vorked out, A bill comes in from
the lumber company, detailed as to the items that go to maJce up the
bill. The bookkeoiDer inraediately charges the various Uiuits of the Job,
using the estimate as a basis f;:r making' these charges, in other words,
they are charging each uiiit on th3 basis of the esti;:iate rather than
what actually happened on the job. It is not a comparison of actual
material costs with estimated material costs, but merely an apportion-
ment of actual costs on the basis of the estimate.
As an alternative, it is proposed that the records determine
Ist-actual labor costs,
aid-cost of each type of materials used,
3rd-cost of any direct expenses.
The main object being to compare these figures with the esti:nated
figures for the sa'ne tilings.
Estimate Sheot
The first thingthat is waiited is an estimate of the Job showing
the estimated cost of the three elements iiBntioned in the preceding
paragraph. The second record to provide will be a General Ledger*
Account for Bach Unit
The third step is to provide a second ledger with an account for
each of the items shovai on the est i ate sheet. These accounts will
€
supplement the account in the General Ledger which we have for that
Job. Tiie total amounts charged to thoso accounts must agree with the
single amount in the Job account. A rae:norandum \7ill be made in these
accounts stating the estimated cost,
The Journal
The fourth to mention, but not fourth in order, is a Journal in
vihich to record the transactions as they happen.
An illustration of Obtaining Unit Costs .
A Job undertaicen by tv;o senior students at the School of Building
Construction at Hampton institute, Virginia v/ill be used to illustrate
this plan of obtaining unit costs, Tiiese tv/o yomig men, Robert G.
Cotton and Gyrus B, Taylor agree to rebuild temiis courts at this school
for a specified sura. Y/ithout going further into detail v/e will look at
the estimate sheet; (see next pagel
cc
I
Tennis Courts Estiniator - G. H. Cotton
Oheolcor - G. B. Taylor
Decription of V/ork Total Sstimated Go^t
Clearing Site # 2,00
Excavation ( 2 teams <5: scraper) 486. i53
Trench Excavation 210.56
Tile Laying 46.00
Cinder Spreading 39,76
Stone Spreadin;., 24.71
Clay Spreading 35.35
Cinder Boiling 6.40
Stone Eolling 6.40
Clay Eolling 9.60
Rental of Scra^:ers —e 10,50
•Supervision 96,00
Hauling Cinders 224,25
Hauling Crushed Stone 208 , 32
Hauling Filler Stone 17.76
Materials Used
Tile 338.76
Cinders ^ 676,20
Crushed Stone 946.12
Filler Stone 08,06
Foundation Clay
Surface Clay 294,00
Sand 112.75
Salt 5 6.70
Level Boards for Drain Tile 51.22
Stakes for Level Boards 8.56
Grade Stakes 5.36
Boards for Y/heeling 2,00
Grade Boards • 4,80
Tar Paper 2.00
Total $ 4,010.57
0
I
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They arrived at these figures in a scientific manner, "but as this
is not a course in esti ating, vie imtrediately pass over to the next step;
providing accounts for each of the units shovai in the Estimate Sheet.
These accounts may "be of any form desired, ".7hat is essential is that
the account provide a means of collecting- all items of cost chargeable
to that particular unit. In working this exercise, the student will use
the standard form of account which is explained in Charter V on the
Account, The debit side will be used for collecting the items of cosv
and the credit side for any credits to the unit. It is not likely,
however, that there v/ill be any credits to these unit accounts*
For this problem it will serve the purpose to have more than one
account on a page. Allow nine lines for each account,with the exception
of Supervision which should be allotted eighteen lines,
Oraer of the Accounts
The first page will shov/ two accounts:
(1) Clearing Site
(2) Excavation
Page 2 will have Trench Sxcavation and Tile Laying, Page 3 the next
two as shown on the estimate sheet and so on dov/n through the Estinate
Sheet. It is usually adviseable to les-ve a few pages for anj^thing new
that may arise. Allow two extra pages after the last labor unit "Haul-
ing Filler Stone".
Accounts Titles
Bach account shall have a name. It shall be EXACTLY as found, in
the Estimate Sheet in the column headed "Description of '.Vork", THIS
MJST BE SO AT ALL TlilBS ^.VHEIT r.IAKn:G ElITRIBS AFFBGTIITG THESE UIJITS, This
does not mean that abbreviations can not be used anywhere. The point is
•c
the one should not desorilDe excavation as "Digging" or "Hauling Dirt",
The otject is to conr are actual costs with estimated costs, and it has been
foiand that v/here the description of the work shovfli on tL-ne cards varies
from that shovm on the Estimate Sheet, con fusion is apt to cone in the
accounting records, Nov; we have the Estimate Sheet and accounts based
upon it.
The next step is to provide a so called Book of Original Entry,
This is the Journal. One is provided in this chaoter. It has six debit
columns and two credit colunns and a "Kanie of Account" colunn between
the set of debit and credit colucms. Each current contract will be
allotted a special colunm and will be headed with the Job number. The
inside debit column is for recording miscellaneous debits. The inside
credit column is for recording miscellaneous credits. The other credit
column is headed "Gash" and is for recording j^ayments of cash. It might
be well at this ti e to review the chapter oi: Columnar Journals, There
will also be a General Ledger. For this problem, use one sheet of
standard form of ledger paper, using the top half for the Cash account,
and the lower half for the Job #1 account.
Explanation of the Problem
1, The workmen are to be raid weeldy,
2, Materials are to be paid for at the end of the Job.
3, Equipment is to be rented and paid for at the end of the Job,
4, Scrapers are to be hired with horses and drivers and included
in the weekly pay roll,
5, Lacideiital expenses are to be paid for by ]llr. Cotton person-
ally, who v;ill reimburse himself at the end of each week.
It can readily he seen that this is a very easy situation to handle
but it will serve the purpose in showing how a builder keeps records so
as to enable him to know the actual costs of each of the units in his
whole Job,
The Job started on January 30, 1930 and the first payroll v/as for
»
the week ending February 6. A study of the time cards for the week,
showed that a payroll of ^20.00 was distributed to the various units
as follows:*
Kote that there is nantioned a unit (Excavation of 4" Tile) wiiich
does not appear in either the Estlmte Sheet or the group of account s»
An explanation of this should be given. On the Estimate Sheet
the first Material Unit is "Tile i^dZ&»75'\ It wa,s discovered that
some tile from the old tennis courts could be salvaged and a saving made
as a result* Two extra pages in the ledger after the last labor unit
account was reserved for just such contingencies.
Open an account after "Hauling Filler Stone" and head it "Excava-
tion of 4" Tile". Make a memorandum at the top of the account calling
attention to the reason for its existence* IJake the same memoranduin
entry in the "Tile" account* Make the entry in the Journal for this
Payroll transaction. As this is the first Job, head one column Job Tfl»
Counting from left to right, use the fifth column for this Job, Do not
put the single sum of v20,00 in this column. The threo amoiints should
be shown separately. In the "llamo of Account" column v/rite on the first
line close to the heavy blue line. Job ^1- Clearing Site, (This is the
account which is being debited for ^1,80) On the next line v;rite Job rpl
Supervision, and on the next Job 7/I - Excavation of 4" Tile, On the
next line, and indented about one inch, v/rite "Gash" and put i,?E0,80 in
the last column on the rif^ht. This credit column should be headed "Cash"
The total of this column will be posted at the end of the month to the
credit side of the Gash Account in the General Ledger. The total of the
*The next chapter discusses time cards and methods of getting this
distribution of the payroll to the proper units.
1, Clearing Side
2, Supervision
3, Excavating 4" Tile
#1.80
16.00
3,00
Jri>20,80
(
Jot #1 debit coluim v/ill also be posted at the end of the month to the
Greneral Ledger. The individual ite,'3s in Job jfl oo1ui.ti v/ill be posted
i^OvV, but ilOT TO THil (x2lJia^'iL LiSiXiiiR ACGOLiri:,
Posting to
^
Subsidiary Acoounts
These individual items are posted to tiie Unit Accounts. RHHISI^IBEE
?m3Z ACOOlUvTS ARB HOT PART OF Tllal GEL^IIiRAL LSDGiiS SISTiiiM* They merely
supplement some General Ledger Aooount, In this case they are a
supplement to Job .,-1 ac .ount. Oftentimes they ^wuld be kept in a separ-
ate book. SometLmes thej are kept on cards. The sums of each of these
Unit Accounts v/hen all are totaled together \7ill be the same as the
single General Ledger Account called "Job 7/G.". In other words, these
thirty Unit Accomits contain the detailed information of the Job g^l
account. As will be seen a little later on, this method serves as an
excellent check on the accuracy of the j^osting*
Follov/ing is the entry in the Journal {Two debit columns omitted
on account of lack of space).
Job ?f3 General Gen eral Cash
1.80
16.00
3.00
Job Tfl 01 oaring Site
Job ,7=1 Supervision
Job #1 Sxcavation 4"
Tile
Payroll week ending
February G, 1930 EO.OO
The individual items v;ill immediately be posted to the Unit
Accounts. Three accounts '.vill be affected as follows:
Clearing Site Supervision Sxcg.vation 4" Tile
^1.80 ^16.00 i ^ 3.00
'
' I
If this 'N0.3 the only transaction of the month, the special columns
(
would "be totaled and posted so that tv;o General Ledger Accounts would
"be afiected as follows:*
Job yfl Gasil
^20.80
"2o illustrate the effect on these accounts, it is not necessairy to
show dates, ai:d source of ohe entry. In actual practice, stsiidard form
of accounts ViOuld "be used and no details onitted.
A Oontroling Accoimt
It is worth while at this time to note the relationship "between
the General Ledger account "Job yfl" and the subsidiary Uait Accounts*
llote that the total of the Unit Accounts agree with the Job 7^1 account.
Job ifl account because of this relationship known as a controlling
ac count
,
Ch the Golunmar Journal paper provided, the above transactions
should be recorded and the individual items posted to the Unit Accounts
in the subsidiary ledger.
The payroll for the week endij-.g February 13 was .^130,64, distribut-
ed as follows:
Clearing Side $3.70
12x0avat ion 70 . 15
Trench lixcavation 28,50
Supervi 3 1 on 19 , 29
Plumbing 3,60
Excavation 4" Tile 5,40
Total ;#130.64
Make entry for the above aiid post to Unit Accounts, llote that
there is a new item in our payroll distribution this week. It was
found necessary to move the old water pipes. This was not anticipated
in makii:g the esti.nate. Open another unit account and head it 'ttlumbing"
During the past two weeks, materials have be^an delivered on the

Job, "but no entry will "be made until a 13111 has been rendered for them.
Payroll Distribution for the next three weelcs has been as follows:
Weolc liiding
Feb. 20 Feb. 27 ilar, 6
Clenrinf; Site .72
Excavation 74.15 79.07 10.80
Trench Excavation 71.30 37.41
Supervision 11.91 18.22 12.28
Plumbing 2. 22 .45 3.00
Totals $89.00 ^pl69.04 ^62.49
Make entries for payment of the payroll on each of the three above dates
This Job continued for several weeks laiger, but so as to save
time for this practice v/ork, the balaiice of the payroll v/ill be summar-
ized into one entry under the date of April 24,
Distribution of Payroll for seven v/ee>rs ending April 34
Clearing Site $ 3.00
Excavating 220.40
Trench Excavation 110.26
Tile Laying 41.50
Cinder Spreading 31.10
Stone S".reading 27.90
Clay Spreading 36.46
Cinder Rolling 4.80
Stone Rolling 5.00
Clay Rolling 8.10
Rental of Scrapers 10.5 0
Supervision 105.50
Hauling Cinders 409.54
Hauling Crushed Stone 196.00
Hauling Filler Stone 12.00
Excavation 4" Tile 5.00
Pliirabing 9.40
Total #1,237.40
The costs of materials purchased were as follows: All have been
paid for.
Tile 208.46
Cinders 55.00
Crushed Stone 1,001,94
Filler Stone 88.06
Sui'face Clay 205,00
Sand 112.75
(0
Salt
Level Boards for Drain Tile
Stakes for Level Boards
Grade St alee s
Boards for Y/heoling
Grade Boards
Tar Paper
pluinbing Supplies
Geraent
56.70
43,00
8,56
5.36
E.30
4.00
3.00
4.77
6.00
Total §1,096.70
lliseel laneous Expense amounted to $0.60 and was paid for.
Rental of Miscellaneous Tools - if35 . 00 was paid by cash,
ilaice one entry to record the payment of §1,896.70 for the payroll for
the seven weelcs. Hake one entry showing payment for materials. Open
any new Unit Accounts necessary and post.
After all posting to the Unit Accounts have been made, total the
columns in your Journal and post these totals to their separate accounts
to your General Ledger.
The next thing to do is to total each of the individual unit
accounts. This will, of course, give the cost of each of these units.
The totals of all of these units should agree with the a^iount shown
in the single Job #1 account in your General Ledger section. See if
this is so. To do this, maJce a list of the units sL*nilar to that shovm
as the estimate sheet, page 14 1J and put the costs of each unit in a
column to the right. There will be five more Units in the actual cost
list than there is on the Estimate Sheet. These are:
Plumbing
Excavation 4" Tile
Plumbing Supx)lies
Cement
General Exr.ense
Kote in the totals that Hauling Cinders is greatly in excess of

the estimate tut the cost of Cinders was less» The Contractors v/ere
able to get a large q.uantity of cinders at no charge, "but had addition-
al hauling expense,
Cansiderable was saved on Tile on account of salvaging the old
tile that was excavated,
in working out this protlara can be seen a method of getting the
costs of not only the whole Job but of each part of that whole Job.
One Job e2q)erience is now a permanent part of the accounting records.
Whenever there is an opportxmity to bid on similar work again, the
builder can refer to these cost figures in preparing his estir-ate* Mr,
Prank V/alker, author of the Estimator's Handbook says, "As an aid to
estimating, nothing is more valuable than your own cost figures".
The solution to the above problem is given at the end of this
chapter.
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Jot 7fl Subsidiary Ledger - Init Costs
Olearing Site
19 30
Pel).
I
7
14
21
2k
80
70
72
3 00
Sxcavation
=i=
1930
FelD. 14
Apr.
14
21
2B
6
24
1930
Feb.
I.Iar.
Apr.
14
28
6
24
70 15
74,15
79 07
10 80
220 40
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G-eneral Xed^er
R. 0. 'Jot ton
Gash
1
-1
1930
Apr. 3 3,650 73
1950
Apr. 24 3 3,650 73
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E. G. Cotton
Tennis Coiirts - Job #1
Stirarnary of Cost of Job
ITame of Unit Anioimt
Estlniated Actual
Labor
Clearing Site 2.00 9.22
Excavation 406.33 454.57
Trench Excavation 210.56 247.47
Tile Laying- ffci.DU
Cinder Spreading 39.76 31.10
Stone Spreading 24.71 S.70
Glaj'- Sp'reading 35 .35 35.46
Cinder Hoi ling 6.40 4.80
Stone Rolling 6.40 6.00
Clay Eolling 9.60 0.10
Rental of Scrapers 10.50 10.5 0
Hauling Cinders 224.25 409.54
Supervision 96.00 183.20
Hauling Crushed Stone 208 •32 196.00
Hauling Filler Stone 17.76 12.00
Excavation 4" Tile -c- 14.40
Plumbing — _ 18.67
llaterials
Tile 338.76 208 .46
Cinders 676.20 65.00
Crushed Stone 946.12 1,001,94
Filler Stone 88,05 88.05
Surface Clay 294.00 286.00
Sand 112.75 112.75
Salt 56.70 56.70
Level Boards for Drain Tile 51.32 43.00
Stalces for Level Boards 8.56 0.56
Grade Stalces 5.36 5.36
Boards for V/hoeling 2.00 2.30
Graxie Boards 4.80 4.00
Tar Paper 2.00 3.00
Plumbing Supplies 4.77
Cement 5.00
General Expense 43.60
Total $4,010.57 3,650.73

GKAPTER XXIII
I<ABOIl GOSTS
This chapter will be devoted to explanations of methods of
ascertaining costs of various labor units, such as the labor cost for
excavating, laying floors, or the like.
The first step is getting a record of each man's labor, usually
by time cards or tLme boolcs; and the other step is getting the infor-
mation from the time cards onto final Job report sheets
, and to the
accounts in the Job Ledger,
There are actually hundreds of various types of time cards for
the reason that what is good for one person is not necessarily good
for anothere They all are alike in one respect howevey, and that is
in their purpose. Bach of them aim to first determine the amount of
the man's pay and, secondly, for those v/ho are interested in costs,
to apportion his pay to the various Jobs, Units, or Operations on which
he worked. The purpose in keeping time cards then may be said to be:
1. Determine the amount of the Payroll,
£ Determine the labor costs of each Ifiiit,
Most all methods provide for a daily record of each man's work,
either on a daily or weeldy time card, or in a book. They also pro-
vide some means of transferring the data recorded on the time cards
to a sheet which is Imov/n as a Labor Distribution Sheet, This sheet
is a series of columns, each of which is headed with the name of some
IMit, The cost figures for each IMit shown on the various time cards
are transferred to these columns.
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Otoe type of daily time card v/ill be explained here. It is a bit
musual, "but should be excellent for those who find they nalce errors
in transferring figures from one sheet to another. It v;as devised by
Utr, E. Whittemore Bro^m, superintendent of the Housing Gomriany, '.Vaverly,
Llass,, and is used both in factory work and building construction. One
of these time cards is attached at the end of this chapter. It is made
up of five coupons, each of which can be easily torn off. Bach coupon
provides a space for writing the raan*s name and the date, his rate,
number of hours, aaid the amount. The top coupon is to show the manAs
total time, rate and amount for the one day, Ee will have a nev; card
each day.
The sum of the six coupons ,tom from the top each day will give
the amount of his weelcly earnings. The bottom coupons are for record-
ing what the worlsnan does each day. Eis iiar.ie and the date is v/ritten at
the top of each coupon. Sometimes the man's number is used instead of
his name. Others use the man's initials. The reason is to save time.
It will not always be necessary to use all of the bottom coupons. His
time of starting v/ork is marked on the proT)er line. The work he is doing
is written in the s^ace marked "Operation", Here again abbreviations
or numbers may be used, but whatever is used, it should coincide v;ith
the estimate sheet. Heraember the pui*pose of keeping this record is to
enable the Builder to compare the actual costs with his estimated costs.
When the workman finished working on an operation, the time is
noted by another mark on the proper liiie, and the total hours on this
operation is put in the space headed"hours". The space headed "Rate"
and "Amount" may be left blank until the end of the day, or at the tine
reserved for the bookkeeping.

Vlhm the workivian starts on another operation it will be recorded in
a like manner on the next coupon. Four cou-ons are provided, although
they seldom will be all used, as it is not often that a man v;orlcs on
more than four operations in one day. If, however, an occasion arises
where a man v;orks on more than four operations in the same day, an extra
card will be used. The beginning of one card should be shovm as the
same time as the end of the previous one.
If a wcrkman is idle, a card should be made out for this time and
"Idle" written on the space which is headed "Operation".
A separate time card is made out each da^y for each man* This may
seem like a great deal of v/ork and probabljf is, but it will be more
than compensated by savings at the end of the week, and by satisfaction
in having a record that must be riglit.
Sometimes these cards are kept by the v/orkman himself, but in case
this is not practical, the foreman on the Job v;ill keep them.
At the end of each day, it is best to get all tiie time cai'ds for
that day to^sther ajid ooi.rlo'jo the "rate" snd "Amou::t" spaces on the
bottom cou:-ons. Ac'-d the tctal hours as shown on the bottom coupons,
and put the total in the "Total Hours" s- ace on the top coupon. Then
conrilete the top coupon and show the amount earned for the day* Here-
after, the top coupons v/ill be referred to as the "tops" and the four
bottom coupons will be referred to as the "^oottomis". After completing
all the cards, the next step is to make a final check for accuracy,
THIS IS E.O.'ORTAl.T . The boolsikeeper is to separate these coupons now,
but first should see that the total of the "bottoms" eq.ual the amount
shovm on the "top". The top is for payroll purposes; the bottom is
the cost distribution of the payroll. The bottoms LUST enual the top.
($
This is an application of the old saying' "Look "before you leap".
Check "before you tear. Uaicing sure that thjse cards are accurate in
this respect will save much confusion in the neat few steps.
Sorting
After the "tops" are checked against the "tottoins", tear the coup-
ons apart, Seoct sort them into piles. Put all coupons that are marked
"3xcavation" into one pile; all those marked "Clearing Site" into pile
number 2, pile number 3 is made up of bottoms marked "Trench Excavation'
pile number 4 is "Supervision", and so on maidng a pile of coupons for
each operation.
Each individual pile is then picked up, totaled and an elastic
band put around it. The total is vnritten on the back of this pack.
The same is done for each ^oile including the tops.
Transferring Payroll to Cost Distribution Sheet
On the first line of the Payroll Cost Distribution Sheet at the
left should be v/rltten the date and the day of the v/eek. The columns
should be headed according to the operations v/orked on this week and
the total as S'iovm on the back of each pack of coupons put in its re-
spective column. The column on the extreme right is used for the total
column. If the v«rk has been without error, the sura of the columns
will equal the amount in the total column.
End of Week
At the end of the week, all columns of the Payroll Cost Distribu-
tion Sheet are totaled. These totals are the basis of the Journal
entries which v;ere illustrated in the preceding chaptor. The lest
column is the total of the payroll for the week and is a credit to the
Cash account.
c #
To get the amount due each nian for his week's v/ork, it will now
be necessary to Qot each nan*3 coupon to<;;eth9r, Assuining that the
same c^oup of raen were working all week, each man has one coupon in
each of the six packs. To doterraine his v/eekly wage, itvill "be neces-
sary to get all of his coux^ons together. This again is an easy process
merely a matter of sorting into piles again. Instead of eoch pile
being coupons having to do with certain operations, there v/ill b^k pilo
of six coupons, all for one nan. Ther-j v/ill be as many xoiles as there
are v/ork^en. These individual piles will be totaled and their amoimts
listed on a sheet opposite tiie workmen's natne. This v/ould be called a
Payroll sheet.
To illustrate this type of time card, we will use an ordinary day'
vjork on a frame houses
Four raon are v/orkir.g -
ITage Occui-iation Rate
Joseph Lloore Contractor 1,25
John &.ving Carpenter 1.00
Harold Rob.dns " 1.00
Smith Starling Laborer .40
AH begin work at 8:00 A.LI.
Ifoore, Joseph
From 0:00 to 12:00 building forms
" 12:00 " 18 30 building tool house
" 1:30 " 4:30 building forms
" 4? 30 " 6:00 finished tool house
Swing, John
From 8:00 to 12:00 and
" 12:00 " 1.30 building tool house
" 1:30 " 4:30 building forms
Bobbins, Harold
From 6:00 to 12:00 and
" I2:i:;0 " 4; 30 building forms
Q
starling. Smith
I^om 8:00 to 10:00 clearing site
" 10:00 " 12:00 eoccavating
12:30 »' 4:30 helping on fomras
« 4:30 " 6:00 helping on tool house
I.3alce a card for each man, fill in all the spaces on the top coupon,
Comnlete the card for T.foore, then do likewise for each of the other
men,
The first day is llDnday, April 7, 1930,
Note that two coivcons are all that is necessary, even though he
changed occupations more than twice. You can record his working from
G:00 to 12:00 and from 1:30 to 4:30 on tiie same coupon, giving him
seven hours on "building forms. One coupon is all that is necessary
for showing his time on building the tool house. Prom 12:30 to 1:20
and from 4:30 to 6:00,
Some will refer to drav; a line hetv/een the tv/o lines designating
tiie period he has vAorked. See the time cards illustrating this day*s
work on pa^es 1V4 and 175.
Be sure to get the woi*lcman's name and the date of each coupon
used.
The name of the Unit must, of course, he shov/n on each coupon.
In today's work, tiie Units are
1, Clearing site
2» Tool House
3, Forms
The next step is to check the arithmetical accuracy of each card.
That is, see if the top coupon is the total of the bottoms. This
should he done at the and of each day*
The coupons are then separated and sorted into piles, in this
illustration, we will have five piles. They are
1, Pile for "tops^(four coupons)
2, Clearing Site
3, Excavating
4, Tool House
5 , porms
Qr
0
The atnount of the tops is $ 51 , 60 (four coupons)
The pile for Clearing Site is
The pile for Excavating is
The pile for Tool House is
The pile for Foims is
»80 (one couj^on)
,80 (one coupon)
8,73 (three coupons)
£1.35 (four coupons)
Total {^31.68
HeSt, take a sheet of columnar paper and head it Pay Koll Distri-
"oution, T'.iis paper raay "be procured having as many as twenty columns.
Head the column at the left "Date", Head the next column
"Clearing Site", the next column- "Excavating", the next "Tool House",
and the next "Forms", Head the extreme right column "Total",
On the first line v/rite the date and day, Ixi the column headed
"CleaTing Site", put 80/ aiid in each of the other unit columns put the
amounts as shoxm an page 173,
You may do this once a v/eek if you desire, but experience has
proven that it is better to do this v/ork eacii day. If aii error occurs
it is easier to locate it if you are doing it day by day thaii if you
are doing it once a v/eek.
The total of all the unit coluj-.ms must, of course, equal the total
columi, IJake this check day by day and you will not go wrong.
1
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CEAPTHR SXIV
Defined
The term Overheacl Expenses is one that should "be defined v/ithout
mxah difficulty, but one on which is found a great variance of opin-
ions, particularly among Builders.
Overhead Expenses are those expenses which cannot "be applied
directly to a specific job.
Some illustrations of items that are, or are not overhead expenses
should help to clarify this subject.
First, and perhaps the most common misappropriation of the terra
is that of including profit as part of the overhead. It is not a bit
uncommon for Builders to reason along as follows; They submit a bid
on the following figures:
Labor $4,000.00
Materials 4,000.00
Job Sxpenses 500.00
Total $ 8,500,00
Overhead (10^:^ of above) 850,00
Amount of Bid $ 9,350,00
Now, what do they include in that item called "Overhead (10^ of
above)"? If their profit is not included here, then where it it?
When a contractor adds lOfj of his direct costs and figures that to
include his profit, he should not incorrectly call it Overhead, It is
Overhead plus something else; in this case- Profit,

other contractors make a similar mistake in not including an
amount for "Ccntingencies" in their estimate. The:/ answer that this
will he taken care of in the lOfo that they add for Overhead, Here
again it is including sonet?iing as Overliead Expenses that is not an
Overhead Expense. Aay item tiiat is directly chargeable to a specific
jot is not Overhead jaxpense.
It is imr;ortant that Builders include in the item of Overhead
all expenses, and on the other hand ITCT to include any items wiiich are
not Overhead £hq)enses. This is so "because it is intsoortant to cis ck
the estimated overhead with the actual. This they cannot do if th^
mix up with the real Overhead many items which are not overhead items
at all.
It is not said that it is equally important to check the Overhead
Expanses as it is to check the Labor Cost. One is more important than
another and all know which that is.
Pollov/ing are some items that are properly classified as Overhead
Bjqpensess
Bookkeepers Salary
Office Rent
Office Telephone
Advertising
Depreciation of Equipment
Truck Expense (if the truck is being used for
several jobs)
Here is a list of exjjenses that are HOT Overhead Expenses:
Telephone (if installed on a Job)
Truck Expense (if the truck is used exclusively
for one job)
Water man (on the job)
Pees for permits
Employers liability Insurance
Expense in Procuring Bond
The above six items can all be applied directly to some specific job*

and therefore are not Overhead Expenses, because Overhead Sxpenses
are those expenses thatcan KOT he charged directly to sone specific
j'ob.
Of course, there are what may be called border line cases. Some
situations will arise upon v/hich accountants will differ as to the
proper classification.
If a contract was taken and some damage to the house occurred,
the cause being directly traceable to the workmen or foreman, the
cost of repairing is part of the cost of that job. If after talcing a
job, a contractor discovers a large hidden well on the site that must
be filled, the cost of doing so would be charged to the job and v;ould
be S'lovm under the caption of contingencies,
OViinilBAD as Cost of Doing Business or Post of the Job
A coiaparison of the methods of handling these Overhead ibcpenses
as used by merchants and by manufacturers is now made:
The merchant prefers to look upon these expenses as "Cost of
Doing Business", while the manufacturer prefers to see them as a part
of the cost of his manufactured product.
To illustrate the two points of view are presented tliree simpli-
fied Profit and Lo^s Statements, the first for the merchant and
second for the manufacturer; the first two on the assiunption that
these so called Overhead Bzr.enses are "cost of doing business". The
third is for the same contractor on the assxunption that these Overhead
Expenses are part of the cost of the Jobs,
c
HOLLAITD GROGSRY C0:MTY
Framingham , Lias s
,
Profit aiid Loss Statement for
year ending
December 31, 1929.
Sales $26,800.00
Iiess Cost of Sales
inventory January 1, 19 29 1,000.00
Purchases 22,000.00
23,000.00
Less inventory Dec. 31, 1929 1,200.00 21,800.00
Gross Profit on Sales 5,000.00
Deduct
Bent 1,200.00
Wages 1,500.00
Bad Debts 100.00
Advertising 400.00
Delivery Expense 400.00
lliscellaneous Expenses 600.00 4,200.00
ITet Profit I 800.00

J» Lfiilchay & Son
Genoral Contractors
Frarainghara, llass.
Profit amd Loss Statexnait for Year sending
Decernber 31, 19 29
Profit 0:: Job ifl See Exhibit 45 0.00
?R0FIT on Job 77^ See Sziiibit BB 950.00
Profit on Job Sed Ebdiibit DD 1,600.00
Profit on Job -fjb See Sxiiibit S3 75 . 00
Profit on Job See 3xliibit FF 180.00
Profit on Job #7 See ExlTlbit GG 210.00
Profit C3n Job flffe See Exhibit EH 55.00
Profit on Job 77^ See Bxiiibit II 85. 00
Profit on Job #10 See Kxiiibit JJ 300.00
Less Loss on Job itQ> See Sxiiibit CO 350.00
#3,905.00
350.00
Gross Profit #3,555.00
Less Overhead Expenses
Bookkeepers Salary
Office Rent
Advertising
Depreciation of Equipment
Truck Exrense
400,00
60.00
100.00
300.00
590.00 1,45 0;00
llet Profit ^ 2,105.00

J. llalchay & Son
General Contractors
Framing^ian, ilass.
Profit and Loss Statement for Year ending
Decem'ber 31, 1929
Profit on Job 7/I See ibdiibit A
Z
4
5
6
8
9
10
B
D
E
F
H
I
J
300.00
700.00
1,400.00
50.00
120.00
10.00
35 .00
EOO.OO
Sotal Profit §2,015.00
Less
Loss on Job 7/^ See Ebdiibit G
»» H »» H " Q
700.00
10.00 710.00
ITet Profit #2,105.00
i
J, lliloliay <5s Son
General Contractors
Fra^nin^^a-rijlylass ,
Profit aiid Loss Statement for Year iJnding
December 31, 19 S9
BxhiMt M
Estir.mted Actual
Labor 2,050.00 2,000.00
Materials 2,490.00 2,500.00
Direct iixpenses 250.00 300.00
Profit 460.00 450.00
Contract Price 5,250.00 5,250.00
For details see Weekly and Monthly Labor and ijaterial
Keports.
3xriibit A
iiistimated Act ual
Labor
iJaterials
Direct Expenses
2,05 0.00
2,490.00
250.00
2,000.00
2,500.00
300.00
Ovoriiead 100.30 150.00
Profit 360.00 1 bOO.OO
Contract Price 5,250.00 5 , 250 . 00
For Details see Weeicly and Ubntliiy Labor and Material
Pteports.
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IJo>I
The HollaTid Grocery Company had a sales volumtie of 9E6,800»00,
This merchandise that was sold, cost them #21, 0 00.00, leaving a profit
of §5,000,00, They determined this cost as folio vTs: First, they
figured the cost of all the merchandise they handled during the year.
They did this "by adding the cost of all materials purciiased 4-22, 000, 00)
to the cost of Y/hat they had on hand at January 1, 19 29 (yl, 000.00).
This is a total of ^;j23,000,00 v/hich might he called the cost of goods
availahle for sale. At this point, look baclc to the Profit and Loss
Statement and note these figures,
How, if all of this merchandise v;as sold, v/e would say that the
goods sold cost us v23, 000,00, But, they did not sell all of this
merchandise. There is §1,200.00 worth still on hand. That means that
the cost of the goods that have been sold is the ^-23,000,00 less this
$1,200.00, which is §21,800,00.
Cost of Goods
available for sale 18)23,000.00
ITot sold (determined by
takiiig an inventory 1,200.00
Balai:ico Gone
(presumably sold) 21,000.00 §23,000.00
If the cost of the goods sold was $21,000,00 and the total sales
(at selling price) was §26,800,00, then obviously they made a profit
of ^5,000,00, How, refer back to the statement again. See tliat
this $5,000.00 is called Gross Profit on Sales, The word to which
your attention is called is "Gross", This Gross Profit is the amount
c
of profit iDSfore deducting the operating expenses, or as some prefer
to call it, the Overhead
The Overhead is made up of ii)4, 200,00 whici-i is accounted for as
follows:
The Holland Grocery Oonipany deducts this from their Gross Profit
of §5,000,00, and thereby arrives at their Ket Profit of ^000,00
TJiat is all there is to a Profit and Loss Statement for a Merchant*.
There is nothing perplexing ahout it. All are unaniinous in agreeing
that such a Statement is very easy to understand,
ITo, II
This is a Statement of J, Mulchay & Son, who conducts a general
contracting "business in Frainingham, Massachusetts, Note that all of
his information malces up the headiiig of the Statement, It is very
important also that the period of ti:,e that this Statemait covers
should be mentioned in the heading. In this case, it is for the year
ending December 31, 19 29»
Mr. Liulchay, the proprietor of this company believes that his
Profit and Loss Statement should be so arranged that it will show two
things: The profit (or loss) on each contract, and also the final llet
Profit that the year's work has earned. He is in this respect differ-
ent from the merchant. This is because the merchant would find it al-
most impossible to determine the cost and thereby the profit on each
item that he sells, Hov/ever, as Mr. Malchay knows both the cost and the
Eent
'nVages
Bad Debts
Advertising
Delivery Expense
Miscellaneous Expenses
ijSl, 200,00
1,500,00
100,00
400,00
400,00
600,00
$4,200,00.
c
contract -orice for euch job, he is able to show the profit on each indi-
vidual contract. He does this by listing each job that made a i^rofit
and setting the amount of the profit in a coluran to the ri^t. Loolcing
at Statement II, it is seen that he has listed nine jobs each with their
respective profits and has totaled all of these fe)3,905»00). On one job
instead of making a profit, he suffered a loss whic^, of course,
can happen although good accounting records tend to minimize this possi-
bility. On Job nP3, he lost $350, These he subtracts from his
^3,905,00 to ascertain his Gross Profit (^3,555,00) His next step
is to subtract his overhead expenses, which total ^^1,450, 00, leaving
him a 17et Profit of sp2,105.00.
If the reader of these statements wants more detailed information
he is referred to Exhibit AA, BB, etc, ITote that the Profit and
Loss Statement says "Profit on Job 77^1, see Exhibit M, o450,00".
Exhibit M merely shows the cost, both estimated and actual of the
elements that v/ent to maice up the cost of Job 7/1 and the profit, all
of Y/hich added together gives the contract price.
Still further details are available for each job in the weekly
labor and expense reports and monthly material reports, which are to
be fully explained in a later cliapter,
Ho, III
There is one rosnect in which Statements n and III differ. The
first difference is that on Statement II the profit for Job #1 is ^50,
and on Statement III $300, On Exhibit AA is sho\m a profit of ^300,
On Exhiibit AA. the cost is shovai as ^,000,00, whereas according to
Exhibit A, the cost is ^,950.00. They are both the same jobs and
really the same cost; the only difference is that in Statement III and
r
Ebchi'bit A, the cost of tiie job includes that job's share of the Over-
head expenses which, in this case was $150.00, This shows the cost of
the job ^150»00 more than in Statement II, Blchibit AA, and thereby
the profit less by that amoxmt»
Similar situations exist for each of the jobs.
ITow, this does not mean for one moment that the costs or profits
are really different. It merely means that in StatOTient II, the Over-
head expenses are not part of the cost of the job. People using this
type of statement do so because they believe that cost means the follow-
ing:
Direct Labor on the Job,
ilaterials Used on the Job,
Sxpenses On the Job,
Th&y do Hot include such items as Booltkeepers Salary or Office
Hent as part of the cost of a construction Job, To them, such items
are COST OF DOEIG BUSIIIBSS, in this respect, they are like the merchant,
(see Statament I)
The Oost of Doing Business on Statement II is deducted from the
Gross Profit, The result is then called Ilet Profit,
In Statement III the profits on each job is less than the corre-
sponding items on Statemooit II, llote that Bxliibit A shows less profit
than 3xhibit AA., because the cost on A is $4,950.00, while it is only
^,800.00 on AA.
But, notice also that on Statement II, OvFerhead Expanses of
$1,450,00 are deducted from the so called Gross Profit,
This whole question comes dovjn to one thing. Are "Overhead Ex-
penses" part of the cost of the jobs; or are they as the merchant sees
it, "cost of Doing Busiiiess", and not to be considered as i art of the
cost of the Jobs.
Tc
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If one prefers to call them part of the cost of the job, they will use
the form as shovai in Statement III and axliibit A. If the other point of
view is talcen, the other form of Statement will "be used*
So far as determining profits are concerned, one serves as well as
the other, Bxhroit A has the advantage that it shows "both actual and
estimated overhead, expenses applicable to each job. Exhibit AA does
not do that, which is a decided disadvantage.
However, Statement II shows a summarized list of the Overhead Ex-
penses and this certainly seems worth v/hile particularly if one operates
on a budget system. There is however no reason why such a statement
could not be made as a supplement to the Pinaiicial Statemoat when Form
III is used.
There is one more reason for preferring Statement III, and that is
because of uiiiformity. The estimates and bids include an allowance for
Overhead, and for that reason, if no other, it is better to keep state-
ments according to Form III.
Builders will have opportunities to com. are their costs v/ith their
competitors as do most well organized manufacturing industries. If all
are operating the same type of accounting records, they can do this with
more ease. This is a comnon practice among large manufacturers and tlsre
is no reason why Builders as small manufacturers cannot do like.vise.
Following is summarized what has been said in this Chapter:
1. V/hat is and what is not Overhead.
2. A study of the two viewpoints of Overhead as:
(a) cost of the job,
(b) cost of doing business,
3. A decided preference for the form which included
Overhead as part of the Cost of the Job.

Acoounting Methods of Oharging Jobs for Overheaxi
How that the reader Imows what Overhead is and how and where to
consider it, the next problem is to determine how to get t<^^ne Jobs;
that is from an accounting point of viev;. Actually, it is right out
there in the job in the terms of dollars and cents expended for it.
Where is it in the Ledger Accounts? It is in such accounts as Adver-
tising, Boolckeeping Expense, Office Rent, Depreciation, and all the
other expense accounts.
An Illustration
To enable the reader to see each step in getting these overhead
expenses charged to the various jobs, som figures from an Lmaginary
contractor's books v;ill be used. He has the following expense accounts
(totals only are given):
Office Sxoanse Rent
$125.00 #240.00
Advertising
$258.00
He also has the following Job Accounts:
Job rrl
Labor ^5 , 000.
llaterial 4,000.
Dir.Sxoense 300.
rettieral Expense
;iiJ385.00
Job jr2
Labor $3,000.
Material 3,000.
Dir.Expense 300.
Job 7r3
Labor
Materials
Dir.Sxoense
^i;2,ooo.
3,000.
500,
Now, each of those jobs should be charged to show its proportion-
ate share of the Overhead Expenses. The first problem is to decide on
c^
what tosis each job should receive its burden of Overhead, and the
second problem is one of debits and credits or how to get the araounts out
of the expense accounts and into the Job Accounts,
Each of the three job accounts shouid include its share of the
Overhead Expenses, One v;ay would be to debit job j^l for its siiare of
the Office Sixpenso and ere it the Office Expense Account for that
amount. Then likewise for its share of Rent, Advertising and General
Expense. Then, the sa'ne procedure for each of the other jobs, Shis
method would prove rather cumbersome, especially so wJien in actual
practice the job and Exiionse classification v.ould be more numerous
than in this illustration.
The author is reminded of a situation that existed in Prance dur-
ing the World V/ar that will explain a method of getting the Overhead
Expense into each job account with much ease.
Picture France with the battle front in the ITorth and hundreds of
regiments over miles of trenches. In the Southern cities are hundreds
of hospitals where men are being rebuilt and repairad so that someone
may knock them down again. But, of course, they cannot get knocked
down until they get back to the lines with their regiments and the
sooner the regiments can collect them, the quicker are they available
for knocking down purposes. So, the array heads get together and decide
that instead of eacn regiment going from one hospital to another. Trick-
ing up their repaired soldiers, that all of these soldiers be brought
to one city and there the regimental officers would gather them up.
One does the same tning with their accounts. Bring all the vari-
ous expense accounts to one place and then let the job accounts take
their share at one move from this central place.
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Office Expanse Rent
1125.00 if240.00
Advertising
$ffi8,00
G-eneral Sx'oeaise
^385 . 00
Overhead 3x^1 ens es
The Central Place
Each of the above accounts are transferred to an account called
"Overhead Expense" hy debiting the Overhead Expense Account and credit-
ing the individual expense accounts.
After this hss been done, the accounts will look as follows:
Office Bx-esise Rovit
ijJlS ,00 4' 240. Cv. v240.00
Advertising General Exr-iense
^?25a00
^ii)
250.00 $385,00 285. 00
General Overheal Expense
Office Bxi:>eiise
Eent
Advertising
Geiieral Bxoense
$ 125.00
340.00
250.00
385.00
How that all of the Overhead Expenses are in one place, it is
very easy to spportion it to eacii of the Job Accounts.

The Job Accounts
Job #1
Labor §5,000.
Llaterial 4,000.
Dir. te. 200,
Job 7r"2
labor ^ 3,000.00
i2aterial 3,000.00
Dir.Elxp, 500.00
Job
Labor ;^2,000.
llaterial 3,000,
Dir.Sxp. 500.
This is accomplished by crediting the G-eneraJ Overhead Sxr^euse
Accoimt and Debiting; the Individual Job Accounts.
The Overhead Expenses are 4 d/lOfo of the total Direct Costs of
all jobs, therefore there is added to each job as its share of the
Overhead, 4 q/10% of its Direct Costs,
Job Direct Cost Overhead
#1 $a, 200.00
6,300,00
5,5 00,00
$441,60 (4 8/10^ of |9, 200. 00)
302,40 {4 0/l0?2 of s?6, 300,00)
264 . 00 ( 4 8/10^ of #5,500,00)
Ho\7 the figure 4 8/lOfo was arrived at will be explained on the
follovmg page.
To transfer the General Overhead Bx ense Account to the individual
job accounts, credit the General Overhead Expense Account and debit
each job account for its share of the Overhead as computed above.
After maMng these entries, the accounts appear as follows:
Office Expense Rent
C;l25,00 $125.00 iB;240,00 240, 00
Advertising General Bxrense
#250,00 $250,00 $385,00 $385.00

General Overhead Bscnenses
Office Expense
Rent
Advertising
General Sxrense
^125.00
aio.oo
258 . 00
385.00
.^441. 60 To Job 7rl
264.00 " " jf5
^1,008,00 vl,008.00
Job vrl Job 7f2
Labor $ 5,000.00
liaterial 4,000.00
Dir^Labor 200.00
Gen. Overhead 441.60
Labor ^ 3,000,00
Material 3,000.00
Dir.Labor 300.00
Ger.. Overhead 302,40
# 9,654.60
Job 7r3
^ 6,602,40
Labor ;^ 2, 000,00
Llaterial 3,000.00
Dir .Labor 5 00,00
Gen.Overhead 264,00
^5,764,00
OoniFutation of Hate for applying Overheai Expenses
Determining the rate of Overhead is important but not difficult.
In the early j;art of this Gh£ii)ter, as well s in a previous chapter,
it was explained that cost of a job was made up of four eleneaits,
1. Direct Labor
2. Direct Llaterials
3. Direct Expenses
4. Ladirect Expenses
Any item of cost that can be charged specifically to any one job
is one of the first three, a direct cost; and any other item of cost
is an indirect expense. It is not practical to try to charge each job
for its EXAGT share of these indirect expenses, minly because the exact
shares are not easily determined. The bookkeepers salary is a good
II
e
r
exanple of that.
To figure the proper percentage to use in districting the Overhead
Bjqpeiises to the various Job Accounts, it is necessary to obtain the
totals of tv/o groups of figures:
1, The total of all Overhead Expenses
during the year,
2. The total Direct Costs for the year
of all Jobs (both finished and unfinished)
The next step is to compute the percentage that Overhead Expenses
is of Direct Costs, This is done by dividing the amount of the Over-
head Expenses by the total of the Direct Costs. In the illustration
on a previous page we find that the total of all indirect exi:)enses was
$1,008,00, and the total direct costs were $21,000, ^1,008.00 divided
by $21,000, is ,048 ( 4 8/l0^), so we charge each job with 4 8/l0^ of
its direct costs as its siiare of the indirect costs.
Charging certain Overhead Expenses directly to the Jobs
.
Sometines it is found advisable to charge each job directly for
Truck Expense or for the use of other pieces of equipmait. in this case
the Truck Expense Account is not closed into (transferred) the General
Overhead Expanse Account,
Referring back to the chapter on Construction Equipment Accounts,
page 112 f an explanation of the columns in the special form of Truck
Operating Account is given. The column marked "J" is the only credit
coluim in the account. It v.'as explained that when a man rents his
truck to someone, he d ebits the Cash Account for the amount of cash
received and credits this "J" column in the Truck Operating Account for
a like amoimt. This colujm represents the income eajmed by renting the
truck. Some accountants would prefer to keep a separate account for
c
I
this sort of an item, but as this was discussed in the chapter on
Oonstruction Equipment Accounts, it will not be considered here* It
was also mentioned that a contractor may rent his tracl; to himself
•
This is, he would charge each job for using the truck, and credit the
Truck Operating Account by placing the amount in the Rental "J" colujm.
In order to do this, it is necessary that the truck driver keep a record
of his total mileage and apportion this total to the various jobs, A
predetermined amount to charge for each mile is used as the basis for
charging the job,
• This is really charging each job for its siiare of one kind of
General Overhead Expense, but on a different basis than mentioned pre-
viously in this chapter.
r
The folloY/ing illustrates the method discussed earlier in this
chapter:
Truck ISxr.ensQ Ebo^ense Expense 3xioense
-
• • II., . II
-H - I
The following illustrates a more direct method of charging
Truck Expense:
Truck Expense Expense Bx-^ense Exi^ense
c
What is the advantage of tJiis method, if any? When a job is situ-
ated at a long distance fron the l3ase,and therefore 'Bats up", so to
speak, a great deal of mileage, this method v/ill give a more accurate
picture of the job cost. The same can "be said of any job, but particu-
larly so whan any one job requires more than the usual a'nount of truck-
ing.
It is, of course, easier to apportion the truck expenses to the
Various jobs directly than it would be to attempt the same thing for
such items of expense as oxTice rent, advertising, etc.
The main disadvantage is in obtaining the correct mileage to
charge to the jobs. It adds further detail to the accounting work.
Over or IMder Absorbed Truck Ssgoense
The amount of the various truck expenses will rarely be eocactly
the total of the amounts that have been charged to the jobs. Sometimes
the expenses will be greater than what has been charged to the jobs on
a mileage basis. In such cases, this excess of expenses that should
Iiave been, but were not ciiarged to the jobs as part of the job cost,
will be transferred (closed into) the General Overhead Expense Accotmt
and from there along with all other overhead expenses be distributed to
the several jobs. The sane is true, except in reverse order, if the
jobs \iere charged in excess of their cost. This will be offset by a
credit to the General Overhead Expense Account which lessens the
amount of overhead to be charged to the several jobs.
c
Jai Illustration:
Truclc Operating Account
Gas
Oil
Repairs
Garage Bent
$200.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
Taxes 50.00
Depreciation 250.00
^700.00
Advertising
$200.00 To Job 7^1
15 0.00 " 7^
5 0.00 " " #3
250.00 " " 77i
5 0.00 IMder-at)sorted
to Overhead Account
$700.00
General Expense
$100.00 $100.00 To Overhead $200,00 $200.00 To
Overheaol
General Overhead Sx^oense
Advertising $100.00
General Expense 200.00
l&ider Absorbed Truck. Sxp, 50.00
$ 350.00
notice that Jobs 7rl, 2, 3, and 4 were charged for a total of
$650.00 for the use of the truck, while the truck expense totaled ^700,
There remained $50.00 of Truck Expense not absorbed into the jobs. This
is transferred to the General Overhead Expense Account from where it
will be distributed to the jobs along with all other general overhead
expenses.
This method is recorainended whenever it is possible to get accu-rate
records of the truck mileage for each job.
When to make the Shtries
The question arises as to whether the job account shall be charged
for its share of the Overhead Expenses irnraediately at the completion of
the job, or at the end of the year at the time of closing the books.
Those who advocate charging the job for its share of Overhead Expenses
4
as soon as the job is finished argue that the contractor v;ants to know
as soon as possible just how rauc?i the job has cost and as the Overhead
Expenses are part of the cost, it is necessary to include the jobs*s
share of Overhead in order to Imov; the total cost. Of course, any
entry that they malce for this Overhead is purely an estimate as they
do not iaiov/ what the ecscact ainount of Overhead is going to be for the
entire year. Neither do they laiow what the total of the Direct Costs
for all of the jobs to be worked on will be for the entire year, so
do not knov/ the ratio between Direct Oosts aiid Overhead Expenses. These
men recognize that charging each job is merely an esti:nate and so charge
the job on an estinated basis.
They use last year's figures as a basis for es tiaating the Over-
head for this year. If their Overhead Sbq^enses last year totaled
$2,500,00 and the total Direct Oosts on all of last year's jobs were
$50,000,00, they would estiinate overhead for this year on the ratio
50,000 to 8,500, Keduced to percentage (2,500 divided by 50,000)
one finds that the Overhead was 5% of the Direct Oosts. Pollov/ing are
the same figures as shov/n on Page :
Job #1 Total Direct Costs $9,200.00
Job 77^ " " " $6,500,00
Job 7^3 " " #5,500.00
Assume that Job #1 was completed on April 10; Job 772 an July 31;
and. Job ifQ on December 20.
Cb April 10, those that care to charge Job ;/l for its share of
the Overhead would debit Job /^l account for an amount equal to 5f; of
its Direct Costs; 5% of $9 , 200,00 This is ^^^460. 00 Qi July 31, Job
($
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would be charged ^^275 , 00, The corresponding credits v;ould be to
the General Overhead Expense Account, ^
The Sxijense Acco-unts will be kept asiBual aiid will "be closed to
General Overhead Broense Account on December 31, as ws,s explained*
The follovrilng illustrates the method of ajplying Overheai Sscpenses
at the completion of the job:
On April 10,
General Overhea5. Bxioenses
i5;460,00 April 10 to Job #1
Job 7/1
Labor # 5,000,
llaterial 4,000,
Direct Expense 200,
Overhead "(Estimated) 460,
On. July 31, the accounts will be as follows:
General Overhead Sxnenses
;i?i460,00 April 10 To Job 7/1
315,00 July 31 " " 7/^
Job #1
Labor
Material
Dir *3xp.
Overhead (iist,)
^5,000,
4,000.
200,
460,
Job rrZ
Labor
Llaterial
Dir, Bxp.
Overhead (Sst.J
$3,000. I
3,000,
300,
315.
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Qti DeceialDer 20, the accounts will be as follows:
Genoral
^
Overhead Siapenses
;^60.00 April 10 To Job Tfl
315.00 July -^l " " 7f2
275 , 00 Doc. 20 " " ,^3
Job }rl
Labor ;jj»5,000.
Material 4,000.
Direct Bxponse 200,
Overhead (Estinated) 460,
Job #2
r
Labor ^3,000.
Material 3,000.
Direct Expense 300.
Overhead (Estinjated) 315,
Job 7^
Labor v 2,000.
Llaterial 3,000.
Dir. Expense 500.
Overhiad (Estimated) 275.
Qci December 31, the various expense accounts would be closed into
the &e£rieral Overhead Expense Account (see Page? 190-191 ) and the
account would look as follo\73:
General Overhsad Expenses
Doc. 31 Office Exp. $ 125, ^60, April 10 To Job ^/^l
tt 31 Kent 240. 315, July 31 " "
ti 31 Advertising 258. 275. Dec, 20 " " 7^
It 31 General Expense 385,
Tne total debit of the above is |1,000,00
The total oredit of the above is ^1,05 0,00
0
Qveral)3orlied Qvarliead
Fron conparison of the foregoing figures, it is evident that the
jobs have been charged with ^4£.00 too much Overhead Expense. Their
cost is overstated hy that a;noimt and, as a result, the profit is under-
stated by a like amount. This is corrected in the Profit and Loss
Account by a credit for $4E,00,
The debit is to General Overhead Expense account which closes out
that account as each side now totals f 1,05 0»00
lIoY/, why do some accountants want to go to all this trouble, or
as someone aptly puts it, "placing the cart before the horse". Their
reason as stated before is to charge each job for its share of the
Overhead AS SOOil AS POSSIBLE after the coi7ii;)letion of the job. Of
course, it is agreed that tlie contractor wants to Icnow what the cost
of the job is and, naturally, the sooner the better.
The Better iSethod
How much easier it would be (and just as practical) if, at the
completion of each job, they merely made a memorandum in the job
account for this estimated overhead and, at the end of the year close
the Expense Accounts to the General Overhead Expense Account, and then
that account to the various job accounts,
Li the next chapter the ^natter of Keports will be discussed.
Prom these reports, the contractor is able to get all the iiiformation
he wants and so has no occasion to refer to the job accounts for his
cost data. The Job Account v/ill be seen later to be a checli on the
reports as both must agree in totals.
0
Additional Costs after Job is Qoinpleted
Another advantase of leaving the job accoimts lie "as they are"
at the completion of the job is that it is not at al 1 unlikely that
the Builder be called back to do sone little thing that the ovjnor of
the house thinks should be done. If a contractor had to g-o back to
do something that cost hira vlO»00, this amount should be added to the
cost of the job.
It is evident then, that there is an advantage to closibg out all
the accounts at the end of the year instead of at the completion of
each job.
Under this method, the accounts will look the same as is shov/n
on page ISl, excepting that in the explanation column of Job will
be written "SstiinatecT Overhead ^50,00" Cost including above .';9,660,"
Bach job account would at the end of the year show in the explana-
tion coluim the estimated overhead and in the regular debit column
the actual overhead*
r
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HBPORTS
The reports wiiich shall "be explained in this chapter are devised
to show the Builder in concise form the story of the progress of his
Jol) under construction.
If possible, the contractor should have a report fron his foreman
each day. Such a report should merely be a memorandum of the day's
accomplishments. It will serve as an incentive to the foreman to get
as much done aA.GH day as he possibly can. The more frecruent the checks
on the work, the better it is apt to be. This is a human trait and
really applies to ourselves as well as to the forera£Ui.
In addition to this daily memorandum report, there should be
others stating in more detail the exact progress of the job. V/hether
thev should come at weekly intervals or longer is a matter for each
individual contractor to decide for himself. Regarding the labor
cost, it is advisable to show the contractor a report each week, Re-
ports on Materials, Sub-contracts, aiid Overhead Expenses need not be
made but once a month. This presupposes that sefr)arate reports are
made for Labor, materials, Sub-contracts, and Job Overhead. It is
not always necessary to do this as one report may include all of them,
lii this case, it will -probably be better to make each report include
all the items of cost on the Job,
This Y/eeldLy Job Revort may either supplement or substitute for
the Job Ledger, All the information v/anted about the Job can be had
from the Job Ledger, but it will be spread over many pages. The re-
r
port should bring; it altogether on one page. After the acoounting
system is v/orlcing smoothly, it is possible to dispense v/ith the Job
Ledger entirely.
The report form v/hich is used by The Housing Company of Saverly,
]jlass. is shov/n on the following pag-e. This co;npany usually has from
four to ten contraots running simultaneously. They use weoicLy re-
port sheets and have a report for each Job,
Bach column of tliis report will be explained individually*
Unit - Description of Jork
Bach subdivision of tho labor as shown by our estlr.ate sheet is
a "Unit". For example^ excavating, forms, studding, picture mold.
The labor cost of each of these will be considered a unit. Bach kind
of material is a unit; such as cement, rough lumber, finish lumber,
hardware, etc. Each sub-contract is a unit and it is usual to have
one unit called "Job Over.hoad",
The name of each unit is va'itten in the first column. The first
line will be for the first operation to be worked on, the second line
for the next, and so on.
Estimated Cost
in this column opposite the naine of the unit, we will va^ite the
estimated cost of this unit. The total esti.Tated cost will be shovm
at the bottom.
€
\i/'B3aY JOB EEPOET
T
DITIT 3STI-
Description of :.IAT2D
V/ork COST
GOLI.
VALUE
Go:i. v;k.
ACTUAL JOST G0;.nrAH5D TO SST.
LAST THIS TOTAL
TO DATij GADI LOSS
f
Actual Cost
Last v/eek ,
Ik this colutin is written the total cost of each unit. up to
the "beginnins of the current week*
This week.
In this column is written the total cost incurred for each
unit for the current week*
Tptal tn Date.
^
The sura of the two previous columns is placed m this column.
This shows the total cost of each unit.
Percent Completed
in this colmm is placed the estir^ated percentage of completed
work for each unit. That is, if eaccavating appears to te
about one-
half finished, 50 is written in this column. It is important
that
this part of the work be done very conscientiously. It should
KOT
be done by the foreman. The contractor himself should
make this
estimate.
Value of Com'pleted Work
The "Value" in this case is based on the ostinoated
costs. If
the estimated labor cost of form work was ^250.00
and the contractor
on inspecting the Job found it to be 50f. com^)lete.
he would put 50
in the "fo Gom.1 colmm and 50^2 of the estimated cost m
the »»VaLue
Oora.V/k." column, orvl25.00.
A comparison between "Value of Completed Wrrk"
colujmi and Aotual
Cost - Total to Date Col^omn %vill give the Gain or
I^ss on each unit.
If the actual cost is less than the value, according
to the, estimate,
a gain has been made and the difference between
the two coluums pla/sed
in the Compared to Estimate - Gain column. If the
actual cost was
greater than the estirnated cost, there is a loss
which is shovm in the
"Loss" column.
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Following is an illustration of a fe^v units:
Olearing Site is 100$^ complete, finished at a Gain,
Excavating is 50 ^ complete, finished at a Loss.
Forms are 50jS coii^plete, finished at neither a Loss or a Gain
UlIIT COST
,. . .
.
GOLIP.
VALU3
Gomr).
V/orlc
AvTUAL DOST GOiiAPiZD TO
LAST
;V33K
I'll TOTAL
TO DAT3
3STII,Ii^T3
gae: LOSS
Olearing Site 50 100 50 45 5
Bxcavat ing 100 50 50 60 10
Forms 200 50 100 100
1
The above seems to "be self explanatory;
Next week excavating is finished and form work is
Ibfo complete.
33T, YALU3 AGTUAL COST G0i.a.'Aili2) TO
Unit COST GOLIP. GOLJP LAST THIS TOTAL 3STII.IATB
V/OBK TO DATS GAET LOSS
Olearing Site 50 100 50 45 45 5
Excavat ing 100 100 100 60 50 110 10
Forrx 200 75 150 100 40 140 10
;^otal 35 0 275 .00 205 90 ::95 5
The totals for each coluimi is added aiid the no± loss or {;^in is
computed. The value of such a report is so obvious that no comments will
"he made on it.
The total of the "total to date" coluia should be checked viith the
total of the units in the Joh Le-iger and likewise with the total of the
Job Account in the General Ledger, provided that all columns in the
Journal have been totaled and r)osted6
rc
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ASG3R'TAIi:ilTG TIIS PHOPIT
Income
In chapter XI, income was divided into two groups; income as a result
of profit on contracts; and miscellaneous income. The follov/ing figures
will be used to explain the procedure in ascertaining the profit:
(A) Oost
Job 7^1
" 7/3
1^,000.00
7,000*00
6,000.00
6,000.00
(A) Includes Overhead Expenses.
Other incomes:
Truck Rental
Gement .Mixer P.ental
Interest 3amed
Lliscellaneous Iriconie
The accounts appear as follows:
Gontract price &
Total Payments
$4,100.00
7,600.00
5,800.00
6,400.00
^ 400.00
300.00
45.00
105.00
Job if 1
^,000.
Job
^,100.
3
#6,000.
Truck ]
^5,0 00.
Rental
$ # 400.
Interest Sarned
Job ifZ
#7,0?0. {iii7,600.
Job ,2^4
$6,000. ^6,400.
Cement Mxer Rental
ig; 300.
Lliscellaneous Income
$ 45.00 105.00

The Jol* Accounts
The debits represent the cost, and the credit represents the pay-
nent of the contract price. If the credits are greater than the debits,
there has been a profit, and if the costs (debits) are greater than the
income (credits), then of course, there has been a loss.
Jobs s^L, 2 and 4 show profits.
Job 7/3 shov;3 a loss of ;#200.00
Jiliscellaneous Incomes
These accounts shov; as credits the various incofTBS earned.
Ascertaii": ing the Profit
To ascertain the profit:
1, Add all i^rofits nade on the jobs,
2, Subtract any job loss,
3, Add miscellaneous incones.
Profit on Job ^^L ^100.00
" " " 7r2 GOO. 00
" " 7f ^ 400.00 11,100.00
Subtract
Loss on Job 7^ 200.00 200.00
profits on all Jobs* 900.00
Add other incomes
Truck Eental 400.00
Gemeait lELxor Rental 300,00
Interest 3ajned 45.00
Miscellaneous Incomes 105.00 05 0.00
ITet profit 1,75C.00
notice that there were no expenses to co:';sider vc. the above. This
is because all expenses were added to the costs of the various jobs and
so have been considered in arriving at the profits or loss for each of
the jobs.
c
Glosing The AGCoimts
The next ste^: is to put the ssne computations in the form of
accounting records. The procedure will be exactly the sane, except-
ing that the adding and subtracting will be done in an account called
"Elxpense and income" account, Atiother name for this account is
"Profit and Loss" account. This naine is at present more in use than
"Sxpeiise and Income", The latter is used, however, because in every
step up to the present, this paper has consistently put Losses and
Sxpenses on tiie left ;and Revenue, Income, and Profits on the right.
The terra Profit and Loss is a violation of this consistency. The
four Job Accounts and the four Licome Accounts are shovai below, and
immediately following them is the Expanse and Income Account, The
conrputations will be made in this account by transferring the balances
of each Job Account and each Income Account to the Sxpense and Income
Account* This is accomplished by a debit entvy (excepting for Job
account) to the Job and Income Accounts for the amount of its balance,
the correspanding credit being to the iixioense and Income Account, Take
Job jrl as an illustration: If stands as follows with a credit balance
of §100,00
Job frl
J^, 000, 00 ^4,100,00
This means that a §100,00 profit was made on this job.

The transfer of this |rlOO to the dispense Accotmt is accornplished
"by a debit of i^lOO to the job aocount.
Job 7^
4>4, 000,00 §4,100.00
X 100.00
and a credit of $100 to Expense and Income Accouiit
SjQ^ense aid Income
X ^100.00 Job jrl
After the same haj bean done for es-cii account, they '^vill look as
follov/s:
Job vv^l Job tTZ Job 7/3
$4,000.
100.
v4,100. ^i;7,ooo.
600.
^ii7,600. 6,000. v5,000.
200.
Job 7/^ Truck Hental Cement iCxer Hental
$6,000.
400.
6,400. V 400. ^ 400. 300. $ 300.
Interest Earned Miscellaneous Income
$ 45. ^ 45
»
<lj>
105
. $105»
Expense and Inopma-jLaooun-t
Job 7r5 $200. i^lOO. Job i^l
600. " #2
400. " ^
400. Truck Rental
300. Genent Ilaxer Rantal
45. Interest Earned
105.- LELsoellaneous Income
c
Each of the Job and Incofne Accounts are nov; totaled and ruled
as illustrated by the following:
Job #1
Cost ;,..4,ooo.oo
Profit 100,00
$ 4,100>00
^,100, Gon ^ract rrice i-ayment
$ 4,100.00
Profit Transferred to Qarital Account
The total credits representing profits of the Expense and Income
Account is ^1,950 and the one debit of §200 representing a loss is the
summarized story of profits, losses, and income, The net result (
(#1,950 less ijpEOO) is the net profit ($1,750). This is the same figure
arrived at on page 209,
The neat step is to transfer this to the Capital account. It is
desired to transfer a credit balance of $1,750 , 00 from Expense and In-
come Account to the Capital Account. This is accomi:lished "bir debiting
Expense and Income Account and crediting Capital Account, After this
entry, the two accovmts appear as follows:
Expense and Income Caioital
^1200, ;i;i00.00
GOO. 00
To Capital 400,00
Account 400.00
1,75 0, 300,00
45,00
105.00
$ 1,950. §1,95 0,00
§5,000, Investment
1,750, Ilet Irofit
for Year
• »
c
The Capital Account nov; shov/s a total Capital at this time of
the original investment (assume $5,000) plus the net profit; a total
of ^^6,75 0,
Amount of Capital as one Figure
It is usually desirable to show this amount as one figure, This
is accomplished "by "both a debit and credit entry of i^S,750 to the
Capital Account, After the debit entry is made, the account is double
ruled and then the credit entry is made (see page 5
7
(a) debit Capital Account ^6,750,
(b) total and rule the account,
(c) credit Gsgpital Account ^6,750.
This enables the boolrkeeper to "bring do\Tn" the total Capital in
one figure: Entry (a) would carry the date of December 31, 1929, and
entry (c) would be shovm as January 1, 1930,
Capital
(a) Dec. 31 1929 Balance $6,750.00 Jan ,1,19 29 Bal?Jice v5, 000,00
(b) Rule and add llet Profit 1,750,00
(o)
^6,750,00 ^ 6,750,00
Jan ,1,1930 Balance 6,750,00
r1
c
0KAPT3E XXVII
PROPIT il.D LOSS
Defined
A Irofit and Loss Statoraa-^t is a report v/hich tells hov; much
profit or loss a business accumulated during the year aiid how it was
made. Referring back to page 6 in the chapter "Informatlai Desired",
it is seen that this is one of the two things aimed for in keeping
records.
Simple in Form
As compared to a merchant or the average manufacturer, the Build-
er's statement will be conparatively simple. The Statement will be
divided into three sections,
profit on Contracts
The first section will list all Jobs showing a profit; stating the
Job name and number and the amount of the profit. Details of each in-
dividual Job '.vill not be shovna directly on the Statement, but v/ill be
attached to it in the form of an exhibit. The exhibit may be a copy
of the final report of the Job, showing estimated cost, actual cost and
actual profit. Reference to these exhibits v/ill be made on the state-
ment ,
Losses on Contracts
The second section will be a list of all Jobs on which a loss was
suffered. Supporting exhibits v/ill be used for these Jobs as v.'ell as
for the Jobs listed tn the first section.
The difference between the second and first section will be shown
rc
as "l^et Profit on All Contracts
Other Incomes
The third section will list any miscellaneous incomes, the total
of v;hich will be added to the "IJet Profit on All Oontracts", The
final figure will be shown on the last line and will "be knovm as the
"Net Profit"*
Income Tax
If desired, a fourth section might be added to separate the "ITet
Profit" into two parts; part one showing the amoxmt of the net profit
due the Grovemment on account of Income Tax, and the second part being
the remainder which is the "llet Profit" after allowance for Federal
Income Tax,
An illustration of a Profit andLoss Statemait:
( see next page)
cc
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G
Patrick J. Stineford - General Oontractor
Brov/nville Junction, Maine
)
IHCFIT ilTD LOSS STAOJEiiMIT
for year ending
December 31, 1930
Profit on JoTjs
Jol) Louis Stevenson (Bxhilsit B)
»»
tt
M
It
»1
tt
7^ Charles Adaiis
fi^ William Tessrnaii irl "
Oliarles Bergman "
77=7 Stewart Whitney "
z/e Sara Rosenerg "
3a?9 Willian Sessnazi ;/-E "
Losses on Jobs
0
D
i3
G
H
I
Job /rl Clarence Stevens " A
" sfe Ernest Proudraan JP
Ket Profit on AH Contracts
Add
Lliscellaneous Licorae
Interest Income
Cash Discount Received
L2.soellaneous Income
^300.00
400.00
700.00
600.00
600.00
9 00.00
300.00
655.00
15.00
14; 00
126.00
48.00
^3,800.00
670.00
$2,130.00
188.00
PROFIT $ 3,318.00
(
OHAPTEiR Win
ILTPROVaD BAm'GB SKEST
The Balance Sheet has been discusaed in almost every chapter,
but nothing has been said about the order in which the various items
should appear, V/han similar assets and liabilities are grouped to-
gether, the Statement will be of greater value.
The following is a logical grouping for a Builder:
The Groups Defined
Current Assets: Current Assets are cash and other assets which
will normally be converted into cash,
Current Liabilities: Curretrit Liabilities are those which h-ave
to be met comparatively soon after the date of the Balance Sheet,
Accountants are generally agreed that any liability due within one
year shall be classified as a currant liability, otherwise as a fixed
liability. Current liabilities are, or should be, paid from the
current assets, if possible.
Jobs in Construction: These items represent the accumulated
costs of the various Jobs as at the date of the Balance Sheet,
Loans on Jobs: These are loans obtained for the purpose of
financing the construction of the building. They are usually arranged
for before the beginning of the job and are made as the Job progresses.
Current Assets
Jobs in Construction
Fixed Assets
Current Liabilities
Loans on Jobs
Fixed Liabilities
Capital
c
The difference betwen the total of Jobs in Construction and Loans on
Jobs represents the contractor's equity in the Job,
Fixed Assets: Fixed Assets are those used in the conduct of the
business such a.s equipment, truck tools, or building. They are not
held with the intention of sale and are usually kept until they are
woCTi out, wh^ they are replaced by similar assets.
Fixed Liabilities: Fixed Liabilities are those debts which do
not mature for at least a year. They are usually loans which have
been made to enable the contractor to finance his business. More
often than not they are secured by mortgages.
Practically all accounts will fit into one of the above groups,
but if these is an account which does not seem to find a place in any
one of these groups, it should be shown by itself in the Balance Sheet,
Ratio bet\7een Gurreait Assets and Current Liabilities
Bankers are interested in knowing the ratio existing between
current assets and current liabilities, and for that reason the State-
ment should show that ratio* To do this, list all current assets and
show the total using the Caption "Total Current Assets", Next list
the current liabilities on the other side of the Statement and, on the
same line that "Total Current Assets" is wi-itten, show also "Total
Current Liabilities".
Jobs in Construction and Loans on Jobs
The amounts shown in the various Job Accounts will next be listed
and the total shown in the column to the right. Any Liabilities that
are not to be paid until completion of a contract are then listed
directly opposite on the liability side of the statement.
4(
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Fixed Assets and Fixed Liabilities
Fixed Assets and Fixed Liabilities are shov/ri in a manner similar
to the other two groups,
Gapital
The vrorth of the business is shown in two items under the car>tion
"Oapital". The Oarital at the beginning of the year is shovjn and, to
it is aided the profit for the period. The total of the two is then
shovai as Total Capital in the sane columi as the total of the tv/o groups
of liabilities.
Cb the next line is written "Total Liabilities and Capital" and
the aznount shown in the right hand colu-mn. On the same line on the
asset side, v/rite "Total Assets" and the anount in the asset column
that shows the totals for the three groups of assets.
Rulings .vill be inade as illustrated on the next page. The
Balance Sheet of Sara IJbberg, General Contractor of Sherbom, IJass,,
is shown herewith. This statement is not given as the one and only
form to be used. Many variations to this may be used to suit any firm»s
individual needs.
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Thesis
Vrelch,C.H.
1931
Ich, Charles H.
Application of ^Iccounting prin-
iples to a courg^e in accounting..

